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Abstract
Motivated by the AdS/CFT correspondence for relativistic CFTs, it seems natural to gen-
eralize it to non-relativistic CFTs. Such a dual description could provide insight into strong
coupling phenomena observed in condensed matter systems. Scale invariance can be realized
in non-relativistic theories in many ways. One freedom is the relative scale dimension of
time and space, called the dynamical exponent z. In this thesis, we will mainly focus on the
case where z = 2, however gravity duals for other values of z have also been found.
In the first part of the thesis, we study NRCFTs that are Galilean invariant. Discrete
light cone quantization (DLCQ) of V= 4 super Yang-Mills theory is an example of such a
system with z = 2 scaling symmetry. A more realistic example of a system with the same
set of symmetries is a system of cold fermions at unitarity. These non-relativistic systems
respect a symmetry algebra known as the Schr6dinger algebra. We propose a gravity dual
that realizes the symmetries of the Schr6dinger algebra as isometries. An unusual feature
of this duality is that the bulk geometry has two extra dimensions than the CFT, instead
of the usual one. The additional direction is a compact direction and shift symmetry along
this direction corresponds to the particle number transformation.
This solution can be embedded into string theory by performing a set of operations
(known as the Null-Melvin twist) on AdS5 x S' solution of type IIB supergravity. This
method also provides a way of finding a black hole solution which has asymptotic Schr6dinger
symmetries. The field theory dual of these gravity solutions happens to be a modified version
of DLCQ V = 4 super Yang-Mills theory. The thermodynamics of these theories is very
different from that of cold atoms. This happens to be a consequence of realizing the entire
Schr6dinger group as isometries of the spacetime. We give an example of a holographic
realization in which the particle number symmetry is realized as a bulk gauge symmetry. In
this proposal, the Schr6dinger algebra is realized in the bulk without the introduction of an
additional compact direction. Using this proposal, we find a confining solution that describes
a non-relativistic system at finite density. We use the holographic dictionary to compute the
conductivity of this system and it is found to exhibit somewhat unusual behavior.
In the second part of the thesis we study gravity duals of Lifshitz theories. These are
non-relativistic scale invariant theories that are not boost invariant. These theories do not
have a particle number symmetry unlike the boost invariant NRCFTs. We present solutions
of 1OD and 111D supergravity theories that are dual to Lifshitz theories. We present a black
hole solution that is dual to a strongly interacting Lifshitz theory at finite temperature.
We show that the finite temperature correlators in the interacting theories do not exhibit
ultra-local behavior which was observed in free Lifshitz theories.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 An alternate view of strongly interacting systems
The holographic principle relates a gravity theory to a quantum field theory (QFT) in one
lesser dimension. A prototype example of this correspondence is the AdS/CFT duality,
which is a conjectured equivalence between a gravity theory on Anti-de Sitter (AdS) space
and a strongly coupled conformal field theory (GET) in one lesser dimcnsion [124, 69, 168].
In some sense, the correspondence suggests that the emergent degrees of freedom of the
strongly coupled field theory are described by a gravitational theory. This can be taken as
a "definition" of quantum gravity given the lack of alternate definitions.
The original suggestion for the correspondence was based on studies of D-branes in flat
space. In the low energy limit, one obtains an equivalence between a supersymmetric gauge
theory that describes the light open string modes describing the worldvolume theory on
the branes and a gravity theory in AdS. The gravity theory becomes classical in the limit
where the number of colors (in the gauge theory) becomes infinite. In this limit, it is pos-
sible to compute observables in the strongly coupled gauge theory by studying classical (or
semi-classical) gravity. This feature is pleasing - the correspondence maps intractable com-
putations in the field theory to simple computations in classical gravity. For example, the
AdS/CFT correspondence (also known as gauge/gravity correspondence) maps the problem
of computing transport coefficients to solving linear wave equations in a black hole back-
ground [113]. It is a highly non-trivial task to obtain transport quantities of a strongly
interacting many body system using conventional field theory techniques. These techniques
11
use perturbative methods to describe the transport properties which treats the plasma as
a system of weakly-interacting particles (or quasi-particles). Viscosity is proportional to
the mean free path, which diverges when the interaction is turned off. Hence, perturbative
methods produce a large value for the shear viscosity-to-entropy ratio. This cannot explain
the low values of viscosity of hot quark-gluon plasma observed in experiments. It is essential
to incorporate interactions to obtain a finite mean free path, which seems to be naturally
encoded in the gravity description. The holographic calculation predicts a small value for
the shear viscosity-to-entropy ratio for a plasma made by putting the dual QFT at finite
temperature. The finiteness of viscosity just turns out to be a consequence of the properties
of black hole horizons. The absorption of energy by black hole horizon mimics the dissi-
pative effects in the hydrodynamics of the high temperature plasma. Though this result
does not directly apply to QCD at finite temperature, it seems to provide a good estimate
of the viscosity of quark-gluon plasma measured in heavy ion collisions. More importantly,
holography has provided conceptual insights that can augment our current understanding of
the quark gluon plasma.
More generally, we would like to exploit the power of holographic duality to understand
features of strongly interacting systems, such as high-Tc superconductors and QCD at finite
density, that are not well understood using conventional techniques. It seems important
to develop new ideas to understand the concepts underlying such many body phenomena.
Holography seems to provide fertile grounds for harvesting new ideas about strongly inter-
acting theories. This motivates a study of CFTs with holographic description (holographic
CFTs). String theory has a plethora of AdS groundstates and each AdS solution is dual
to some CFT. This landscape of CFTs resembles the landscape of CFTs that describe the
dynamics near quantum critical points arising in quantum phase transitions. The prospect of
studying many body physics using holography has made the existence of the string landscape
a pleasant feature.
Recently, there have been many attempts to use holography to mimic condensed matter
systems. A bulk of these studies take a phenomenological approach to AdS/CFT where the
full framework of string theory is not required. Though a string embedding could be helpful
in providing an explicit description of the microscopic dynamics of the dual QFT, such an
embedding is not always available and might be non-trivial. The phenomenological approach
focus on capturing some of the essential features of a real-world problem. A drawback of the
12
phenomenological approach to holography, is that there is no explicit Lagrangian description
of the QFT. However, the absence of a Lagrangian description is not an obstacle in using these
holographic QFTs to learn about strongly interacting theories. In fact, there are examples of
theories which do not have a Lagrangian description. Holography provides a prescription for
obtaining correlation functions of all the gauge invariant observables. This can be treated
as a definition of the dual field theory in the absence of a Lagrangian description.
Though the holographic models are somewhat far from describing realistic condensed
matter systems, it has spurred a lot of studies on gravitational instabilities. As a result of
these studies a numerous instabilities of charged black holes have been identified. At this
point, the implications of these instabilities for quantum gravity is not clear. The precise
comparison between the experimental results and holographic theories may not be possible
now, but developments in the future might yield fruitful results. As mentioned earlier, these
studies help in visualizing various non-perturbative features that could arise in many body
systems. The hope is that some of these features might become more transparent from
experimental or theoretical studies.
In the following sections we will a present a lightning review of the AdS/CFT correspon-
dence.
1.2 A phenomenological approach to AdS/CFT
In this section, we will find a geometric description of a relativistic conformal field theory
in d + 1 dimensions. This serves as a starting point to find phenomenological holographic
duals of quantum critical points. The goal is to find a metric whose isometry group matches
with the symmetry group of the conformal field theory. First, let us list the symmetries of
a relativistic CFT:
Translations: P. = -i9, , Dilations: D = -iz#8,
Lorentz transformations: M,,V =i(x, - =ya,)  -(zP, - xP)
Special Conformal Transformations: K, = i(2xyx - a - = -2x, D + x2P
These set of generators respect the following algebra
[Ml, P] = - g [D, K] -iK=igKK - gi pKv), [D, P] =iP
[ M ] = i (gyTMVP + gVpMIT - gY1PMVT - gvrMgp), [D, Kit] = -iKt, [P, Kv] = 2i(gmvD + Mttv)
13
The d + 1 dimensional conformal group is isomorphic to SO (d + 1, 2) There is a unique ge-
ometry whose isometry group is SO(d + 1, 2)- AdSd+ 2 and it is a maximally symmetric
spacetime. The line element of this d + 2-dimensional spacetime is given by
t2 2  r2
ds2 = L2 (1.2.1)
r2
The generators of the isometry group are the Killing vectors-
Translations: Pg = -i0, , Dilations: D = -ixz8,' - ira,
Lorentz transformations: MI, = i(x,, - Lu0g) = -(x,,P - XzP,1 )
Special Conformal Transformations: Kg = i(2xx a - x2a)= - 2xD +z 2p
We have introduced a - to distinguish the Killing vectors from the generators of the confor-
mal group. The Killing vectors approach the generators of the conformal group when r -+ 0.
Hence, the conformal symmetry group is the symmetry group of the theory living on the
conformal boundary of AdS, which is at r = 0. The interpretation of the radial direction
(r) in the dual field theory will be discussed later in this chapter.
In order to completely specify the gravity theory, we need to identify the source that
supports this spacetime. Anti-de Sitter spacetime is a space with constant negative curvature
and it is maximally symmetric. The only source that respects the symmetries of AdS is a
negative cosmological constant. In d + 2 dimensions the value of cosmological constant is
A = d(d+1). The (d + 2)-dimensional action can be written as
S 2r 2 dd+2xg (R - 2A)
d+2
In the next section we will go through the original arguments in [124] which led to the
discovery of AdS/CFT correspondence.
1.3 A braney picture of the correspondence
Let us list down some important facts about D-branes that will be helpful for our discussion.
Dirichlet p-branes or Dp branes are p+1-dimensional topological defects on which strings can
end. The open strings which end there have tension and hence their light states are localized
on the brane. These provide a string theory description of worldvolume degrees of freedom.
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The open string spectra contains massless vector degrees of freedom; these worldvolume
degrees of freedom generally include a gauge field propagating in p + 1-dimensions. The
worldvolume gauge dynamics on a D p-branes is described by the Born-Infeld action. The
bosonic part of the Born-Infeld action is given by
SBI ~-T0) J p+1 CO - det [G,, + Ba- + 2Wa'F,] (1.3.1)
GO is the pullback of the metric G,,, BO is the pullback of the NS-NS two form potential
B,,, and FO is the gauge field living on the brane. This action comes from interactions
involving worldsheets with one boundary. So the Dp- brane tension is given by:
(0) (2v /a') 1
-P
r, - - = (1.3.2)9s 27ra'g8
where g, is the string coupling constant. It is also known that D-branes carry Ramond-
Ramond(RR) charges. This can be seen by computing the amplitude for D-branes to emit
RR gauge bosons.
Now, let us consider a stack of N D3 branes. The back reaction on the geometry from this
stack of branes is determined by its contribution to the source term in Einstein's equations.
The source term in Einstein's equation is proportional to the product of 10D Newton's
constant GN and the stress tensor of the N D3 branes. The stress tensor is proportional
to the product of the number of branes and the D3 brane tension. The tension of the D3
brane is inversely proportional to the string coupling constant (g,) and GN is proportional
to g2. Hence the backreaction of the stack of N D3 branes is proprtional to gsN = A, which
is negligible when A < 1. When A > 1, the D3-branes collapse into an extremal black brane
carrying the RR charge of the D3 branes.
The black 3-brane metric carrying N units of RR 5-form flux (a' is the string tension) is
ds 2  H-1/2 (p)r/,,dodxv + Hi/2 (p)dx'dx', pt, v E 0,... 3, m, n E 4, ... ,9,
H = 1+ L4 = 4rgNa'2 , 2 = z""'. (1.3.3)
p4
The metric approaches flat space as p/L -> oc. and in the "near-horizon" (small p/L)
15
limit the line element takes the following nice form,
d2 2 2Qds2 rdx 'dx" + +-dp L2 dQS5 . (1.3.4)
The near horizon geometry is just AdS 5 x 5. The coordinate transformation p = L2 /r
makes the line element of AdS take the form in (1.2.1).
Note that the horizon is extremal, that is, it has no temperature. Let us consider a
probe with energy E (as measured by an observer at infinity) and let us denote the energy
measured by an observer located at p by E(p). These two are related by a redshift, since H(p)
varies with the radial coordinate. This relation is given by E = H- 1/4E(p). In this relation,
H- 1/ 4 (p) is the redshift factor. Long wavelength excitations close to the horizon cannot
get past the gravitational potential barrier. It has also been shown that the excitations at
infinity can't get to the region close to the horizon due to the low absorption cross-section
of the horizon[5]. This implies that the dynamics of the closed strings propagating in flat
space at infinity decouples from the dynamics of the low energy dynamics of the strings near
the horizon. This limit is equivalent to keeping the energy (in string units) measured by an
observer at infinity fixed and taking the Regge slope a' to zero. The classical supergravity
description of the near horizon geometry is good when g, -- 0, N -* oc.
Now let us examine the case when A < 1. In this case, the backreaction is negligible
and the D3-brane admits a description in terms of the worldvolume gauge theory. The
world volume gauge theory is described some non-abelian generalization of the Born-Infled
action. The precise form of this action is not required for the current discussion; we are just
interested in the low energy dynamics. In the low energy limit (or a' -- 0 keeping energy
fixed), the world volume theory is described by K = 4 U(N) Yang-Mills theory. The K = 4
SYM theory is a conformal field theory. The closed strings propagating in flat space decouple
from the dynamics of the world volume theory in the limit where a' -+ 0 (keeping energy
fixed).
We now have two two different descriptions of a stack of D3 branes. In both these descrip-
tions the dynamics of closed strings in flat space decouple from the low energy descriptions.
This observation led Maldacena [124] to conjecture that the string theory on AdS 5 x S'
provides a description of K = 4 SYM theory at strong t'Hooft coupling .
In the large N limit, we have a duality between classical type JIB supergravity and the
16
large N limit of SU(N) M = 4 SYM theory!
1.4 Holographic view of RG flows
We saw that the isometries of the bulk spacetime becomes the conformal generators of the
field theory at the boundary. This fact suggests that the field theory can be thought of as
living on the conformal boundary of the bulk spacetime, which is at p = 00. Boundary value
of the fields in the gravitational theory correspond to sources for gauge invariant operators
in the field theory. Hence, small deformations of the dual field theory correspond to linear
perturbations around the gravitational background. If the boundary theory is deformed by
some operator 04 (1), this modifies the boundary conditions for the dual bulk field #(x, p).
The equation of motion for the fluctuations #(x, p), is a linear wave equation. In order
to study the response of the system to the small deformations, we evaluate correlation
functions in the filed theory. For concreteness, let us evaluate the two-point correlation
function (0 4 ()0 4 (x)). This correlation functions can be computed from the behavior of
the fluctuations obtained by solving the wave equation, which has a unique solution for
#(x, p) that respects causality. The holographic dictionary pruvides an in-principle way of
finding the generating functional for all the correlation functions using the gravity theory.
The generating functional is related to the on-shell action of the bulk field #. The correlation
functions can be determined by taking derivatives of the generating functional with respect
to the boundary value #(, oc). The on-shell action, and hence the generating functional
can be computed from the boundary behavior of the field #. In other words, the correlation
function (0 4 ()0 4 (x')) can be computed from large p asymptotic behavior of # at x and
x'. When the points x and x' are separated by short distances, the asymptotics of # at x
and x' are determined mostly by the behavior of the solution near the boundary (at large
p). When the separation is large, the asymptotic behavior of # at x and x' probe regions far
from the boundary. From this discussion, we can see that the short distance (high energy)
physics in the field theory correspond to the bulk physics near the boundary, while the long
distance (low energy) physics in the field theory correspond to bulk physics far away from
the boundary. This allows us to interpret the radial coordinate p as the renormalization
group scale in the field theory. We could have reached the same conclusion by analyzing the
redshift factor.
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There is a detailed recipe for computing all gauge invariant observables in the boundary
field theory using classical computations in the gravity side [69, 168]. This recipe makes
holography a powerful tool for studying strongly correlated systems.
1.5 Synopsis
Rest of thesis is organized as follows.
1. In the second chapter, we propose a generalization of the AdS/CFT correspondence
to non-relativistic conformal field theories which are invariant under Galilean transfor-
mations. Such systems govern ultracold atoms at unitarity, nucleon scattering in some
channels, and more generally, a family of universality classes of quantum critical be-
havior. We construct a family of metrics which realize these symmetries as isometries.
They are solutions of gravity with negative cosmological constant coupled to pressure-
less dust. We discuss realizations of the dust, which include a bulk superconductor.
We develop the holographic dictionary and find two-point correlators of the correct
form. A strange aspect of the correspondence is that the bulk geometry has two extra
dimensions.
2. We construct string theory duals of non-relativistic critical phenomena at finite tem-
perature and density in the third chapter. Concretely, we find black hole solutions
of type IIB supergravity whose asymptotic geometries realize the non-relativistic con-
formal group (also known as Schr6dinger group)as isometries. We then identify the
non-relativistic conformal field theories to which they are dual. We analyze the ther-
modynamics of these black holes, which turn out to describe the system at finite
temperature and finite density. The strong-coupling result for the shear viscosity of
the dual non-relativistic field theory saturates the KSS bound.
3. In the fourth chapter, we point out that the spectrum of the particle number operator
in the earlier examples is not a necessary consequence of the existence of a gravity dual.
We record some progress towards more realistic spectra. In particular, we construct
bulk systems with asymptotic Schr6dinger symmetry and only one extra dimension.
In examples, we find solutions which describe these Schr6dinger-symmetric systems at
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finite density. A lift to M-theory is used to resolve a curvature singularity. As a happy
byproduct of this analysis, we realize a state which could be called a holographic Mott
insulator.
4. In the fifth chapter, We describe solutions of 10-dimensional supergravity comprising
null deformations of AdS 5 x S' with a scalar field, which have z = 2 Lifshitz symmetries.
The bulk Lifshitz geometry in 3 + 1-dimensions arises by dimensional reduction of these
solutions. The dual field theory in this case is a deformation of the N=4 super Yang-
Mills theory. We discuss the holographic 2-point function of operators dual to bulk
scalars. We also discuss deformations of AdS x X in 11-dimensional supergravity,
which are somewhat similar to the solutions above. In some cases here, we expect
the field theory duals to be deformations of the Chern-Simons theories on M2-branes
stacked at singularities.
5. In the sixth chapter, we propose candidate gravity duals for a class of non-Abelian
z = 2 Lifshitz Chern-Simons (LCS) gauge theories studied by Mulligan, Kachru and
Nayak. These are nonrelativistic gauge theories in 2+1 dimensions in which parity and
time-reversal symmetries are explicitly broken by the presence of a Chern-Simons term.
We show that these field theories can be realized as deformations of DLCQ N = 4 super
Yang-Mills theory. Using the holographic dictionary, we identify the bulk fields of type
JIB supergravity that are dual to these deformations. The geometries describing the
groundstates of the non-Abelian LCS gauge theories realized here exhibit a mass gap.
6. In the seventh chapter, we construct analytically a black hole which asymptotes to a
vacuum Lifshitz solution. We study its thermodynamics and scalar response functions.
The scalar wave equation turns out to be exactly solvable. Interestingly, the Green's
functions do not exhibit the ultralocal behavior seen previously in the free Lifshitz
scalar theory.
7. In the final chapter, we present some concluding remarks about the pros and cons of
non-relativistic holography and the holographic principle in general.
Chapters 2,3 and 4 are edited and re-mixed versions of [16], [1] and [19]. Chapters 5, 6
and 7 are slightly modified versions of [20], [18] and [17].
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Chapter 2
Gravity Duals of Non-relativistic
Conformal Field Theories
A bulk of this chapter and the first item in the synopsis (Chapter 1) appeared in "Gravity
duals for non-relativistic CFTs." with John McGreevy [16] and is reprinted with the permis-
sion of Phys.Rev.Lett. Copyright (2008) by The American Physical Society. Some portions
of this chapter appeared in "Hot Spacetimes for Cold Atoms." with Allan Adams and John
McGreevy [1] and is reprinted with the permission of JHEP.
2.1 Introduction
Many attempts have been made to use the AdS/CFT correspondence [124, 69, 168] to study
systems realizable in a laboratory. One does not yet have a holographic dual matching the
precise microscopic details of any such system and is therefore led to try to match the univer-
sality class of the system. In general, physics in the far infrared is described by a (sometimes
trivial) fixed point of the renormalization group. It has been argued that the associated zero-
temperature conformal field theory (CFT) controls a swath of the finite-temperature phase
diagram, namely the region in which the temperature is the only important scale, and no
dimensionful couplings have turned on (see e.g. [153]). In trying to use gauge/string duality
to study such questions, it seems urgent, then, to match the symmetries of that theory to
those of the sytem of interest.
The AdS/CFT correspondence so far gives an effective description of relativistic confor-
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mal field theories at strong coupling. Not many of these are accessible experimentally.
However, there are many non-relativistic conformal field theories which govern physical
systems. Such examples arise in condensed matter physics [153], atomic physics [139, 147,
24, 173, 108], and nuclear physics [130]. In the first situation, these are called 'quantum
critical points'; this term refers to a second-order phase transition that is reached not by
varying the temperature, but by varying some coupling constants at zero temperature.
A particularly interesting example where exquisite experimental control is possible is the
case of cold fermionic atoms at unitarity (e.g. [139] and references therein and thereto). These
are scale invariant in the following sense. The interactions are tuned (by manipulating the
energy of a two-body boundstate to threshold) to make the scattering length infinite (hence
the system is strongly coupled). The material is dilute enough that the effective range of the
potential can be treated as zero. While the density of material is a dimensionful quantity,
the dependence of the energy and other physical quantities on the density is determined by
the symmetry algebra. A recent paper studying the constraints from Galilean conformal
symmetry on such systems is [137].
In this chapter, we will describe a bulk dual of non-relativistic CFTs, analogous to the
AdS gravity description of relativistic CFTs, at strong coupling. We approach this question
by considering the algebra of generators of the non-relativistic conformal group, which ap-
pears in [137] (related work includes [104, 77, 136]). We seek a solution of string theory (in
its low-energy gravity approximation) whose asymptotic boundary symmetry group is not
the Poincard symmetry group (i.e. Lorentz and translations), but rather Galilean invariance
and translations. We also demand a non-relativistic version of scale invariance and special
conformal transformations.
Clearly we will have to introduce some background energy density to find such a solution
(i.e. it will not be just a solution of gravity with a cosmological constant). Holographically,
this is because the theories we are trying to describe arise in general (perhaps not always)
from relativistic microscopic theories (not necessarily conformal) upon by adding in some
background of Stuff (which fixes a preferred reference frame) and then taking some limit
focussing on excitations with small velocities in this frame.
An analogy which may be useful is the following. The plane-wave symmetry group is a
contraction of the AdS isometry group; the plane wave solution arises from AdS in considering
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a limit focussing on the worldline of a fast-moving particle. So it might be possible to take
some limit of AdS analogous to the plane wave limit to find our solution. The limit involved
would be like the Penrose limit, but replacing the single particle worldline with a uniform
background number density. We leave such a derivation from a more microscopic system for
the future and proceed to guess the end result.
Scale invariance can be realized in non-relativistic theories in a number of ways. One
freedom is the relative scale dimension of time and space, called the 'dynamical exponent' z
(see e.g. [91]). The familiar Schr6dinger case has z = 2, and the conformal algebra for this
case is described in [137]. Fixed points with z -f 2 can be Galilean invariant, too.
Non-relativistic systems which enjoy conformal invariance in d spatial dimension are
governed by a symmetry algebra known as the d-dimensional Schr6dinger algebra. To be
specific, the relevant algebra is generated by angular momenta Mij, momentum P, Galilean
boosts Ki, dilatations D and rest mass N. Here i, j = 1..d label the spatial dimensions. The
commutators which are neither zero nor determined by spin are:
[Ki, P] = i6ojN, [D, P] = iPi, [D, Ki] = (1 - z)iKi
[H, Ki] = -iPi, [D, H] = ziH. (2.1.1)
where z, the "dynamical exponent", determines the relative scaling between the time-
coordinate and the spatial coordinates, [t]=lengthz. In the special case z = 2, the alge-
bra may be extended by an additional "special conformal" generator, C, whose non-trivial
commutation relations are
[D, C] = -2iC [H, C] = -iD.
In this case z = 2, both D and N may be diagonalized, so representations of the Schr6dinger
algebra are in general labeled by two numbers, a dimension A and a "number" f. For
fermions at unitarity, this number is precisely the fermion number.
Motivated by the relativistic AdS/CFT correspondence, it is natural to wonder whether
there exists gravitational duals for non-relativistic CFTs. By analogy to the relativitstic
case, we expect such a gravitaional description to realize the symmetry group of the CFT as
the isometry group of the spacetime. However, since there are now two symmetry generators
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which may be diagonalized and whose eigenvalues label inequivalent representations (in the
AdS case, there is only one, the dimension), we may expect any spacetime which has the
Schr6dinger algebra linearly realized as its isometry group to be two dimensions higher than
the CFT, as opposed to one-dimension higher as in the case of AdS.
In the next section we will explicitly construct such geometries. More precisely, we will
construct a d + 3-dimensional metric realizing the d-spatial-dimensional Schr6dinger group
as its isometry group, and such a system is holographically dual to non-relativistic CFTs
at zero temperature and zero density. We will refer to these metrics as Schka, where z
labels the dynamical exponent and d the number of spatial dimensions (note that d+3
(d+1)+2); in the special case z = 1, Schla = AdSda.
Importantly, this metric is not a vacuum solution of the Einstein equations. As a result,
it is necessary to couple the system to additional background field strengths (a pressureless
dust and a negative cosmological constant) whose stress tensors cancel the non-zero Einstein
tensor of the spacetime metric1 . As we shall see in the next chapter, this system - a metric
with Schr6dinger isometries supported by background field strengths for massive tensor fields
- has a natural embedding into string theory.
We provide some basic checks for our conjecture by a comparison of Green functions for
scalar operators as computed in the NRCFT and gravity. The n-point Green's function of
an operator 0 in a NRCFT, is determined by the scaling dimension AO and the particle
number No [137]. Indeed, as shown by Nishida and Son [137], this is the case in any
nonrelativistic CFT, since that's what's required to specify a representation of the z = 2
Schr6dinger algebra. We will show that the two-point Green's function calculated using the
gravity theory has the same form as that of [137].
A basic entry in the gauge/gravity dictionary is the following. The global currents of
the boundary gauge theory (such as the R-currents) couple to gauge fields in the bulk.
In the simplest example of the .A = 4 theory, the R-currents are coupled to the Kaluza-
Klein vector fields in AdS 5 associated with the isometries of the 5-sphere. So turning on a
chemical potential for R-charge in some U(1) Cartan direction inside SO(6) means in the
bulk AdS 5 turning on some background gauge potential A0 . Our solutions can be sourced by
'The recent papers [66, 21] find a solution of the vacuum einstein equations with only a cosmological
constant - this is just the DLCQ of AdS, with the periodic identification breaking the AdS symmetry
group to its Schr6dinger subgroup. As we will discuss in considerably more detail in the next chapter, this
corresponds to a degenerate limit of the backgrounds considered in [16, 160]
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a bulk electric field, which should correspond to the conserved number density of particles
comprising the Stuff. That the particle number can be conserved is a consequence of the
possibility of absence of antiparticles in a non-relativistic theory 2.
In the next section we write down a metric with this isometry group 3. It is sourced by a
stress tensor describing a negative cosmological constant plus dust. After demonstrating the
action of the isometry group, we provide answers to the important question: why doesn't
the dust collapse due to the gravitational attraction? In section three, we generalize the
AdS/CFT dictionary to extract information about the field theory dual, including anomalous
dimensions and Green's functions. In section four, we highlight some of the many open
questions raised by this construction.
2.2 Geometry
The metric we will study is
2 23 2dt 2  d + 2d<dt dr 2ds=- + + .(2.1
r 2z r2 22
Here Y is a d-vector, and z is the advertised dynamical exponent. The coordinate ( is some-
thing new whose interpretation we will develop below4 . The metric (2.2.1) is nonsingular. As
is manifest in the chosen coordinates, it is conformal to a pp-wave spacetime. When 3 = 0,
the metric in 2.2.1 is just AdS in lightcone coordinates. When one of the null directions
is compactified, the isometriy group of AdS is broken down to Schrodinger group [66, 21].
However, the causal structure of AdS in lightcone coordinates is different from the causal
structure of Galilean invariant theories which is naturally encoded when # is non-zero. For
the rest of this chapter, we set /2 to half. For this value of 32 the metric in 2.2.1 is
2 dt2  dxi2 + 2ddt dr2ds= + + .
72z 72 T2
2 That is to say, the dual field theories that we are describing must not have particle production. It is of
course possible for non-relativistic theories to nevertheless contain both particles and antiparticles, as indeed
do the systems under study in [106], which, unlike ours, are invariant under t - -t.
3 Earlier work on geometric realizations of the Schrddinger group include [54] and references therein,
wherein the metrics we study are called Bargmann-Einstein structures.
4In the case d = 2, z = 3, this metric describes the near-horizon geometry of D3-branes in the presence
of lightlike tensor fields [8]; its causal structure was studied in [99]. The sources present in those solutions
did not preserve the rotations Mi 1 .
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We shall show that the isometries of the above metric comprise the d + 1-dimensional
non-relativistic conformal group with algebra 2.1.1. It is clear that the above metric is
invariant under translations in , t and under rotations of Y. It is also invariant under the
scale transformation
It is invariant under the Galilean boost 7'= 7-it if we assign the following transformation
to the coordinate (: (' = + -(20- - - v2 t). In the special case z = 2, special conformal
transformations act as
= x 1 = t r I+c( 7  +2
1+ct' 1+ct 1+ct' 2
One can check that the vector fields generating these isometries have Lie brackets satisfying
the algebra (2.1.1) '. The only non-obvious identification is that the rest mass is identified
with N = 89. Perhaps not surprisingly, the spectrum of the number operator in the theories
dual to geometries of the form (2.2.1) is the set of integers, since it arises from the tower of
Kaluza-Klein momenta in the ( direction. T he name for the (-momentum conservation law
in the n-point functions
11+12+...= '1+1'2+...
is "Bargmann's superselection rule on the mass" [78]. The stress tensor is an operator
which commutes with the particle number operator (this is a consequence of the Schr6dinger
algebra). The fluctuations of the bulk metric dual to the stress tensor therefore have zero
i-momentum.
Time reversal is an antiunitary operation, which means that it complex conjugates the
wavefunctions. In particular, say in a weakly coupled theory with field operator XI, it acts
on an operator 01 by
T : 01 = 1...91 -k H 01
Note that although the metric is not invariant under simple time reversal, t -+ -t, it is
invariant under the combined operation t - -t, ( -+ -(, which, given the interpretation of
'We believe that no (d + 2)-dimensional metric can realize this isometry group.
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the i-momentum as rest mass, can be interpreted as the compositionof charge conjugation
and time-reversal.
The fact that the number operator in a non-relativistic conformal field theory is gapped
(one Li atom, two Li atoms, three...) tells us that ( must be periodic. But ( is a null
direction in the bulk geometry. As such, we appear to be forced into a discrete light cone
quantization (DLCQ). This will be made more precise in the next chapter.
At first sight, compactifying ( may look problematic. For example, this may appear to
violate boost invariance. However, boost invariance remains unbroken precisely because the
( direction is null; this follows from the commutator [N, /<] = 0 in the Schrddinger alge-
bra. Perhaps more troublingly, compactifying ( would appear to introduce a null conical
singularity at r -* o, which suggests that our metric should not be reliable in the strict IR.
However, this singularity is unphysical. As we shall seein the next chapter, the singularity
goes away as soon as we turn on any finite temperature - the would-be null singularity is lost
behind a finite horizon which shrouds a garden-variety schwarzschild singularity. Meanwhile,
physically, we always have some finite T in a realistic cold-atom system, and thus a natural
IR regulator. Finally, and most sharply, even in the strict T - 0 case, the dynamics will
resolve this "singularity" in a fashion familiar from the study of null orbifolds of flat space
[116, 120, 55, 95]: a pulse of stress-energy sent towards large r is steadily blue-shifted until
its back-reaction is no longer negligible; analysis of the back-reaction then shows that the
would-be null-singularity turns over into a spacelike singularity shrouded behind a (micro-
scopic) horizon. All of which is to say, the strict T -* 0 limit of our NRCFT is unstable to
thermalization upon the introduction of any energy, no matter how small. The challenge, in
both the NRCFT and the dual spacetime, is not to crank up a finite temperature, but to
drive the temperature low.
The stress tensor sourcing the metric in equation (2.2.1) consists of a negative cosmolog-
ical constant 6 A = -10 plus a pressureless dust, with constant density F:
Tab = Agab + ' o6ab0
As mentioned in the introduction, it is natural to include a gauge field in the bulk. In a
non-relativistic theory, the particle number can represent a conserved charge of the boundary
6We have set 87rGN = 1. The indices a, b run over all d + 3 dimensions of the bulk.
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theory, which will correspond to a bulk gauge field. The fact that we want to consider a
finite density of matter suggests that we should consider configurations of this gauge field in
the presence of nonzero charge density.
We observe that because of the non-stationary form of the metric, the stress tensor for an
electric field in the radial direction Ft has only a 00 component. Maxwell's equation in the
bulk, coupled to a background current jb is - (a, Fab) - jb. To produce an electric field
in the r direction, which gives the correct behavior of Too we consider a nonzero j of the
form j = por-z+2 , which by Gauss' law generates an electrostatic potential Ao = POr-Z.
The current and gauge field are therefore related by the London equation j" = m2A, with
m = z(z + d). 7.
Having gained this insight, we observe that our metric is sourced by the ground state of
an Abelian Higgs model in its broken phase. The model
S =J dd+3 Xl (F 2 + DG|2 _ V (D2))
with Da? - (a + ieA) 1 , produces the correct dust stress tensor with a Mexican-hat
potential
V (1|2) g (112 - v2) 2 + A
for arbitrary g, as long as e2 v2  = = z(z + d) as above '. It is tempting to relate the
parameter <p to the phase of the boundary wavefunction. We hope in the future to use
this theory with finite g to describe the vortex lattice formed by rotating the cold-atom
superfluids.
2.3 Correspondence
Consider a scalar field in the background (2.2.1), with action S =j f dd+3 X (8,g/lgV - m 2q 2 ).
As in AdS, the transverse fluctuations of the metric hxy(kz) satisfy the same equation of mo-
tion as a massless scalar, and so we can take the m = 0 case as a proxy for this component
of the metric fluctuations.
'Recent holographic studies of spontaneously broken global symmetries of the boundary theory (at finite
temperature) include [72].
sOur metric is therefore a solution of the same system studied in the first and last references in [72], with
very different asymptotics.
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Translation invariance allows us to Fourier decompose in the directions other than r,
#(r) = eiWt+ikx+f (r). Then the wave equation in the background (2.2.1) takes the
form:
(rd+30r (Ia) + r 2 (21w + k2)
+r 4 ~2zg2 + m 2 ) f (r) = 0. (2.3.1)
To find the generalization of the gauge/gravity dictionary to this case, we first study asymp-
totic solutions of this equation near the boundary. Writing f oc rA, we find for z < 2:
d d )2 +T 1 232S =1 + - i 1 + - +m 2 +6z,2l2 . (2.3.2)2 2
In the case z > 2, there is no scaling solution near the boundary; the i-momentum dominates
the boundary behavior, and the solutions vary with r faster than any power of r. It would
be interesting to understand a possible meaning of the asymptotic solutions which do arise,
and to interpret the critical nature of z = 2 in terms of the boundary theory. As usual, these
exponents A± can be interpreted as scaling dimensions of spin-zero boundary operators in
the boundary theory. We look forward to extending this analysis to the fluctuations of fields
of other spin.
For definiteness, we focus on the familiar, critical z = 2 case with d = 3 spatial dimen-
sions. In that case, the momentum in the s-direction simply adds to the mass of the bulk
scalar, i.e. they appear in the combination 12 + M2 . In this case the wave equation is solved
by
f i(r) = Ar5/ 2K (rr)
where K is a modified Bessel function, A is a normalization constant, and 9
v= +12 + m, K2=21w+E
As usual in AdS/CFT, we choose K over I because it is well-behaved near the horizon,
9For general d, with z < 2, the solution is f Ari+ K,(ir) with v (1 + ()2 + M 2  ,2
21w + 2 , M 2 = m 2 + 6z,2l 2 .
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K(x) ~ e-x at large x.
To compute correlators, we introduce a cutoff near the boundary at r = E, and normalize
f,(E) = 1 (so A = E- 5/2K,(,e)-1 ). The on-shell bulk action is
S[0] = dd2Xcp(X),(Xr X)j
where X E {s, t, } are the coordinates on the boundary. This evaluates to
S[$0] = dP40(-P).FK, e)#(P)
with the 'flux factor'
.F(K, E) = lim lg-grrf,. (r)9,)f, (r) gg, ln K,(Kr) ,=E
Expanding near the boundary and keeping the leading singular term, this gives
r(1 - v) (21w + k 2).2 "(01(), k)0 2 (w', ')) ocF(v) 6(k + k') (
(in the case #= hy, = Ty). Fourier transforming to position space, this is
(01(z, t)O2(0, 0)) oc os -1/ A1,2(t)|tI e-1x2/21:1F(V) N(t
where we used translation invariance to put the second operator at (, t) = (6, 0), and Aj are
the scaling dimensions of the operators that we found in (2.3.2). This is the form one expects
for the correlators in a Galilean-invariant conformal field theory in d spatial dimensions with
dynamical exponent 2.
2.4 Discussion
In discussions of AdS/CFT, one often hears that the CFT 'lives at the boundary' of the
bulk spacetime. The spacetime (2.2.1) is conformal to a pp-wave spacetime, and hence has a
boundary which is one dimensional - for z > 1, gti grows faster than the other components
at small r. While one might be tempted to speculate that this means that the dual field
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theory is one dimensional, there is no clear evidence for this statement (in the usual case,
only the UV of the field theory can really be said to live at the boundary of the AdS space),
and indeed we have nevertheless used it to compute correlators which look like those of a
d-dimensional nonrelativistic field theory.
Perhaps the most mysterious aspect of this new correspondence is not of too few dimen-
sions, but of too many. The direction is an additional dimension of the bulk geometry
besides the usual radial direction, which seems to be associated to the conserved rest mass.
We will discuss an approach to find a holographic description without this additional direc-
tion in chapter 4. We have computed correlators at fixed 1; this is reasonable since the theory
is non-relativistic and so a sector with definite 1 can be closed (unlike in a relativistic theory
where these sectors unavoidably mix by production of back-to-back particles and antiparti-
cles). The relation to the plane wave appears here, too: the plane wave describes a relativistic
system in the infinite momentum frame, where there is also no particle production.
We would like to think of these solutions as scaling limits which zoom in on small fluc-
tuations about particular states of relativistic theories (possibly CFTs), where a preferred
rest frame is fixed by some density of Stuff. The non-stationary (ddt) form of our metric
suggests that it may arise as a limit of a higher-dimensional rotating spacetime. That the
gauge field in our background could arise as the corresponding KK gauge field would not
be surprising. It was shown in [102] that the Schr6dinger metric can indeed arise as such a
limit of an asymptotically AdS solution.
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Chapter 3
Hot spacetime for cold atoms
The material in this chapter and the second item in the synopsis (Chapter 1) appeared
in "Hot Spacetimes for Cold Atoms." with Allan Adams and John McGreevy [1] and is
reprinted with the permission of JHEP.
3.1 Introduction
The hydrodynamics of cold atoms with interactions at the unitarity limit (for reviews, see
[33]) is a subject crying out for an effective strong-coupling description. Experimentally,
these systems are under extensive and detailed study, and rich data exist. For example, the
shear viscosity has been extracted [157] from energy-loss during sloshing experiments [108],
leading to an estimate for the ratio ?z which approaches the bound conjectured by [113].
While this bound is universal in relativistic systems with classical gravity duals [35, 113], the
system of cold fermionic atoms at unitarity is most certainly not a relativistic one, though
it does have non-relativistic conformal symmetry (for a systematic discussion, see [137]).
One could imagine that the nonrelativistic nature of the system has an important effect on
this ratio. Indeed, the counterexamples to the j bound proposed in [41, 159, 38, 42] arise
in nonrelativistic systems. Theoretically, however, these systems are hard: perturbative
techniques are inadequate, and lattice methods are difficult to apply to dynamical questions
(though see [131, 132, 133]).
In the relativistic context, an effective strong-coupling description of a CFT can some-
times be found in terms of a gravitational theory in extra-dimensional spacetimes [124, 169]
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in which the conformal symmetry of the CFT arise as the isometries of the geometry. Via
the Hawking phenomenon, the thermal ensemble of such systems is constructed by plac-
ing a black hole in the extra-dimensional geometry [169]. The rigid structure of black hole
spacetimes, when combined with the finite-temperature gauge/gravity duality, has led to the
observation of universal behavior of these strongly coupled gauge theories at finite temper-
ature. For a nice review of this work, see [163].
In the non-relativistic case, a natural guess for a strong-coupling description is a dual
geometry whose isometries reproduce the symmetries of the non-relativistic CFT (NRCFT).
Such geometries were constructed in the previous chapter [160, 16], with the metric taking
the form in 2.2.11 The dynamical exponent takes the value z = 2 for cold fermions at
unitarity. We showed that this spacetime solve the equations of motion of Einstein gravity
coupled to a gauge field of mass mAz= z(zd) and a cosmological constant A = (+1)(+2)
and was argued to be dual to an NRCFT at zero temperature and zero density. To study
via duality an NRCFT at finite temperature and density, then, we need to put a black hole
inside this geometry.
In this chapter we will construct black holes with the asymptotics of (2.2.1), show that
they arise as solutions of string theory, and identify the specific non-relativistic conformal
field theories to which they are dual. An analysis of the thermodynamics of these black hole
spacetimes shows that they describe the dual non-relativistic CFTs at finite temperature
and finite density, with the previously-studied geometry of [16, 160] arising in the zero
temperature, zero density limit. Along the way we identify a scaling limit which describes
the system at zero temperature but nonzero density. To produce these solutions, we will use
a solution-generating technique called the Null Melvin Twist [25, 6, 65, 100, 101], which we
will review in detail below. This Melvinizing procedure is the sought-for analog of the plane
wave limit described in the introduction and conclusion of [16].
We should emphasize at this point that the NRCFT describing Lithium atoms tuned
to a Feschbach resonance probably does not literally have a weakly-coupled gravity dual.
However, the Lithium system has closely related cousins which do have 't Hooft limits -
indeed, the NRCFTs dual to our black hole spacetimes are precisely such creatures. Our
hope is that these ideas will be useful for studying strongly-coupled cold atoms in at least
'For previous appearances of related spacetimes in the pre-gauge/gravity-duality literature, see [53, 54].
For studies of the supersymmetrization of the Schrddinger group please see [154]. See also [166].
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the same sense in which the NV = 4 theory has been useful for studying universal properties
of strongly-coupled relativistic liquids, including those made out of QCD.
This chapter is organized as follows. We will present a string embedding for Schr6dinger
spacetime in section 2. The solutions are constructed using the Null Melvin Twist, a machine
which eats supergravity solutions and produces new ones. The machine has several dials,
which we will tune to various ends. The input solution that produces the metric (2.2.1)
is the extremal D3-brane in type IIB. When (in section 2.3) we feed to the Melvinizing
machine the near-extremal D3-brane, we find that it produces black brane solutions which
asymptote to the spacetimes (2.2.1). We then provide some rudimentary understanding of
the identity of the theory at weak coupling in this realization. In section four we analyze the
thermodynamics. In section five we compute the shear viscosity, and show that the strong-
coupling universality found by [35, 113] extends beyond the class of relativistic systems.
We conclude with a discussion of interesting open questions. The appendices contain the
details of the Melvinization process, an argument for frame-independence of the viscosity
calculation, and some progress towards a 5d effective action.
3.2 Embedding in String Theory
In this section we will show that the zero-temperature solutions described above have a
natural embedding into solutions of Type II string theory. For simplicity, we will mostly focus
on the case z = 2, d = 2, though many other cases may be equally straightforward. These
solutions may be generated in a number of equivalent ways. One useful technique is the "Null
Melvin Twist," (which was named in [65]) which will be described in detail momentarily.
We will use this technique to construct solutions which embed the Sch2 geometry discussed
above into string theory, as well as solutions which describe the system at finite temperature
and chemical potential. A second useful technique, which is in fact completely equivalent for
the backgrounds we consider, is a simple modification of Discrete Light Cone Quantization;
this presentation will make the structure of the dual field theory transparent. Let's begin
with the twist.
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3.2.1 The Null Melvin Twist
The Null Melvin Twist is a solution generating technique for IIB supergravity which eats
known solutions and spits out new solutions with inequivalent asymptotics. Melvinization
has largely been used to construct gravity duals of non-commutatitve and non-local field
theories [25, 6, 65, 100, 101]; in the case at hand, the Null twisting produces an extremely
mild form of non-locality, that of non-relativistic theories with instantaneous interactions.
Importantly, these backgrounds have the property that all curvature scalars are identical to
those of the original solution [6]; as a result, the constraints on when the supergravity is
reliable (e.g. A < 1) carry over directly. This will also be clear from our analysis of the
boundary field theory below.
Interestingly, some solutions with Sch' asymptotics have already appeared in the Melviniz-
ing literature. For example, the T = 0 limit of one of the solutions in [6, 100] corresponds
to Sch--3 , though the form field backgrounds break part of the symmetry group. These
were described as dual to "dipole theories" with a non-trivial star-algebra in the dual field
theories. Here we will argue that these and some other backgrounds generated by the Null
Melvin twist are in fact dual to NRCFTs.
The procedure itself is baroque but elementary. The first step is to choose a IIB back-
ground with two marked isometries, which we will call dy and d#. We then (1) boost along
dy with boost parameter -/, which generates (in general) a new dydt term in the metric,
(2) T-dualize a la Buscher2 along dy, which generates a new dy A dt term in the NS-NS
B-field and a non-trivial dilaton profile, gy Bty - and 4 -+ 4 - 'ln gyy, (3)
re-diagonalize our isometry generators by shifting d# -+ d# + ady, which generates a new
term in the metric of the form ds 2 -+ ... + (d4 + ady) 2, then return to our original frame by
(4) T-dualizing back along dy, which generates dydt terms in the metric and d# A dy terms
in B, and (5) boosting back along dy with boost parameter -y.
All of this leaves us back in the original frame with a new metric, B-field and non-trivial
dilaton, all of which are horrendously complicated functions of the two knobs, -y and a. The
final step of the Null twist is to (6) simplify this morass by taking a scaling limit in which
the boost becomes infinite, y -+ oc, and the twisting goes to zero, a --+ 0, such that the
product jae =3 remains finite. The result is a new solution of the full IIB equations of
2The full Buscher rules, and our conventions for them, are given in an appendix.
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motion with non-trivial background NS-NS 2-form and deformed metric with asymptotics
inequivalent to the original solution.
3.2.2 Rampaging Melvin Eats Extremal D3-brane, Spits Out Sch2
Let's apply this procedure to our canonical example, the extremal D3-brane, a solution of
IIB supergravity with metric,
ds2 = (-dT2 + dz 2) + h (dp2 + p2dss)
where h2 = 1 + f is the usual D3 harmonic function, and self-dual five-form flux
1
F = - dT A dy A dx1 A dx 2 A dr + Q5 dO A d# A do A dy A dx,
r5
with Q5 = -cos 0 cos p sin 3 p. We must first choose the two isometry directions, dy and
d#, along which to Melvinize. Let's take dy to lie along the worldvolume and d# along the
S 5 ; without loss of generality, we can choose coordinates such that y= X3. A particularly
convenient (though by no means the onily possible) choice fui d(# is givu by tII H1p fibuuion
S 1 -- S5 - P2 with metric,
dsi 5 = ds22 + (dx + A)2
where X is the local coordinate on the Hopf fibre and A is the 1-form potential3 for the kahler
form on P2, ie Jp2 = dA. We thus take d# = dX. Note that both dy and d# act freely, which
is important for our solution to remain non-singular.
Melvin being a very messy eater, we will hide the details of the procedure in the Appendix
3 We can compute A from the Kihler potential on P2, K tIn E Izl 2 , ie
V,
Ai = fr E1 Izl2
For completeness, and because we had a pointlessly slow search for this data in the literature, we present an
explicit set of conventions and coordinate systems in an appendix.
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and simply write down the result, which is:
ds 2 = (-dr2 (1 + /32 p2 ) + dy 2 (1 _ /3 2P2 ) + 2dTdy(3 2p 2 )) + hp2 (dx + A) 2
B = 2pp2(dX + A) A (dT+ dy)
<b = <o
Note that nothing has happend to the five-form along the way, since T-duality takes dQ5 ,
the top form on the sphere, to dy A dQ5 , so that the twist d# -+ d# + 3dy of step (3) acts
trivially. We thus have in our final solution the same five-form flux as in the beginning,
F5 = (1+ *)Q 5O A do A do A dp A dX
To locate the Sch2 hiding inside this solution, a few more steps are helpful. Changing
coordinates to t =(y + T)/v/2 and (= (y - T)/v\/, our background becomes,
ds 2  1 (/3 2 p2 dt2 + 2dtd) + hp2 (dx + A) 2
B 2pp2(dX+ A) A dt =<b)o
Adding back in all the terms we dropped in the first step then gives,
ds 2  2 (_32p 2 dt2 + 2dtd + d! 2) + h (d p 2 + p2 ds2 5 )
B = 2pp2 (dX + A) A dt 4b = <bo
Finally, taking the near-horizon limit, h -> R2/p 2 and switching to the global radial coordi-
nate r = Rh/p, in terms of which h = 7, the solution becomes,
R A2 ~ 2A 2 2r2 2 S
ds 2 = - --- dt2 + 2dtd + dz 2 + dr + Rds S5
B = 2V2A A(dx+A) Adt (= bo.
r
Upon compactifying on the S5 , we precisely recover the Schr6dinger geometry with d = 2
and z = 2, our sought-after Sch .
Note, too, the appearance of the parameter f, which was implicitly set to 1/v/5 in the
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earlier results of [160, 16], by a choice of units. The utility of this parameter is considerable
in what follows. For now, note that retaining it allows a very revealing limit, i.e. 3 -- 0, in
which the solution above reduces to the extremal D3-brane solution with which we began.
This suggests that there should be a more intrinsic description of our solution as a garden-
variety deformation of AdS; we will explore this relation later in this section.
A note on dimensions. As discussed in Section 2, ensuring the quantization of the spec-
trum of the Schr6dinger number operator N requires compactifying the direction (, some-
thing not implemented in the Null Melvin Twist described above; this introduces a new
dimensionful parameter to the game, the length scale L . Meanwhile, # is an angular direc-
tion along a compact space and so dx is dimensionless, which means a, and thus /3, must
have dimensions of 1/length. Our solutions would thus appear to have two dimensionful
parameters, L and #. In the case above, however, the specific values of L and 3 can be
rescaled by rescaling the coordinates as
leaving only the product 2- invariant. It is this ability to scale away4 # which allowed
[160, 16] to set # = 1/V2. Our extremal solutions are thus parameterized by a single
dimensionless parameter, 2-. Holding L fixed while scaling # to zero gives a particularly
trivial background which respects the Schrddinger group as its isometries; we shall return to
this example below.
Relatedly, in the above we have set c to 1; it is easy to reintroduce c by taking dt -> cdt.
Interestingly, the way we are getting a non-relativistic limit is not by taking c -+ 00; rather,
the asymptotic geometry has an effective ceff ~0 which goes to o0 as we approach the
boundary. In addition to L and #, then, our non-relativistic theory thus contains a finite
velocity, c. It is natural to interpret this velocity as the speed of sound, v,. We will test this
interpretation in the future. For now, we suppress factors of c, which are easy to restore.
We have thus constructed a solution of Type IIB string theory of the form Sch! x S5 which
is dual, according to the results of [16, 160], to some theory which respects the Schr6dinger
symmetry algebra, i.e. a non-relativistic conformal field theory with d = 2 and z = 2. We
note that it is straightforward to repeat the analysis of this section for other IIB back-
4 Scaling away the value of 3 will not be possible in the finite-temperature solutions described below.
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grounds with the requisite isometries, including in particular other-dimensional branes and
other choices of isometries along which to Melvinize. In the next section, we use the same
techniques to construct a dual description of such an NRCFT at finite temperate and chem-
ical potential.
3.2.3 Solutions with Finite Temperature and Chemical Potential
As we saw above, feeding the Melvinizing machine an extremal D3-brane produces a solution
of IIB string theory with spacetime geometry Schg=2 x S whose dual field theory is a
NRCFT at zero temperature. Experience with AdS/CFT suggests that putting the NRCFT
at finite temperature should correspond to the introduction of a Rindler horizon in the bulk
spacetime, with modes of the boundary theory thermalized by the Hawking radiation of the
black hole. So we need to figure out a way to embed a non-extremal black hole inside our
Schr6dinger spacetime. It is natural to guess that feeding Melvin a black D3-brane, which
shares the asymptotic AdS5 x S' structure of the extremal D3-brane, should produce a black
hole spacetime which is asymptotically Sch'=2 x 5. As we shall see, this is correct, with
one important modification which will become clear after Melvin does his thing.
Thus motivated, let's Melvinize the black D3-brane solution of IIB string theory. The
starting solution is,
ds 2 = (-dT2 f + dy 2 + dY2) + h dj + p2 [ds 2 2+ (d$ + A)2)
where h = " is the near-horizon limit5 of the usual D3 harmonic function and f = 1 + g =
1 - 1 is the emblackening factor, together with the usual five-form fieldstrength supporting
the S5 and providing the 5d cc,
F(5 = (1 +*)QsdO A dp A do A dp A dx
Melvinizing this solution along the Hopf fibre is a straightforward application of the
recipe described above, so let's jump to the chase and simply write down the final result (for
5It is easy to keep the full geometry; we skip directly to the near horizon limit here for simplicity. Keeping
the 1 leads to a simple modification of the above, a geometry which may be interpreted as a non-extremal
JIB Fluxbrane; it would be interesting to understand the relation between the NRCFT dual to our geometry
and the worldvolume theory of the full stringy Fluxbrane.
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completeness, the full computation is presented in an appendix). In String Frame6 , using
the coordinates {t, , r} introduced above, the result is
1ds2 =
r2K
-2f 2 dt2 + 2ddt + -f (dt
r2 2
- d )2 )
1
+ IdY2 +
r2
dr 2
r 2f + 
ds 2 + I (dx + A) 22K
(3.2.1)
where (dx + A) and dsp2 are as above and
rA
TH
K=1+ 4.
rH
In contrast to the T = 0 solution and to the AdS black hole, the dilaton now has a non-trivial
profile,
1
2
while the Neveu-Schwarz two form takes a slightly different form,
B = 2K ((1+ f)dt + (1 -
r2K
f)d) A(dx + A)
The five form field strength is again unmodified by the Melvinizing.
It is a simple but tedious exercise to verify that this is a solution to the full 1OD IIB
supergravity equations of motion. Explicitly, it solves
p= 1 ,3 ,5
where TCP) is the stress tensor for a minimally-coupled p-form field strength H,
2
AV A, p~+1) 2 HJ...H,
and T(M is the dilaton stress tensor.
There are many things worth noting about this solution. We focus first on the region near
the horizon. The component of the gauge field along the null killing vector normal to the
horizon (i.e. Bg = AT) vanishes at the horizon. This is necessary to have a smooth euclidean
continuation. The geometry contains a nice Rindler horizon with normal (and tangent) vector
6 The transformation to 10d Einstein Frame multiplies the metric by e-2* Ki.
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g4( 1 H 2
07, just as in the pre-Melvin hole - in particular, the would-be null-singularity living near
r -> oo arising from compactification of ( is lost behind the Schwarzschild horizon at r = rH.
Near the horizon at r = rH, it is useful to change coordinates to
r =: rH - 2
up to an irrelevant constant scale factor the metric looks like
ds 2 = dR 2 - R 2 K2dT 2 + 2 d 2 +
H
with r --, In order for this to produce a smooth euclidean cigar geometry, the euclidean
rH
time coordinate T must be identified according to iIT ~ irT + 27. This is the same result as
for the pre-Melvin hole. Before Melvinizing, T was also the asymptotic time coordinate, and
this gave a Hawking temperature Tre-Melvin = K - 1 With the Schr6dinger asymptotics,
however, t = (T + y) is the natural time coordinate. Different Hamiltonians imply differ-
ent temperatures. The euclidean continuation of our time coordinate t must be identified
according to irnVdt ~ inV'2t + 27, and hence the Hawking temperature of our black hole is
TH= .- 32.2)
7rTH
Note that the horizon is unmodified by the Melvin procedure [65]; only the asymptotics (and
the relationship to the asymptotic coordinates and horizon coordinates) is changed.
Next note the relative factor of K between the IP2 part of the metric and the (dx + A)
term: turning on a temperature has squashed the S5 along the Hopf fibre (though, since
IC varies between 1 and 1 + 02 between boundary and horizon, the squashing is gentle).
When we compactify to 5 dimensions, then, we should expect a non-trivial profile for the
scalar field associated with this squashing mode. Note, too, that this squashing breaks the
isometry group of the sphere from SU(4) to a subgroup, and thus breaks the supersymmetry
of the background accordingly7 . Entertainingly, T-dualizing on this fibre still leaves us with
a squashed sphere, but the dual dilaton is now constant. This gives a perhaps-simpler IIA
description which may be convenient for various purposes.
7 For work on the supersymmetric generalization of the Schr6dinger group see [154].
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This solution also admits a number of illuminating limits. As before, taking 3 - 0
effectively un-does the Melvinization, returning us to the ordinary black D3-brane solution
with an identification. Taking T -- 0 sends this solution to the zero temperature solution
found above, ie to Sch' x S5 .
All of which raises the obvious question, what is /3? At T = 0, we saw that 13 could
be scaled out of any physical question by a rescaling of coordinates, which can be thought
of as a choice of units in the boundary theory. However, this is not the case at finite
temperature. 3 thus represents a physical parameter of the finite-temperature black hole
embedded in asymptotically Schr6dinger spacetime. To anticipate what property of the
spacetime/NRCFT this parameter represents 8 , look back at the Melvinization procedure. In
step (3), a turns on a mixing of the y direction (which will eventually become the ( direction
after boosting to the IMF) and angular momentum along the S5. In finite temperature
AdS/CFT, angular momentum along the sphere translates into finite chemical potential
for the conserved R-charge dual to the angular momentum current. Combining the above,
we should expect the CFT dual to this emblackened Sch= 2 to have a finite i-momentum
density, aka particle number density, which scales as some power of (//rg), where the factor
of Ir wi V t UI1m >F Ui) Ionsr hIa the dens runs to zr as T =11-- 0 with #q
held fixed since, as we have seen, any finite /3 is unphysical at zero temperature so cannot
determine any physical quantity like density in the zero temperature limit.
3.2.4 In Search of QCP: Finite Density at T = 0
The solutions found above have non-zero temperature and density. However, sending T --> 0
appears to send them both to zero. This is bizarre, particularly in a non-relativistic theory
in which particle-antiparticle annihilation is absent so that the number density should stay
fixed as we take the temperature to zero. We must be able to find a finite-density zero-
temperature solution! And indeed it is useful to do so, since refrigeration techniques have
reached the point that thermal effects on the cold atoms can be neglected for many purposes.
The answer was already implicit in the last paragraph of the previous subsection: the
particle number density of our Schr6dinger black holes scales as some power of //rg; the limit
8 We will verify this through explicit computations of boundary thermodynamic quantities in the next
section.
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we should take, then, involves sending rH -+ 00 (which removes the horizon and sends the
temperature to zero) while taking # - oc to hold the density fixed. A little experimentation
suggests that the proper limit is to scale rH ~ #- -+ oo, keeping Q = 4- fixed.
To define the limit more precisely, we make the following replacements:
t = v/_/3O2t, L ,- rff = Q/2 H, 3 i (3.2.3)
We will show in Section 4 that the particle number density in these units is given by fi oc
Q 2 - 2, while the rescaled temperature is T = v2. To send T -+ 0 keeping finite p, we
should take Q -- oc holding objects with tildes fixed (we will drop the decorations at the
end). Note that (3.2.3) includes the transformation which allowed us, at zero temperature,
to scale away any finite 0 (notably, in the present limit, # -* o).
Ignoring the sphere directions for simplicity, the metric in the scaling limit Q -- oc takes
a pleasingly simple form,
ds2 = 2 2 + 2dtd + Q2rd)2 d 2 + dr2  (3.2.4)
while the B field takes the equally entertaining form,
1
B = I (dt + 2Q 2r d ) A (dx + A)
T 2K
and the dilaton remains non-trivial,
=1
2'
where K = 1 + Q2r2. The five-form, as usual, goes along for the ride. Perhaps unsurpris-
ingly given its pedigree, but surprisingly given its form (note that as r -+ 00, re ~ r4,
so the direction asymptotes to a finite radius controlled by Q), this background can be
explicitly shown to solve the full equations of motion of JIB supergravity. We will study the
thermodynamics of this solution alongside that of the finite-temperature case in the next
section.
Note, that in our scaling limit, the horizon has run off to r = oo. Happily, the null-
singularity observed before near r -- oo is absent thanks to the r d2 term - finite density
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has cut off this singularity. However, the dilaton still grows logarithmically. This means that
the theory contains a region of strong coupling in the IR part of the geometry, somewhat
similar to gravity duals of IR-strong gauge theories, such as Dp-branes with p < 3 [103].
It would be exciting to interpret this scale-dependence of the string coupling in terms of
screening in the boundary theory at finite density.
If we can take the temperature to zero holding the chemical potential fixed, it stands to
reason that we can take the chemical potential to zero holding the temperature fixed. Indeed
we can! However, something rather stupid happens. To see this, let's run the scaling of the
last section backward, holding T fixed but scaling Q -+ 0. It is easy to identify the proper
scaling here: we must take / -* 0. Sending the chemical potential to zero thus sends the
solution back to the black D3-brane with which we began. Of course, we have compactified
the light-like direction, so what we really have is a DLCQ of AdS (and hence the breaking
of the symmetry group from SO(2, 4) to its Sch'=2 subgroup). However, as an NRCFT, it
is rather disappointing - there is nothing in the trap.
As should by now be clear, the backgrounds we have been studying are intimately con-
nected to DLCQs. Fleshing out this connection will shed light both on the spacetime solu-
tions themselves and on the iNrs to which they are dual. The remainder of tis section
is thus devoted to an analysis of this connection.
3.2.5 The Null Melvin Twist with finite Lg as a modified DLCQ
The Null Melvin twist has the great advantage of being a concrete tool with which to
generate new IIB solutions from our tired old examples, and as such has been studied rather
extensively. However, at intermediate steps the solutions are far from simple, and the physical
meaning of the procedure is rather opaque: what is the intrinsic relationship between the
final and initial solutions?
Happily, there is another way of organizing the argument which is completely equivalent
and which makes the connection between initial and final solutions manifest, following [25].
Let's start by studying the DLCQ of the original solution along the ( = (y - T)/V/2 direction
by requiring all fields 4 to be invariant under translation along the light-cone direction,
(( + L ) = e6 J(() I 4p(),
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where J = Be is the momentum generator on the light-like direction. This produces the
solution above at /3 = 0. So: how do we introduce 0? The answer is suggested by step
(3) of the Melvinization, in which we re-diagonalized our symmetry generators to mix the
spatial translation current dy into the angular rotation current d# -* d#+ ady; this replaces
momentum along the (boosted) y-direction, Jy, with the sum of J, - aJO, where aJ = a 1.
Boosting back to our original frame and taking the boost large turns this into J - J-
Jg - #J4 = JO. To get the final solution with # # 0, then, we should perform a modified
DLCQ of the original solution in which we orbifold not by a finite translation by L J but
by the modified current, L Jo, i.e. we should shift the light-cone momentum of every field
by # times its charge under the do isometry. We'll refer to this as a DLCQg.
The physical meaning of the generated solution is thus relatively straightforward: our
Null Melvin Twist, aka the DLCQ3, is a restriction of the original solution to modes with
fixed light-cone- and angular- momenta'. Note that the DLCQO of zero-temperature AN = 4
SYM has a particularly trivial limit in which we hold L fixed and scale 13 -* 0 - this is
just the usual DLCQ of AdS 5 . The fact that this system realizes the Schr6dinger group
as isometries is a direct consequence of the compactification of . Unfortunately, this limit
ensures that the particle density of the groundstate is zero, so, while this does describe
a NRCFT it describes the system at zero density only. It is thus extremely important to
preserve the parameter /3 if we want to describe something like "fermions at unitarity" rather
than "no fermions at unitarity."
3.2.6 The DLCQO of X = 4 SYM
The virtue of the DLCQO prescription for our purposes is that it translates relatively easily
into the dual field theory. To wit, the NRCFTs dual to our Schr6dinger spacetimes arise
as DLCQ's of the boundary theories of the original solution. Importantly, the current by
which we orbifold is J3 = J - /3JR, where JR is the U(1) R-current dual to the isometry
current on the S5 , JO, we used in Melvinization. For example, the NRCFT dual to Schz=2
is simply the DLCQ3 of the N = 4 SU(N) SYM living on the boundary of the AdS5 with
which we started, with JR the trace of the cartan of the SO(6) R-symmetry (corresponding
to the Hopf fibration we used in Melvinization).
9Note that for nonzero #, JO is not actually light-like in the bulk. So this is in general a DLCQ only from
the point of view of the boundary field theory.
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This result may also be derived via direct application of the Null Melvin Twist to the
field theory as follows. Start with the g = 4 SYM theory and compactify it on a circle
y ~_ y + 27rLy with all fields D required to satisfy the boundary conditions,
eLy(ay-iaqR) ( Y) = ,()
where qR is the charge of D under the specified U(1) subgroup of the R-symmetry group.
This is equivalent to inserting an R-symmetry-valued wilson line around the compact spatial
direction [25]. For our special case, we chose the R-symmetry such that all three complex
scalars in the 6 of SO(6) carry the same charge; this corresponds to a shift on the Hopf
circle. Now boost the y direction by -y -4 oc to make it lightlike while scaling a - 0 such
that # =jae7 remains fixed. At weak 't Hooft coupling, this has the following effect. On the
potential terms in the Lagrangian it does nothing because the R-symmetry is a symmetry.
On y-derivative terms it amounts to the replacement 841J -+ 84b - i/qRTD. In terms of (-
momentum, the net effect is to shift the moding of each field by a constant piece proportional
to 0, ie
Lg(if - if3qR) = 27ri £ = -N qR,
LC
where N is an integer. This is precisely the DLCQO described above.
This theory seems remarkably simple, even moreso than the usual un-modified DLCQ of
K=4. To understand why, recall that the usual DLCQ tells us to expand every field in the
theory in modes along the light-like circle. This leaves a KK tower of massive modes, plus
a single level of massless modes - the zero modes of 84 - which must be treated with, if not
respect, at least care. The resulting theory is thus deliciously close to being non-relativistic,
but the persistence of these zero modes reminds everyone that the theory is really Lorentz
invariant. To get a truly non-relativistic theory, we would like to lift these zeromodes. But
since the upshot of the DLCQO is to shift the moding of all fields by # times their R-charge,
that is precisely what the DLCQp does. More precisely, the only zero-modes surviving the
DLCQ are those of R-scalars, ie of the vector bosons, and these must be dealt with carefully;
among other things, they generate instantaneous interactions between the remaining non-
zero modes of the matter fields. The result is a theory with only nonrelativistic excitations,
with the spectrum gapped by two mass scales, the KK scale 1/Li and the new scale #.
In particular, something dramatic happens when 3 x (:) c Z: D picks back up a zero
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mode (this is just the fact that the wilson line along the DLCQ circle has phase #L ). #
is thus playing the role of an IR regulator for the DLCQ zero modes generated by a wilson
line. Another curious feature of this scaling is that in order to excite a single KK mode, we
need O( 2') would-be-zero-modes; this suggests that there is an interesting regime where
1 < (N) < where we can drop the KK modes but we still have a well-regulated theory.
Understanding the interplay between these two scales in more detail, and especially to see
it arise in the dual geometry, seems worthwhile; we leave such questions to future work.
3.3 Black Hole Thermodynamics in Schrbdinger Space-
times
3.3.1 Entropy
The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy density of the black hole (3.2.1) is
S 1_LW3s1 lRA
s= = L RA - L A (3.3.1)
L 1L2  4G10 Y rH 4G5 " r(3
Note that the dependence on 3 cancels. To write this in terms of more physical variables,
we need to relate LY to L . What we mean by Ly in the formula (3.3.1) is the extent of the
horizon in the y direction when has period Lt. To figure out what this is, one need only
look at the metric near the horizon, and plug in. Near the horizon, the metric takes the
form:
1
2
where ... is terms which vanish when we ask about the invariant distance between two events
separated only in the direction by an amount d = Lt. Therefore:
LY = IL .
Using the standard parameter map of AdS/CFT (which commutes with Melvinization)
4G 10 2'r 4
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and the temperature (3.2.2), we have
s = N27r2L T 3.8
For later comparison, it will be useful to note that in units where 16rG5 = 1, we have
s = Lr 4 T 3 . (3.3.2)
3.3.2 A comment on the correspondence for the stress tensor
We begin with a comment about the mysterious-seeming equation (34) of [160], which built
on ideas of [161]. The last section of [160] contains an assertion about which modes of the
metric couple to which thermodynamic variables of the boundary theory, which is supported
by matching to a weakly coupled Lagrangian. This expression can be understood more
directly as follows. In the standard AdS/CFT examples, fluctuations of the metric which
have nice equations of motion are the ones with one upper and one lower index. These are
also the components which couple directly to the boundary stress tensor [121, 144], i.e.
Ibdy = 0 (h0 ) + j 2 (Tbdy)A h" + 0 (h2 )
where -y is the metric on the boundary. Given h", to determine the perturbation of the
metric g = g=O) + hyV, the right thing to do is to symmetrize:
= (gphP + gvph ).
Adding such a fluctuation to the zero-temperature "schr6dinger metric", and setting
Ao=h, Ai=h, <b=h', Bi=h'
gives Son's equation (34) to linear order in these fluctuations. If ht is nonzero, there is a
nonzero fluctuation of het. For general z, and restoring factors of #, we find to linear order
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in the fluctuations
i Ao <b (b__r) (Aidxi ( 2Bidxi\ Bidx2
ds2 = dso+ A- _ 2/32 2 dt2+ 'dr)dt+ Ayd - 2  ) dt+ 2 dx +hijdxidxi+...0 72 72z r2 Tr2 72z 72
(3.3.3)
So T, is the number density of the field theory. An analogy which is useful for under-
standing this point is the following. In IIB on AdS 5 x S', considered as a ten-dimensional
theory with a nine-dimensional boundary, what is the meaning of TO and Tj, components of
the boundary stress tensor with indices in the sphere directions? The answer is that they give
R-current densities. This is quite analogous to the statement that T gives the number den-
sity, since in our correspondence the particle number density is the density of i-momentum,
just as the R-charge density is the density of momentum around the S5 directions.
Note that the interpretation of 7t and T remains mysterious.
3.3.3 Expectation values of the stress tensor
Consider any bulk theory where the matter lagrangian doesn't involve derivatives of the
metric. If the boundary metric is flat, the terms in the on-shell action which are linear in
the metric fluctuations take the form [121]10
Ibdy = 0(h 0 ) + hX (WC - 661) + bdy,ct + O(h2 )
where bdy,ct contains counterterms involving the matter fields.
1
pu, = I(Dnu + Dun,,)
is the extrinsic curvature of the boundary, and n" is an inward-pointing unit normal vector
to the boundary. Taking n' = -vgr, the formula to extract the expectation value of the
field theory stress tensor from the bulk data is
(Tbdy = -27 (E - 6 (E +a) + ... )
101n what follows we studiously set the bulk coupling )C5 = ,1G5 to one.
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where -y is the metric on the boundary (i. e. the metric on a fixed-r subspace), and a is a
counterterm coefficient, and .... is the contribution of other counterterms. This quantity
should have a finite limit as r -- 0 (i.e. as it approaches the boundary).
In these nonrelativistic systems there is one further complication in the extraction of the
expectation values of the field theory stress tensor. This is the fact that the description
of nonrelativistic systems one finds here involves an extra dimension (, whose momenta
are associated with the conserved particle number. Since the ordinary stress tensor of the
nonrelativistic system, which we will denote T, is an operator of particle number zero (i.e.
it is of the form Tt...T), it is related to the boundary stress tensor which depends on ( by
extracting the zeromode. This leads to an extra factor of Lg:
T| 2 lim L . -g (EGA - 6A (E + a) +.)
r-*O
We evaluate the stress tensor expectation values in terms of the five-dimensional descrip-
tion. It would be a useful check to redo this calculation in ten dimensions. The boundary
counterterms we include are
I d= dd+2X =/dd (aiec"lcb+ a 2e*A 2 + a3e**A 4 ) ,
where A2 = AAgy"#. Because of the asymptotic behavior of the solution, we can replace
the factors of em* with their Taylor expansion about the boundary r = 0; a 3 will not matter.
Note that 1 here is a proxy for any 5d scalar quantity which behaves as e-2* = K.
We find that finite expectation values of the physical components of the stress tensor
require the addition of some extrinsic terms:
Iext = JAdy '/7rA'Fra 4 ea4*. (3.3.4)
Note that to the order at which this term contributes to the stress tensor and free energy,
we can rewrite
a4ee, 4 P = a4 + a4 Z44D.
This term changes the boundary conditions on the massive gauge field away from purely
Dirichlet [86, 111]. Using our result in appendix C that the coefficient of the F 2 term in
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the 5d lagrangian is e-* we see that the special choice a4 = 1, a4 = - implies Neumann
boundary conditions on A. Remarkably and mysteriously, it turns out that a4 = 1 is required
for finiteness of 't, and a4 - is required for the first law of thermodynamics to be
satisfied.
In a scale-invariant field theory with dynamical exponent z, the energy density and
pressure in thermal equilibrium are related by"'
zE = d'P.
Just like tracelessness of the stress-energy tensor of a relativistic CFT (the special case
z = 1), this relation arises as a Ward identity for conservation of the dilatation current. For
our case with d = z = 2, this implies S = P. We constrain the counterterms to cancel the
divergences at r - 0 and so that the Ward identity is satisfied 12 . Identifying E = -'7 and
P = ', we finda
S= P = (7T)4 (1 + N64). (3.3.5)
The numerical factor N depends on counterterm coefficients which are not determined by
finiteness of the energy, pressure, density, or by the Ward identity for scaling. We will fix
N below by demanding the first law of thermodynamics. N will turn out to be zero, in
agreement with [123, 90]. As a small check on our calculation, the action evaluated on the
black hole solution satisfies
T (Ibulk + IGH + Ict + lext) on-shell = PLiL2,
as expected for the free energy in the grand canonical ensemble. This equality is true of the
regulated expressions for any choice of the counterterms.
"For the special cases z = 1, 2 the formula for general z was derived with Pavel Kovtun.
12The conditions on the counterterms we find are:
1
ai = -6, ai -= (2a 2 - 4a4 - 2), a4 = 16
for finiteness, and the Ward identity requires
0 = 17 - 18a, - a2 (6 + 10a2) + 12a 3.
13 1n these expressions we have divided out a common factor of IC = N in all of the one-point functions.
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Note that the thermodynamic potential densities 8,'P in a system with dynamical expo-
nent z should scale like Td+z times some function of the dimensionless ratio I, in agreement
with our expressions (3.3.5). In our z = 2 case, the factor of L makes up for the dimensions
of the extra power of temperature.
As discussed in the previous subsection, the density is determined by (Et). This gives
p = 2 = L (7r T)4. (3.3.6)
Note that the still-mysterious T components of the stress tensor are still divergent. That
some components of the stress tensor would remain divergent in holographic calculations with
degenerate boundaries was anticipated in [164. The fact that the components which are hard
to renormalize are precisely those whose physical interpretation is unclear is heartening.
3.3.4 Comments on chemical potential
Son [160] showed that the mode AO of the metric in (3.3.3) is the bulk field associated to the
boundary number density current. The expansion of the finite-temperature metric (3.2.1) at
the boundary gives
2/32 4/34 1
gt = + + ...
rd 3 rdsr2
Comparing with the parametrization of the fluctuations in (3.3.3), we see that Ao = - +
3rH
O(r 2 ) in our background. This suggests that 434 = 4 determines the chemical potential for
the number density in this background. To extract more precisely the value of the chemical
potential indicated by these falloffs of AO requires a better understanding of the couplings
of these modes.
Following [123, 90], we can use a trick to determine the chemical potential which makes
precise the comments at the end of section 3.3. The null killing vector at the horizon is
v oc a, = (8t - Og). If we normalize v so that its component along the asymptotic time
direction is unity,
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the temperature of the black hole is given by TH = -; the surface gravity r is defined as
-1
K2 = 7" Sabgc~dab 
_cd.2
This corroborates our earlier result that TH = . Now, the fact that the null killing vector7rrHf
at the horizon does not point only in the time direction says that the ensemble to which the
black hole contributes has a density matrix p = e-4 ~1 ) this is the translation operator
by which the euclidean geometry is identified. In our t, ( coordinates, this gives
A= -1. (3.3.7)
3.3.5 Comments on the first law of thermodynamics
The first law of thermodynamics should read
S +P = Ts+ pp.
Given the entropy density, thermodynamic relations determine pp in a system with these
symmetries. From the Bekenstein-Hawking formula, we have an entropy density of the form
s = c1LT 3,
where ci is a constant. But the thermodynamic relation s = implies
1 1
? -c 1 LgT4 + Po t) -Ts + po(P)4 4
where the second term is temperature-independent but otherwise thus-far undetermined.
The scale-invariance Ward identity, z& = dP, then implies
d
S+P= -+1 P(Z
so
pp=S9+P- Ts= 1(4
d
z
1Ts + -po4
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+ 1) -1)
For our case d = z = 2, this gives
pp = c1 L T4 + -po
2 4
Using the thermodynamic potentials 8,7P, p extracted from T, the enthalpy (the left
hand side of the first law 8 + P = Ts + pp) is
E + P = 1Lg 7rT)4(1 + tNo4).
Using (3.3.6), (3.3.7) and (3.3.2), the right hand side is
Ts + pup = L (7rT)4 - -L (7rT)4.
2
Consistency of the first law therefore requires 1 = 0, and determines the integration constant
PO(p) = 0.
3.3.6 Thermodynamics in physical variables
By rescaling t -+ t' = at, ( -- '= b(, we can change the chemical potential to a value with
respect to which it is possible to differentiate. In these new coordinates, we have
, b , - b , ,
- T = 7rrH = L~
r 4 ab' p= 2 b
2
T4 b2l , L 31
s
The first law still checks. In order to preserve the dispersion relation 21w + k2 = 0 (i.e.
to preserve the gt metric coefficient) we should set a = . In retrospect, the dispersion
relation with positive mass should be 21w = k2; this can be accomplished by setting instead
a = - ; this will also make the energy density positive.
Making the substitution a = -i, b = f/, I - ", then, we have
1 L (7rT)4
4 p2
1 L (7rT)4
2 p0
A small check on this result is the following. The free energy of a scalc-invariant theory
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at finite temperature and chemical potential can be written as
F = -VTaf .
The power a is determined by dimensional analysis, and for general z turns out to be
a = -z. Note that this value implies that zS = dV, in agreement with the scale-invariancez
Ward identity. Free nonrelativistic gases, both classical and quantum with either statistics,
in the grand canonical ensemble give a = (d + 2)/2 . For z = 1, p = Td+1f (,) is the
familiar scaling (e.g. when p -+ 0). The behavior of a at more general z can be argued as
follows. With scaling exponent z, temperature (which is an energy), scales with z powers
of inverse-length. Therefore T1/z scales with one power of inverse-length. The free energy
density should scale with d + z powers of inverse-length to make up for the scaling of f dtddX.
This gives a = d-, which agrees with the two familiar cases.
3.4 Viscosity
In this section we will study the shear viscosity rj of the fluid described holographically by
the metric (3.2.1). We will do this using the Kubo formula
1-
= - lim -ImGR(w, k = 0), (3.4.1)
w-*+O W
where GR is the retarded two point function of the scalar mode of the stress tensor:
GR(w, k = 0) = -if ddxdte'w'O(t) ([%Txv(t, ), T,(0, 0)]).
Here we emphasize that the stress tensor is an operator with particle-number zero:
Tv(t, Y) ] d( Tvv(t, , -) (3.4.2)
It was argued in [115] that very generally the linearized Einstein equation for < =
hx(u)e-t is the scalar wave equation in the same background. The argument uses only the
SO(2) symmetry of rotations in the xy-plane; this symmetry is preserved in our solution.
We have also explicitly checked this statement using the ten-dimensional IIB supergravity
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equations of motion.
Note that unlike the familiar case of three spatial dimensions, in our d = 2 example there
is no third dimension in which to give momentum to h'. However, this momentum must be
set to zero before taking the w --+ 0 limit in the Kubo formula, and nothing is lost for the
purposes of studying the viscosity.
We will show in the remainder of this section that the familiar relation
s 47r
also holds in these models. Note that the form of our metric violates the hypotheses of the
general theorem [35]. It would be interesting to see how much further the assumptions made
there can be relaxed.
3.4.1 Scalar wave equation in the finite-temperature solution
For convenience, we will discuss this problem in six-dimensional Einstein-frame (i.e. dimen-
sionally reduce on the constant-volume IP2 ). We show that the answer is frame-independent
in the appendix.
The wave equation is
1
L# = -g""kykv# + on (a fgguuao).
In this metric,
v K
We will study Fourier modes of the form:
#(, y, , u) =e ( ")f()
i.e. we have already set to zero the momentum in the spatial directions and the squashed-
sphere directions. Note that e, qY are dimensionless variables, measured in units of the
temperature (times 2), i.e. they are the gothic variables of [162, 144, 145]. It will be crucial
to distinguish C from the variable w conjugate to the asymptotic time coordinate t.
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The wave equation becomes
0 = u3 8a, (faUJK)
(U
-
_ 2 + 62(e - ) 2 K.
The indicial equation near the horizon arises from setting fK (1 - u)a and demanding
that the most singular terms at u = 1 cancel. This gives
0 = a2 +- 4
The solution obeying incoming-wave boundary conditions at the horizon takes the form
fK(u) = (1 - U)-ie/2 FK (u)
where FK is analytic at u = 1. Next, to study the hydrodynamic limit, we can expand FK
in a small-frequency expansion:
fK(u) = (1 - U)-ie/2 (1 + CF1(u) + qYF 2 (u) + ... )
here the ellipses denote terms of order e2, eqY, q 2 14. Plugging back into the wave equation,
we find, just as in the AdS black hole [143, 162, 144],
F1(u) = i ln 2
2
F2(u) = 0.
Using gu = 4u 2 f and vf-g = 2/, this produces a flux factorg iK_ 2U3r7H
2 (1 - U2)
= C g""f-K(U)afK(U) =C- ( 4)
UH 4 1 -u
2
2)
N 2
167r2
is the normalization of the bulk action, written here in terms of field theory variables. It
will cancel in rj/s. We need the relationship between the momenta associated to the horizon
14Actually, the correct expansion treats e as the same order as q2; this will not affect the viscosity calcu-
lation.
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where
4 1 +
coordinates and asymptotic coordinates:
1 1
qv=(w +l)rTH, C==( -W) TH-
Note that we have restored factors of 1 in the definition of the t, ( momenta relative to7rrH
the gothic momenta. At the boundary u = c, the flux factor is therefore
C iw-l o l21K2)
--FIU_, = 3 -+ 0 (w, 1, k2V
rH \2Vf2/
We dropped contact terms in this expression. The real-time AdS/CFT prescription of [162]
says that the retarded Green's function is obtained from the flux factor by
GR(w, k = 0) = -2jq=e.
At this point, we pause to consider whose Green's functions we are studying. The
momentum-space correlator in the Kubo formula (3.4.1) has had a factor of the volume
of spacetime divided out by translation invariance:
G(w, k) =Vj dT+x dd1x2 ek1+ik2-22G(x,x 2 );
the factor VT = L 1L 2T is 6 d+1(0) in momentum space. As emphasized in equation (3.4.2),
the field theory stress tensor is the zeromode in the direction of the operator to which hp
couples. Therefore, when we relate the two-point function of T(t, , ) to the momentum-
space Green's function GR, we should not divide out by the associated factor of L :
(['T,~(w, k), Tx(-w, -k)]) = dd(2 J dddteiwt-ik-([Txy(t, 2, 1 Txy(0, 0, (2)]).
Putting this together, the Kubo formula for the viscosity then gives
1 = im m 1 7 LT 3N 2
= O lim ImG k = 0) = 2L = 32
Note that in d spatial dimensions r/ indeed has mass dimension d. This is identical to the
familiar A' = 4 answer except for a) the interpretation as the viscosity of a theory in two
spatial dimensions, and b) the factors of 1/vs which come from the relation between the
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asymptotic time coordinate and the coordinate which becomes null at the horizon.
Taking the ratio 2 reproduces the KSS value
r7 _ 1
s 47r
3.5 Discussion
Our black hole lives in a space with very different asymptotics from AdS. There structure
of the horizon, however, is the same as that of the AdS black hole; this is guaranteed
by the manner in which it was constructed [65]. The calculation of the viscosity is not
obviously determined only by the geometry near the horizon. However, the factors conspire
mysteriously to preserve the viscosity ratio. Our result, then, is some further indication that
the membrane paradigm should be taken seriously.
In this chapter we have focussed on an example with dynamical exponent z = 2 in d = 2
dimensions, which is related to the K = 4 theory by a twisted version of discrete light cone
quantization. Work on constructing string theory realizations for critical phenomena with
other values of z, d is in progress.
It would be interesting to find the black hole solution which asymptotes to the NR metric
with spherical spatial section, i.e. the analog of the black hole in global coordinates in AdS.
The melvinization can't work quite the same if the starting point is AdS in global coordinates,
because the analog of y is then an angular variable.
Having identified a zero-temperature background with nonzero density, and its likely
weak-coupling description, we can calculate the Bertsch parameter (see e.g. [33]) for this
theory. The Bertsch parameter is the cold-atoms analog of the famous {-ratio of strong and
weak coupling free energies in the K = 4 theory.
The boundary field theory we are studying clearly contains bosonic excitations, which
carry charge under the number-density operator. There should be a chemical potential to
temperature ratio above which they simply Bose condense. In this regard, it would be
interesting to Melvinize the Sakai-Sugimoto model [155]; it has a better chance of describing
a system conaining only fermionic atoms.
A nice check on our result for the viscosity and our understanding of the thermodynamics
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of the solution will be the location of the diffusion pole in the shear channel of the stress-
tensor correlators.
3.A Details of Melvinization
In this appendix, we review the Null Melvin Twist, as formalized in a seven-step dance in
[65].
3.A.1 Buscher Rules and Conventions
I' - I
y yy
'= <D IIn gy12lg~
/ 
- Bay
gay gyy
B1 gayay gyy
ga = ga -
gaygyb + Bay Byb
9yy
B1 = B gay Byb + Bay gyb
Yyy
(3.A.1)
(3.A.2)
In constructing our solutions we were forced to pick an isometry direction along S5. A
particularly convenient choice involved realizing S5 as a Hopf fibration over P2 , which we
now review to make your life easier than ours was (if you don't already know this stuff).
The round metrics on P and S2n+1 may be elegantly expressed in terms of the left-
invariant one-forms of SU(n). For SU(3), these can be written in coordinates as,
1
or1 = -(dO cos(0)
2 + d# sin(0) sin(V))
1
r2 = I (dO sin(@) - d# cos(V) sin(0))2
1
2 + d# cos(6))
In terms of these 1-forms, the metrics on p2 and S5 may be written,
ds 2 = dp2 + sin 2 (p) (U2 + 0r + cos2 ([t)U2)
dsS5 = dsP2 + (dx + sin2 (M)us) 2
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3.A.2 The Hopf Vector on P2
where X is the local coordinate on the Hopf fibre and A = sin2 ( = s" 2 ()(d'+d# cos())
is the 1-form potential for the kahler form on P2 (dx + A is the vertical one-form along the
Hopf fibration). This explicit coordinate presentation is necessary to verify that our various
solutions in fact solve the full 10d IIB supergravity equations of motion, and to study the
linearized equations of motion for the fluctuations.
3.A.3 Constructing the finite temperature solution
We now walk through the melvinization of the black D3-brane in all its majesty.
Step 1: We start with the black D3-brane solution,
ds2= (-dTr2 f + dy 2 + dz 2) + h + p2 [ds[ 2 + (do@+ A)2]
where h2 = 1 + is the usual D3 harmonic function and f = 1 + g = 1 - P is the
emblackening factor. In what follows, nothing untoward will happen to the d 2 , dp2 or d2
factors, so we'll drop those terms and reintroduce them after the dust settles. The truncated
metric is thus,
ds 2 = (-dT2 f + dy 2) + hp2 (d# + A) 2
Step 2: Boost by 7, ie T -> cT - sy with c = cosh(y) and c2 _ = 1:
ds 2 = 1 (-dT2 (1 + gc 2 ) + d y 2 (I _ gS 2) + 2dTdy(gcs)) + hp2 (dx + A) 2
Step 3: T-dualize along the dy isometry using the Buscher rules listed above:
ds2 = -dT 2 h( -2) + h p2(dx + A)2 + dy2  12 (3.A.1)
h(1 - gs2 1 g _3.A.2)
B = 2dy A d g1 cs] < =<D- In 2-] (3.A.2)
Step 4: Shift the local 1-form dx to dX + ady to give
ds 2 =-dT2 h(1 gs2 ) + h p2(dx+A)2+dy21+p2a (1 gs 2 + 2dy(dx + A)(aZP2)
Note that a has dimensions of 1length~
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Step 5: T-dualizing back along dy gives
ds 2
dT2
h(1 - gs 2 )
dy2 -h 1I
Ef
g2c2 2 - 2dyd~ gcs
1 + p2a2(1 - gs2)J h _1 + p2a2(i _ g82)
+ p2a2(i 
_ gs2)]
+ hp2 (dx + A)2
_1 + p2 a 2 (i - g2)
B = (dX +A) A1 + p 2a 2(i - gs 2 )
4)= oP - IIn _g2-
[gcs dT + (1 - gs 2 )dy]
Step 6&7: We now boost back by -y and take a double scaling limit a -* 0 with ac = #
held fixed. Since many terms do not survive this, it is easiest to do both steps at once and
report only the result, adding back in all the terms we dropped in the first step,
ds 2
-hK [-dT2 (1 + 2P2 )f + dy2(1 _ 32 p2 f) + 2dTdy(/3 2 p2 f)]
+ 1dz2 + h 2+ p 2ds22 +h L f d
B 20pK (dx±+A) A(f dT +dy)
K(dx + A)2I
1
= 4o - - InK2
Note that /3 has dimensions of 1length
Step 8: Finally, we take the near-horizon limit, h -* R 2/p 2 . To compare with the
solutions of [160, 16], it is convenient to switch variables to the radial radial coordinate
r RA
RA P
in terms of which the boundary is at r = 0 and the horizon at rH= R2/RH. In terms of r
and the parameter A = 3R2 we have
02P2 - A2
r2
h = r2 = I ~ 4Rh 2 f r HA rH
K A2r2
H
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with the metric taking the form,
R 2 A 2  A 2  A 2ds2 = A -dr2(1 + )f + dy2(1- 2 f) + 2 dTdy( 2 f)r2K I-r2 r2 r2
+Kdz2+ K +r 2 (Kds 2 + (dx + A)2)f j
B =2AR A(dx + A) A(f dT +dy)
r 2 K
1
= (O - - In K.2
Between the boundary and the horizon, K varies smoothly between 1 and 1 + . Impor-
tantly, the surface r = rH, where f -+ 0 and Bt -- 0, remains a non-singular null horizon.
Near the horizon, &9 is a timelike killing vector which is perpendicular to the null geodesics
which span the horizon. We thus have a non-rotating black hole with QH = 0. This might
seem somewhat miraculous, since the geometry is not static but, like Kerr, only stationary,
and so we might reasonably expect a Killing horizon outside the black hole. In fact, this
construction, which preserved the near-horizon geometry at each step, had built into it that
the horizon would be irrotational (and, in particular, have no additional killing horizon). We
could introduce rotation by starting with a bifurcate killing horizon surrounding an ergo-
sphere - i.e. by starting with a rotating black D3 - but, since we will exploit the unbroken
rotational symmetry of our solution to compute the viscosity, we'll leave this generalization
to later consideration.
The upshot is that we have a two-parameter -family of finite-temperature solutions labeled
by the rH and A defined in units of RA. This family has two simple and familiar limits,
A -> 0 and rH -* oc. Taking A -- 0, which sends K -+ 1, is easily seen to return us to the
non-extremal black D3-brane solution with which we began.
Taking rH --+ o, by contrast, takes us to the globally non-singular Schr6dinger geometry.
To see this directly, it is useful to work in light-cone coordinates t = (y - r)/V2 and
( = (y + r)/v'2, in terms of which the solution becomes,
ds2 RA 2A 2 fdt2 + 2dtd - (dt - d) 2 + Kdz 2 + K dr 2 + r2 (Kds 2 2+ (dx + A)2)
r2K I-r2 2 f
R21B = 2 A A(dx+A)A([1+f]dt+[1-f]d ) Q= 0--lnK.
r 2K 2
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In the limit TH -* 00, which takes f --+ l and K -> 1, the metric reduces to,
R2 - A 2 A2 t2 28
ds2 = 2 dt2 + 2dtd + dz 2 + d 2l + Rds S5
B = 2VAE(dx + A) A dt D = Qo,
which, upon compactifying on the S5 , is the Schr6dinger geometry with z = 2, d = 2.
Studying the finite-rH solution near r< rH gives the same result. We have thus embedded
a black hole in an asymptotically Schr6dinger spacetime.
One final set of coordinates will be useful in the computations below. In terms of the
dimensionless quantities u = T 2|T = R2/p 2, 6 = A/TH= 3RH and u RA/TH = RH/RA,
the solution takes the form,
ds2 - 2 -2J2 fdt2 + 2dtd - 9(dt - d )2 + Kdz 2
uK _u- U 2
KR 2 uR 2
URdu + A (Kds + (dx + A)2)
B = -/F2oJdpR X+A)A((+f)dt+(I-f)<)
uK
D = )0 - -In K.2
where
f =1-u 2  K=1+ 2U
These variables simplify many of the computations.
3.B Frame (in)dependence of the viscosity calculation
After compactifying to D dimensions, the string frame metric is related to the D-dimensional
Einstein-frame metric by the Weyl rescaling
E,D _ (str)
A -eD-2g Pjr)
In our solution, the dilaton is
2,b
e =K
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so we have
E,D =K22 Dg (str)
In the special case D = 10, this says glE0 K4g9u1.
Now consider the wave equation in a conformal frame reached by an arbitrary power of
K, where the metric is:
" = Ka (str)
We have
det ga = KDa det g(str)
K 5v-1
g=2u3r 4Vol10-D
where vol10-D is the constant volume of the compact dimensions, which will scale out of the
wave equation.
The wave equation for a scalar in this background is
DO7 1 2 3 Kau Ka4u 2fK aD/2-1auo).+
KaD/2 233
4u3  /K"(7-1)-f
= KaD/2-1 U
The einstein-frame condition above says that in D-dimensional Einstein frame, K" e' D-2
which says
K"( -)- = 1.
So we see that in einstein frame, in whatever number of dimensions we want to live in, say
10 or 6, the factor K does not appear in the wave equation.
This in turn implies that the viscosity is independent of 6 = 1.
rH
3.C Comments on reduction to five dimensions
Let F = -jlnK; this is the profile for both the 1Od dilaton and the KK scalar associated
to the Hopf direction. The following two equations are true:
0 = -ap (Vf5/FIve(" 3 )) + z(z + d) Fge(3v A
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0 = 168t, (e(3v-1)FrvgIuVl,') + v (e(v- 3)rF 2 + 2z(z + d)e(3 v-irA 2 )
where
e2F
K
A 2/3 (fdT+dy)
r 2 K
and
1 ( /3 2  2 2 2 dr2
ds2 K 1\~+-jfdT2- 2dydT+ (1- fdy+Kdz2+Kd )r2K r2 r2 r2 f)fr2
These are the respective equations of motion for A, and <D for a five-dimensional action of
the form
S5 =1dx Fg R - cCea1<±b1U (ag) 2 - c2  ea2<+b2oF 2 + MA ea3<+b2" A2 +
with ml = z(z-) as usual, andai+b1 =a 3 +b 3 = 3v- 1,a 2 = v-3 anda 2 =a 3. v=-
is 5d Einstein frame. Here o- is the other scalar arising from the KK reduction. The ...
indicate terms that do not depend on <b, A. We have not vet been able to determine the rest
of the action.
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Chapter 4
On the particle number in Galilean
holography
The material in this chapter and the third item in the synopsis (Chapter 1) appeared in
"The Particle number in Galilean holography. " with John McGreevy [19] and is reprinted
with the permission of JHEP.
4.1 Introduction
Particle production is a dramatic, necessary consequence of relativistic field theory. There
is no particle production in Galilean-invariant field theories, which therefore have an extra
conserved quantity. This quantity is often thought of as the particle number, but (since we
can and will work in units of the mass of one particle) it is equivalent to the total rest mass.
In systems with multiple species, to be discussed more below, the latter definition is the
more useful one.
In the holographic realizations of NRCFTs discussed in the previous chapters, the sym-
metry associated with the conserved rest mass is realized geometrically in the gravity dual
as the isometry of a circle, whose coordinate we call (. Compactifying on a circle with cir-
cumference L produces a spectrum of possible values of the rest mass of states in the theory
of the form
1
{masses} = Z+ (41-1)27rL
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The main purpose of this (somewhat polemical) article is to point out that this particular
spectrum is not a necessary consequence of the existence of a gravity dual.
The form of the spectrum (4.1.1) seems to be responsible for the strange thermodynamics
found in [123, 90, 1, 114]:
F ~ 24 < 0. (4.1.2)
pI
This is quite different from the behavior of unitary fermions, where in particular the chemical
potential is positive, and the free energy scales like a positive power of p. These theories
are closely related to relativistic field theories, via (modifications of) the discrete lightcone
quantization procedure (DLCQ). This fact is made particularly vivid in the calculation of the
free energy (4.1.2) from a free relativistic field theory in DLCQ by [22]. The modifications of
DLCQ in [26, 7] (associated with "#-deformation") simplify the theory by removing most of
the troublesome [89] lightcone zeromodes, but do not change the spectrum of the lightcone
momentum operator, i&9.
In this work, our goal is to learn how to construct gravity duals for NRCFTs with
other (ideally, more realistic) spectra. We demonstrate that it is not necessary to realize the
Schr6dinger algebra in a gravity dual entirely via isometries of the bulk metric. It was natural
to try to realize the full algebra by isometries, since the obviously-geometric momentum and
boost generators commute to the particle number operator N,
[Ki, P3] = iN63j. (4.1.3)
However, here we show that this algebra can be realized without the introduction of a
dimension, if the boost generator acts by gauge transformations on fields charged under an
additional abelian gauge symmetry in the bulk. The construction is quite similar to the
way that these symmetries are realized on states of a quantum system: a Galilean boost
by velocity V' acts on the phase of the wavefunction (in the Schr6dinger representation) of a
particle of mass m by
?/(x, t) -* e"(2 t ),(x - vt, t) ; (4.1.4)
from this expression one can show that (4.1.3) is satisfied.
Using this idea we construct solutions describing d = 2, z = 2 NRCFT without the
additional circle. For most of this chapter we will employ a practical approach to holography
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advocated in e.g. [79, 128]: we do not yet know the constraints that quantum gravity imposes
on effective field theories of gravity coupled to matter (known examples [171, 9, 88] are not
very forceful, and it is clear that our grasp on the space of less-supersymmetric string vacua
is poor), and so we will employ the simplest gravity models with which we can approach the
physics of interest. We will, however, find it useful in §4.4 to lift one of our solutions to 11-
dimensional supergravity in order to resolve a curvature singularity. That solution describes
a system (at finite density and at zero temperature) with a gap for the charged excitations;
it appears to provide a holographic description of a Mott insulator. This is an improvement
over a previous holographic realization of an insulating state [138], which had zero density.
We also succeed in constructing some examples where there are several species of particles,
so that the spectrum of the number operator is not just integer multiples of a single mass;
this is described in §4.5. Finally, in §4.6, we discuss a conjugate issue, namely whether the
NRCFTs described by the constructions of [160, 16] have superfluid groundstates (at low
temperature and finite density), and what such a state would look like from the point of
view of the gravity dual. We relegate to an appendix a curious black hole solution with the
new realization of asymptotic Schr6dinger symmetry.
4.2 Getting rid of the direction
In this section, we study the dimensional reduction on the particle-number circle of the
systems discussed previously in [160, 16]. We are doing this because it provides a proof of
principle that there can be gravity theories with Schr6dinger symmetry which don't have
this annoying extra dimension. Our real goal is to find new solutions where the spectrum of
the mass operator can be different (i.e. not the KK tower of momentum modes on a circle),
and where the thermodynamics may therefore be more like that of unitary fermions. Our
immediate goal is to understand how the symmetries are realized.
A concern which remains even after dimensionally reducing to replace the role of the
i-dimension with a gauge field in a lower-dimensional description is charge-conjugation in-
variance. In a relativistic QFT with charge-conjugation invariance (like the one living in
the bulk here), the spectrum of a U(1) symmetry must include both positive and negative
charges. Below, we explicitly break this symmetry by imposing boundary conditions which
introduce a background electric field.
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We studied a black hole solution asymptotic to the metric (2.2.1) in the previous chapter
[123, 90, 1]; this describes the dual NRCFT at finite density and finite temperature. In the
black hole solution, ( is not null everywhere because get is not identically zero as in the
vacuum solution. This implies that the radius of the circle is non-zero in the bulk and the
supergravity approximation can be trusted in regions where the radius is large compared to
the string length scale. Thus the nonzero get component acts like a regulator and this fact
will be used here to construct alternate holographic descriptions of Schr6dinger algebra.
Dimensional reduction of this solution along ( yields a lower-dimensional system with
asymptotic Schr6dinger symmetries. The matter content of the lower-dimensional gravity
theory consists of a massive vector field, U(1) gauge field and two scalars (higher-dimensional
dilaton and the radion). We would like to have a simpler system that can aid us in under-
standing the lower dimensional realization of Schr6dinger symmetry.
In §3.2.4 of the previous chapter, we studied a scaling limit of this black hole solution
(finite p, T ) which had zero temperature, but had a non-trivial get component (let's call this
solution SchQAo,T=o). This solution is singular in the IR (r -a oc) and should not be taken
too seriously. We will use it here as a helpful device to learn about possible bulk realizations
4.2.1 Dimensional Reduction of SchQOo,T=O
The geometry of SchQ O,T=O is described by the following line element
1 (-dt 2  1 dx2+ dr 2
ds5= +r2 K2/3 r2  2dtd + (K - 1)rd + /3 r2 ) (4.2.1)
where r, = 1+ Q 2r2 , for some constant Q which determines the density. This can be obtained
as a classical solution of the following actioni:
S5 = Co d5xv g R5 - V- m Al (4.2.2)J 1 3 4 2 2]
with D = -1 log r, A5 = jr- 2 r- (dt + (K - 1)r 2d) and F5 = dA 5. In this subsection,
we will perform a series of manipulations using this solution to identify a 4-dimensional
'The potential V(<b) is [123, 90] V(<D) = 4e 21/ 3 (e24) - 4) but it will disappear soon.
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system that admits asymptotic solutions which respect the Schr6dinger group in two space
dimensions.
Dimensional reduction of the above action along ( direction yields a lower-dimensional
system with Schr6dinger symmetry. In this system, the particle number symmetry is realized
as a bulk gauge symmetry. The ggg component of the higher-dimensional metric appears as
a scalar field (the radion field e2") in the lower-dimensional system. With the metric ansatz
ds2 = ds + e2 6 (d + B)2 (4.2.3)
the lower-dimensional action can be written as
S4 = C0 L Id e y!-GD [RD - 4 e8<b/3F D A2D
4V<D - V& -
(dB)2  1 (A) 2 A
4 d Vrl ) - 2 A~ + L2 int (A& B, A)J
Note that the line element in (4.2.1) can be written as
+ 2 r (< + dt \2 dt
2
Q2r4 + K1/ 3 d7%+dr2
Scaling t by QQ 1/2 and scaling ( by Q- 1/2/Q in the above expression we get
1dLs 5= r 2 K2 /3 KQdt27 4
+ r4/Q d(+ Q ) + K 1 / d! 2 + dr 2+r )i3
Under this rescaling At --+ QQi/2At. Hence, the higher-dimensional line element can be
written as
ds = ds2 + e2& (d + B) 2
e 2& B = Q dt .Q2/3' rd
The 4-dimensional line element in the above expression is
Qdt2
r6
ds2 = (GD)pudx"dIv -1/3 d+ + dr
2
I T2
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d 2 15 -
-dt 2
S2
(4.2.4)
(4.2.5)
(4.2.6)
(4.2.7)
(4.2.8)
(4.2.9)
If we now define e2o = Q2e26 and take the scaling limit, Q -> 0, holding o fixed, we are left
with an extremum of the much-simpler action
2o -
S4 =COLJ d / D RD- 2A - 4 (dB (4.2.10)
where we have chosen units so that the cosmological constant is A = -6. In the above limit,
A = 0, 4 = 0, D = 0 and , = 1; the 4-dimensional solution is (4.2.9) with r, = 1. Note
that Q is related to the chemical potential. When Q -> oc, the Schr6dinger symmetries
become an exact symmetry of the above system; however, the metric becomes degenerate
in the Q -* oc limit. Rewriting the 'string frame' action (4.2.10) in 4d Einstein frame (and
throwing away the fields A, T, 4D which vanish) we see that
2 ( dt2  d?7+dr2 \ dt _rds= e' -Q ± + 2  ) B =Q-, e = (4.2.11)Er6 r2 r VQ
is a solution of the simple action
S4 = RJd vg 4 R4 - 2Ae - 4 (dB)2 - (0o-) , (4.2.12)
where we have named A -- CoLe the effective 4d coupling. Note that the apparent strong
coupling behavior of the action for the gauge field B at the boundary (geff- ~e -> 0)
is an artifact of dimensional reduction.
4.2.2 Symmetry Generators
Let us try to understand how the Schr6dinger symmetry group is realized by the above
action and asymptotics. It is clear that the symmetries of the Schr6dinger group are not
realised as isometries in the lower-dimensional theory: the putative symmetry generators in
the lower-dimensional theory do not solve the Killing equation. The metric is of the Lifshitz
form [106] and seems to have scaling symmetry with dynamical exponent z = 3. What
equation determines the symmetry generators of the lower-dimensional action? It is not
hard to guess that the appropriate symmetry generators should solve the equation obtained
by dimensional reduction of the higher-dimensional Killing equation.
So the symmetry generators of the lower-dimensional theory are:
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" Particle Number: The U(1) gauge charge associated with the massless gauge field B
is the particle number. This acts by B -* B + dA, and by phase rotations on charged
fields in the bulk, of which we should include one or more. Let us introduce such a
field <D - |<bje of charge f; we take <D to vanish in the solution shown above. f is the
mass of the associated particle.
" Translations and rotations are realized as usual by isometries.
* Galilean boosts act as follows:
t-*t, ->-t, ,P->+ e(v2t++- - , (4.2.13)
where o is the phase of a field of charge e under the particle-number gauge symmetry.
The role previously played by ( in the Schr6dinger geometry is now played by the
phase o of charged bulk fields. In summary, the boost generator is:
K' = -t9i + gauge shift
where the gauge transformation parameter is A = iv 2 t + 6 -. Note the similarity to
the action in quantum mechanics given in Eqn. (4.1.4).
" Scale symmetry acts by
D = -2tot -. x'81 - rr;
The generators of these symmetries satisfy the Schr6dinger algebra.
The asymptotic profiles of the fields are not preserved by these transformations, but one
can show, as follows, that they are nevertheless (asymptotic) symmetries of the system. The
higher dimensional (5D) Killing equation can be written as
o7 (GD)AB =q (GD)AB = 0 (4.2.14)
If the above equation is only true as r -+ 0 (which we denote by ~ 0), as is the case in
the solutions described above, then the symmetry is realized only asymptotically. The lower
dimensional (4D) metric (g) does not satisfy the 4d Killing equation, i.e. oggy, # 0. The
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above equation (4.2.14), however, implies2
6 (e-g,v + e2uBiB,) - 0 (4.2.18)
o77 (e2oB,) _ 0 (4.2.19)
6n (e2") 0 (4.2.20)
These quantities have the transformation properties of tensors. We also know (from its
higher-dimensional origin) that the action can be written as a functional of these quantities,
that is
SD[g, B, o-] = S[e-'gy, + e2aB,B,, e2uB,,, e2U] . (4.2.21)
When the symmetries are realized as isometries, 6oS vanishes as a consequence of on1GAB
vanishing. In the present case, 6S will vanish as a consequence of 6 (e-og,v + e2oBpBv),
o7 (e2 oB,) and 6 (e2,) vanishing.
In the solutions described above, these quantities only vanish asymptotically near the
boundary. Note that we do not know a solution of the lower-dimensional system (4.2.12)
which exactly preserves the Schridinger symmetry. This is perhaps unsurprising given that
such a solution would correspond to the vacuum of a Galilean-invariant system, a very boring
state indeed. Rather, the surprising fact is that the previous holographic realizations [160, 16]
did provide such a solution.
From the form of B in (4.2.11), we see that the solution (4.2.9) has non-zero chemical
potential (p -f 0), but charge density zero. This can happen for example if the chemical
potential is smaller than the particle mass.
2 The transformation rules for the lower-dimensional fields can be obtained from the transformation rule
for the higher-dimensional metric:
ongft [gy pov'q + gp'ogyp + qi9Pgye] (4.2.15)
o7By [Bpong + i7PapBj]+ otqD+1 (4.2.16)
6_e 2a = [aP2pe2a] . (4.2.17)
Note that the quantities within [] are the changes due to the coordinate transformations in the lower
dimensions, while the transformation of xD+1 generates field transformations.
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4.2.3 Wave equation
The wave equation for a probe scalar field with charge t under the Kaluza Klein gauge field
(and mass m 2 ) takes the following form
(-w 2r 6 + m 2 + r 2 (2tw + k 2 )) D - rd+3&r (r-d-d18r<) = 0 . (4.2.22)
Notice that the first term in this equation is unimportant for the boundary behavior (r -+ 0),
but does spoil the Schridinger invariance of the equation (and renders us and Mathematica
unable to solve it analytically).
The D-dimensional (Einstein-frame) action that produces this equation of motion is
perhaps surprising:
Sprobe[<D] = J _ [1(0 - itB)<D|2 _ (g2-3a + M2 e) 2 ] . (4.2.23)
This coupling to the background scalar o is required in order that solutions for <D represent
the Schrddinger symmetry.
4.3 Black hole solution
The following is a black hole solution of (4.2.12) that asymptotes to the solution written in
(4.2.11):
d2=(, fdt2 + dY2 +dr2 BQ (1 + f)dt r 2sE=e' 
-Q r6  r 2  r2f, Q 2r4  (4.3.1)
where f = 1 - r4 /r4. The above solution can be obtained (by dimensional reduction) from
the following five dimensional solution of Einstein's equation (with negative cosmological
constant):
ds2=  Q 2 t2(+ + + + d (4.3.2)
5 4r8 r2 r2 fr 2  Q
The scaling symmetry of Sch algebra relates solutions with different values of Q and rH-
These solutions are also related to each other through the lightcone symmetry: t -* At, -+
A-c. Even though compactification of ( direction breaks this symmetry, this "symmetry"
relates a system with chemical potential y and temperature T to the system with chemical
potential p/A 2 and temperature T/A. This transformation along with the conformal Ward
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identity fixes the form (as a function of chemical potential and temperature) of the free
energy [123].
A curious feature of the lower dimensional solution is the fact that the gauge field is
non-vanishing at the horizon. This is not an indication that the solution is irregular. In
fact, this solution was obtained from a regular solution in more dimensions. The gauge field
obtained by dimensional reduction of the solution in [123, 90, 1] also has this feature.
Note also that t is not a time-like direction in (4.3.2). However, dimensional reduction of
the higher-dimensional system results in t becoming a time-like direction. This feature can
also be seen in rotating black hole solutions.
4.3.1 Thermodynamics
The temperature of the black hole in (4.3.1) is T - and the entropy density is
sH =.(4.3.3)
QTrH
The energy density, pressure and free energy can be computed from the regularized action.
It is possible to regularize the on-shell action and boundary stress tensor with the following
boundary counterterms:
3 Xf7 2+ 3o1Sct =.] daf ± eso r B/Fr . (4.3.4)
bdy (-e2
Note that the second term in (4.3.4) changes the boundary condition on the gauge field
from Dirichlet to Neumann; this means that we are in the canonical ensemble (fixed p). In its
origin as the dimensional reduction of the previous d + 3-dimensional Schr6dinger solution,
this 'Neumannizing' term results from the dimensional reduction of the Gibbons-Hawking
term.
In the higher-dimensional system, the number density is given by the momentum along
the ( direction. In the lower dimensional system this momentum appears as the charge
density of the black hole which is given by
N _ [
p d2 - re" F; ~ (4.3.5)LxLy LxLy bdy
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Using this we find
p = = -p2/3T4/3 L (4.3.6)
2 p
where C is a numerical constant. The chemical potential, read off from ' ,is
T 4 / 3  T4
p1~ or p ~ 3 . (4.3.7)
The form of the thermodynamic quantities are the same as that in [123, 90, 1]. In the
following section, we will present a solution describing a NRCFT with a finite density at
zero temperature, which has a non-zero free energy (unlike the T -+ 0 limit of (4.3.6)).
The solution (4.3.1) and the solution (4.2.11) with periodic imaginary time are saddle
points of the same action. However, for any T > 0, the black hole solution (4.3.1) has
a smaller on-shell action and hence its contribution dominates. Like in planar AdS, the
would-be Hawking-Page transition is at T = 0 (where the two solutions coincide); unlike
in AdS, here this does not follow from scale invariance. However, it has been brought to
our attention (by Tom Faulkner) that the 5d uplift of the solution in this section is in fact
isometric to the AdS 5 black brane solution; this explains the similarity in the phase diagram.
4.4 A Holographic Mott Insulator?
Let us now look at a marginal deformation of the above system; this will lead to an interesting
new family of solutions. We will do this by adding a massless scalar field T in the bulk.
The corresponding operator will turn out to be marginally relevant in the presence of finite
density. Consider the following action with two scalar fields:
S = R d4X(-g4)1/2 4 - 2Ae-3 -- (d _ 2 1 (4.4.1)4~~ (dB))4 2 2
The following background is a saddle point of the above action which has asymptotic Sch
symmetry: S2 = (QKx 2 + Kx dx-2 + dr2
dsE (Sc =e" 
-QK_ 6 +%r2+ r2
B = Q e2 , = r 12r/Q (4.4.2)
r4 1- 4/Q2
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where K' = 1-g;r'/ 4. The geometry is cut off at r = ro = VQ/g where Kx(ro) = 0. There
is a curvature singularity at r = ro, which we resolve below. § is a dimensionless parameter
describing the source for the operator dual to IF; this is a marginally relevant operator whose
running produces the dimensional trasmutation scale ro in the solution. This solution has
non-zero energy, presure, density and free energy3 , but has zero entropy. Note that the
number density, identical to the calculation of (4.3.5), is Q- and the chemical potential is
g2Q- 1.
The curvature singularity at r = ro can be resolved by dimensional oxidation. In general,
dimensional reduction of a regular solution along a circle action with degenerate fibers can
result in a curvature singularity in the lower dimensional metric [64]. In the next subsection
we will show that such a resolution is available here.
The equations of motion have a symmetry which takes T -+ -4. If we identify 4
with the dilaton field, as we will in the next subsection, this transformation is an S-duality
transformation. In the solution obtained by the action of this transformation (this reverses
the sign of g2), the coupling dual to T is marginally irrelevant. The phase diagram is thus
similar to the BCS RG flow, where an attractive/repulsive coupling is relevant/irrelevant.
We note, howcvcr, that cvcn in our gravity solution for thc marginally irrelevant case, the
flow ends at a finite location in the bulk; perhaps this can be attributed to the strong coupling
in the dual frame.
4.4.1 Lift to eleven dimensions and mass gap
We begin our journey to a smooth uplift of the solution (4.4.2) by noting that the four
dimensional action in (4.4.1) can be obtained as a consistent truncation of the following five
dimensional action:
SE= Co dX(-g) 1 / 2 R5 - 2A - 1 ( ) 2. (4.4.3)
In particular, the equations of motion of SE with ansatz
ds2 = e-"ds (Sch) + e2" (d + B)2 = ds2 (Sch) + e2" (d + B)2  (4.4.4)
3Eg = _ = -F~2Q-2
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are the equations of motion of (4.4.1); we have defined
S2 -QK,2 dt2 + xdz2 +dr 2(4.5ds (Sch) e-"ds (Sch) = K276 r2 + r 2  (445)
In fact, the action in (4.2.12) was obtained by dimensional reduction of a five dimensional
system related to (4.4.3) by turning off IF.
We pause on our path to eleven dimensions to make some comments about the geometry
(4.4.3). The asymptotics of the 5d metric are precisely AdS with a light-like identification:
2 
_2d~dt+di
2 +dr2ds 2 ; +(4.4.6)
this is the realization of Schradinger symmetry described in [66, 21]. Note that with the
ansatz in (4.4.4), a gauge transformation of the B field which does not fall off at the boundary
has a dramatic effect on the asymptotics. For example, the transformation B -* B + adt
is equivalent in the higher-dimensional description to a redefinition of the coordinate by
(- ( + at. This violates the periodicity of the ( coordinate and is not an equivalence
relation. Such a transformation is precisely what would be required in order to set the gauge
field to zero at the IR boundary Bt(ro) = 0.
Some evidence that this solution is not the result of Melvinization of a relativistic geome-
try is the fact that the free energy is finite at zero temperature and finite chemical potential;
this is hard to get from a T -+ 0 limit of F ~ -T4/P2
The five-dimensional action (4.4.3) can in turn be obtained as a consistent truncation
of type IIB supergravity [123]. Specifically, the action in (4.4.3) can be obtained from the
consistent truncation of [123] by turning off the massive vector as well as the breathing and
squashing modes u, v. This allows us to lift the solution in (4.4.2) to the following solution
of type JIB supergravity:
dsio = ds(Sch) + e2 (d + B)2 +ds 2 (5),
F5 = 4(Q 5 +*Q 5 ) , and 4 = I (4.4.7)
where 1 is the IIB dilaton. However, there is a curvature singularity at r = ro even in this ten
dimensional metric. The presence of this singularity is related to the non-trivial profile of the
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dilaton, consistent with our interpretation above in terms of dimensional transmutation. It
is convenient to think of the dilaton as the radius of a compact direction in eleven dimensions
[167]. This suggests that the singularity in the 10-D metric can be resolved by lifting it to
M-theory. The details of the lift are described in Appendix B. After performing the lift, we
get the following 11-dimensional solution, which is regular:
ds 11 = e-' 6 [ds (Sch) + e2 " (d + B)2 + ds 2 (P 2 ) + dx +e e d
F4 =2JAJ+2JAdx1Adx2  (4.4.8)
where J is the Kdhler form on CP2 . We can now get two solutions of type IIA from this
11 dimensional solution - (a) by reducing along X1 and (b) by reducing along X2. The
first reduction produces a regular metric (with a smoothly shrinking circle) and a constant
dilaton, while the second system has a metric with a curvature singularity and non-trivial
dilaton profile. The second system is related to the type JIB solution in (6.B.1) by T-duality.
The two type-II solutions are related by S-duality.
Note that in the presence of fermion fields (as in eleven-dimensional supergravity), the
regularity of the solution (6.B. A reqirec antiprodicbuary c in r d e
circle for the fermions, since in the neighborhood of ro, X2 is merely an angle in polar
coordinates in R2. This explicitly breaks any supersymmetries.
g Q/r2 is a dimensionless parameter. It can be considered a perturbation of the non-
normalizible falloff of T, which from the JIB frame, is the string coupling. This encodes a
marginally relevant deformation of the boundary theory. In vacuum, it is exactly marginal.
It is driven marginally relevant by the finite density, and runs strong at r = ro, producing
this confining groundstate.
A finite temperature solution can be obtained simply by periodically identifying the
Euclidean time direction in this solution. It is not clear that this is the thermodynamically
favored solution4 . If it is, then it implies that e-Egap/T effects do not appear in observables in
this state; this is consistent with an energy gap of order N 2. At s -+ 0, a finite-temperature
solution with a horizon is the one given in Section 4.3.
4 We note that in contrast with the Hawking-Page transition [85, 169], in our case a double Wick rotation
t - iX2, X2 -- -it does not provide a finite temperature deconfined solution with the same asymptotics,
because of the dtd( term in the metric. The ability to do this previously was a result of Lorentz invariance
of the asymptotics.
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4.4.2 What is a translation-invariant insulator?
The fact that the geometry ends smoothly in the IR (at ro) strongly suggests that the
excitations of this groundstate are gapped [169]. More precisely, regularity requires the
boundary condition &rOlr=ro = 0 on any smooth 11-dimensional field p. This real boundary
condition in the IR implies the vanishing of the spectral density Im (OO) of the dual operator
0, up to a discrete series of delta functions associated with normal modes. In particular,
this applies to the bulk gauge field B which couples to the particle number current j, and
implies a gap in the spectral density for j. This spectral density determines the conductivity.
Hence this solution is dual to a system at finite density with a gap for the charged exci-
tations. We emphasize that the distinction between this solution and an ordinary confining
groundstate of the dual gauge theory [169] is the presence of a nonzero charge density.
Such a thing can be called a Mott insulator. From the point of view of the dual field
theory, it is the strong interactions that prevent the charge from moving. It is certainly not
a band insulator or an Anderson insulator - indeed this system is translationally invariant.
This raises a thorny point: translation invariance plus finite charge density implies that the
center of mass of the system will accelerate in an external field, and hence Reo(w) oc 6(w) -
the DC conductivity is infinite. The system is actually a perfect conductor.
What we mean by calling the system an insulator is that we believe it would be an
insulator if we pinned it down, for example by a boundary condition. We have not figured
out how to show that the thing is actually an insulator in the above sense. The answer for the
conductivity Reo(w) c< 6(w) is not enough: the clean free Fermi gas also gives this answer,
and obviously that is a metal. In that case, and quite generally [82] adding static impurities
just turns the delta function into a transport peak. In real systems (i.e. with decent UV
behavior) there is a sum rule that says that the spectral weight from the delta function has
to be redistributed somehow upon adding a momentum sink. A possible concern is that
the conclusion (i.e. whether the spectral weight gets redistributed away from W = 0) might
depend on how the center of mass mode is frozen.
Even zero compressibility is not enough, at least in the presence of long-range forces
(which presumably the dual field theory has): the 'jellium model' of a metal (in which
the lattice of ions is approximated by a fixed uniform density of background charge) is
incompressible if Coulomb interactions are included, but is also clearly a metal. Further
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analysis is required to test our conjecture. The application of an electric field of finite
wavenumber may be the simplest approach.
There are several known examples of translation-invariant insulators. Quantum Hall
states are insulators which preserve continuous translation invariance; the translation-invariance
delta function in o-(w) is shifted from zero to the cyclotron frequency because the (charged)
center of mass mode is subjected to a magnetic field (this is known as Kohn's theorem). In
contrast, the state discussed in this chapter is not subjected to an external magnetic field.
In strongly-correlated lattice models, the particles can fractionalize in such a way as to
produce an integer number of fractionalized particles per unit cell, which can then realize
an ordinary band insulator. The arguments of [156, 140] show that in a gapped system with
a conserved particle number (not spontaneously broken) at incommensurate filling, either
translation invariance is broken or the system exhibits groundstate degeneracy on a torus.
All of the examples mentioned above realize the latter option. is
For realizing a finite-density insulating state which preserves continuous (non-magnetic)
translations, it is crucial that the high-energy excitations of our system are not particles, but
rather CFT excitations. If the system at the scale of the chemical potential were described
in terms of charged particles, a state where the charges were localized would nave to (spon-
taneously) break translation invariance, since the particles have to sit somewhere. It would
be interesting to find a "slave unparticle" construction of such a state.
A state in which Im(p(w)p(-w)) vanishes below some gap must be incompressible. Our
system, as currently presented, does not have such a gap (there are zero-energy excitations,
at least those associated with translation invariance), and naively the compressibility is finite.
Indeed it seems to be a consequence of the scale invariance Ward identity that A c p, which is
what we find with an appropriate choice of boundary counterterms. What this constraint on
the compressibility has to say about our proposal for what would happen if one pinned this
system down is not clear to us at present. One point to note is that we are forced to study the
system at fixed particle number rather than fixed chemical potential (see §4.3.1). In general,
an incompressible system (dp/dy = 0) does not have a homogeneous groundstate at fixed
particle number. For example, consider a Mott insulator of repulsive bosons on a lattice.
In general only certain values of the number density will admit homogenous groundstates
states (i.e. those values with integer filling fraction) and at other values the system will
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microscopic description in terms of particles
El 
.
fractional unparticles (NRCFT)
Egap -
translation-invariant Mott state
Figure 4-1: A scheme for realization a translation-invariant insulator. In the gravity dual,
we are only addressing physics below the scale E1 .
phase separate. The phase separated solutions are compressible. It may be that the solution
we have is describing such a mixed state. Another possible resolution is that the nonzero
compressibility arises in our system via neutral modes - i.e. in our construction, it's not
clear that all excitations have nonzero particle number.
A final disclaimer about our use of the name "Mott insulator" is that there is no local
moment physics in our problem so far. It would be interesting to include spin degrees of
freedom.
4.5 Examples with multiple species
In the Schr6dinger metric of [160, 16], the i-momentum is dual to the particle number N of
the dual NRCFT. Compactifying the ( direction on a circle of radius L gives a spectrum
of N which is just a tower of integer multiples of a fixed mass scale L,- 1. In a system with
multiple species of different mass (for example, in a pile of atoms consisting of several species)
the mass operator will have a spectrum which is not just a tower of integer multiples of a
fixed mass. Here we would like to find gravity duals with similar spectra. We can do this by
adding more dimensions analogous to .
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We mention in passing that a usefully liberating perspective on the realization of the
particle number was provided by [172]: in the analog of 'global coordinates' discussed there
the particle-number circle is fibered non-trivially over the t, Y directions.
We can solve a reasonable set of equations of motion with a nice metric with two 6
directions if we add a second gauge field. The Lagrangian is just
L = R + 2A - I- m T2A2 F 2 2 mA 2 (4.5.1)4 1 2 21 4 2222
with (for d = 2)
mn = 4z, m2 = -4(z - 2) (4.5.2)
A= -(26 - 7z + z2) (4.5.3)
2
(for z = 2, A = 8). The z-dependence of A is a novel development, compared to previous
Schr6dinger solutions.
The solution is
ds 2  _r- 2zdt 2 + r- 2 (-2d+dt + dY 2 + dr 2 ) ± r2z-4 (4.5.4)
(the symmetries are discussed below) with
A1 = Qr-zdt (4.5.5)
A 2 = Q2 rz- 2d<_.
We believe that it is not possible to source the stress tensor for this metric with a single
gauge field (which solves its own equations of motion).
Note that the mass-squared of the second gauge field is negative for many z's of interest
(z > 2). According to (4.5.2), the second gauge field is massless for z = 2; we will comment
below on some subtleties with this case.
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4.5.1 Symmetries
This metric is invariant under galilean boosts just like the usual Schrodinger metric, with
no action on _,
(+ (++v - z.- , -*2t --+_. (4.5.6)2
It is scale invariant with + both scaling like length2-z:
S-- A, t -* Azt, r -+ Ar, + ±A2z (4.5.7)
Interestingly, for z = 2, the g - _ coefficient is 1. And, finally, [Ki, P] = i6iN with
N = i . (4.5.8)
So, if we set (i = (1 ± (2 and compactify
( 1 1+ L1, 2 ~ 2 + L2  (4.5.9)
then the spectrum of N is { + niJ1,2 E Z; (4.5.10)
L1  L 2
in particular k needn't be rational. We can think of i&(% and i&g2 as the conserved particle
numbers of the individual particle species; only their sum appears in the Schr6dinger algebra.
The isometries of this spacetime include P = ig, Ki= iXz06 +it(9 and the Schrddinger
algebra says: [P, K] = i 3N so we have N = i +. For z = 2, there is trivially a special
conformal symmetry which acts on + in the same way as on ( in the usual Schr6dinger
spacetime, and does not act on (_.
It would be interesting to realize a system with arbitrarily many i-directions (i.e. species).
Note that the new realization of the Galilean algebra described in the rest of this chapter
offers a simple possibility: one can just introduce a collection of gauge fields (perhaps coming
from some p-form reduced on representatives of some rank p - 1 cohomology group of a
compactification space e.g. as described recently in [109]) and associate them with conserved
particle numbers of various species. The Galilean boost will act by some linear combination of
the gauge generators; this combination is the total mass appearing in the Galilean symmetry
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algebra.
The wave equation is qualitatively the same as in the one-species case [160, 16].
4.5.2 z -+ 2
Note that the interesting case z = 2 is actually quite degenerate here. The Einstein equations
determine the coefficients Q1,2 in the solutions for the gauge fields to be (for d = 2!)
Q = 2 , Q2 = 2  . (4.5.11)
z 2 z- 2
Notice that Q2 has a pole at z = 2. But the stress tensor it produces is finite, because both
the field strength and the mass go to zero as z -> 2! That is, we must take a scaling limit
where z -+ 2, Q 2 -+ oc holding fixed (z-2)Q2 to which the stress tensor of A2 is proportional.
4.6 Comments on the superfluid state
The ground state of most assemblies of ultracold atoms, bosonic or fermionic, is a superfluid
[33]. It is natural to ask whether the zero-temperature, finite-density solution found in [1]
describes such a state. That it does not can be seen as follows. If shifts in the i-direction
correspond to the particle-number symmetry, then the gravity dual of a superfluid ground
state must somehow break translation invariance in the ( direction in the IR region of the
geometry. This is because the ground state wave function of a superfluid is localized in the
space conjugate to the particle number.
A precedent for the required gravity description is the spontaneous breaking of the U(1)R
symmetry in the Klebanov-Strassler [110] and Maldacena-Nunez [127] solutions, where it is
indeed some isometry of the bulk geometry which is broken (to a discrete subgroup) by the
exact solution in the IR region of the geometry. A possibility to keep in mind is that the
symmetry may be broken by something other than the metric, e.g. some other field.
We note that it is not clear that the twisted DLCQ theories, to which the stringy em-
beddings of Schr6dinger spaces found in [123, 90, 1] are dual, indeed have superfluid ground
states. If not, how does the dual field theory avoid breaking the particle number symmetry at
zero temperature? The fact that the only zero-temperature solution we know [1] is singular
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leaves open the likely possibility that there is a better, more correct solution with the same
leading asymptotics which does describe a superfluid.
In the new realizations of the Schr6dinger symmetry described in this chapter, the ques-
tion of spontaneous breaking of the particle number symmetry becomes much more similar
to the (well-developed) study of holographic superconductors in gravity duals of relativistic
CFTs [80, 81, 94]. We note in particular that the system of §4.4 has a dimensionless param-
eter g which controls the strength of the coupling. Upon the addition of a charged scalar
to the bulk, we anticipate that varying g will produce a quantum phase transition from the
"Mott" "insulator" phase described here to a superfluid phase.
4.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we have introduced a new class of gravity duals of Galilean-invariant CFTs.
This requires somewhat novel asymptotics. In particular, the bulk gauge field which repre-
sents the particle number symmetry becomes strongly coupled at the UV boundary. In the
examples constructed by dimensional reduction, this strong coupling of the gauge field is
resolved by the lift; this is the statement that the direction becomes null at the boundary
of an asymptotically-Schr6dinger geometry. It is an interesting open problem to characterize
the resolution independent of the lift.
In the most interesting new solution we found (described in Section 4.4), there was also
a singularity at the IR end of the geometry. This curvature singularity was resolved by a lift
to 11-dimensional supergravity; we emphasize that the shrinking circle in the IR is not the
particle-number direction (. It would be interesting to characterize which singularities of this
kind can be resolved (see e.g. [64, 71]). A necessary criterion for a resolution by oxidation is
that the geometry be conformal to a regular metric. It would be most useful for our purposes
to be able to describe the resolution without resorting to dimensional oxidation.
Solutions of related Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton systems have been studied recently in [74,
36, 76], mainly with AdS asymptotics in mind. It is possible that the near-infrared solutions
studied in these papers can be integrated to the asymptotics described here.
Finally, we comment that although our goal in this chapter was to rid ourselves of the
extra dimension ( conjugate to the particle number, the 11-dimensional supergravity solution
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in Section 4.4 does indeed include such a dimension. Further, the regular 4d black hole
solutions (without a direction) which we found (in Section 4.3 and Appendix 4.A) all have
equations of state similar to that following from DLCQ (4.1.2). It will be of great interest to
find black hole solutions, with the asymptotics described here, which have other equations
of state.
4.A Black hole solution in a system with two scalars
In this appendix we present another system in which we have found black holes with asymp-
totic Schr6dinger symmetry. Its action is rather contrived.
Let us consider the following action
S= f dD(-9) 1 /2 [RD - 2Ae-4 - 4 (dB)2 _ 2 2 T2,\) (4.A.1)
where
V 2 (o, ') = [12e- (sinh (J/v)+ 16 Q/ro (tanh ((/ ) sinh (W/v 1Cf
L /
(4.A.2)
The following background is a saddle point of this action
d 2 01( fKx2dt2 dz-2  dr 2
sE=e' -Qf 6 + r 2 + fr2/
(1_ r4 /r11)dt Br2) r'B = Q 4 + B(r), e2 = = vigtanh- 1 (-) (4.A.3)
where
4
K2 = 1 - r8/r8 and f = I-C r (4.A.4)
The above system has asymptotic Schr6dinger symmetry, realized as in Section 4.2.2. The
free energy of this system has the same form as the black hole in the system with one scalar
i.e.,
FJ ~ 2 .(4.A.5)
p1
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4.B Uplifting to M-theory
In this appendix we exhibit a useful sector of type IIA supergravity as a consistent truncation
of eleven-dimensional supergravity 5 . Let us consider the following ansatz for the eleven-
dimensional line element and the four-form flux:
ds2 = 9MNxM = Gydx"dxv + e2tdz 0
P4 = F4 + H 3 A dzio (4.B.1)
where g is the eleven-dimensional metric, G is the ten-dimensional metric, F4 is the eleven-
dimensional four-form flux, F4 and H3 are the ten-dimensional four-form and three-form
flux. With this ansatz, the Bianchi identity becomes
dF4 = 0 # dF4 = 0 and dH3 = 0.
The equation of motion for the eleven-dimensional four-form field strength can be written
as
1-d*F 4 = -F 44
1
A F4 e d (e* * F4 ) = --H3 A F42 and d (e- * H3 ) =
The components of eleven-dimensional Ricci tensor (R,,) are given by
RPV = RAV - VAVVN - VANVAN
NA10 = 0
i1010 (VIZVPN + VLtVAN)
where R,, is the ten-dimensional Ricci scalar.
Einstein equations can be written as
(RI -
After some algebra, the eleven-dimensional
1GtR -VVN - V NVVN + (VIVA + VNVPN) G,1j = T F + T H2 ) AIt/I /I (4.B.7)
5We will ignore fermions and assume that the Ramond-Ramond vector A1 is turned off.
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(4.B.2)
1
-F4 AF 4 .4 (4.B.3)
(4.B.4)
(4.B.5)
(4.B.6)
11R --- F + Ie 2* H3 = 0 .48 H12
The above equations can be obtained from the following action 6
S10 =JdlOx/Gen R - F + B2^ F4A F4
(4.B.8)
(4.B. 10)
where H3 = dB 2. Let us redefine G, = e~"Glw and N = 2<D/3. In terms of the redefined
variables, the action in (4.B.10) can be written as
fd'x e 2 1 (i (a~p) 2  48 - 12 H3)+ J
S10  ±d10x1/e- Il + 4- H 2 ^  F4 A F4  (4.B.11)
This action is the bosonic part of the type IIA supergravity action (with A1 turned off)
in string frame. Any solution of the ten dimensional action in (4.B.11) can be oxidized to
give a solution of eleven-dimensional supergravity. The 10-D Einstein frame metric metric is
related to the string frame metric O through the following Weyl transformation 9E = eb/20.
6 We have made use of the following formula
1 J dd gXR = X (Rab - Rgab) - VaVbX + gabVcVX .
V9_ ogab \ 2
(4.B.9)
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Chapter 5
Lifshitz solutions of lOD and 11D
supergravity
A large portion of this chapter and the fourth item in the synopsis (Chapter 1) appeared in
"Lifshitz spacetimes from AdS null and cosmological solutions " with K. Narayan [20] and
is reprinted with the permission of JHEP. Some portions of this chapter appeared in "An
analytic Lifshitz black hole" with John McGreevy [17] and is reprinted with the permission
of Phys. Rev. D. Copyright (2009) by The American Physical Society.
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we discuss Lifshitz fixed points from a holographic perspective. These theo-
ries exhibit non-relativistic scale invariance but are not invariant under boosts. Various con-
densed matter systems admit descriptions in terms of Lifshitz fixed points, with dynamical
exponent z given by the anisotropic scaling t - Azt, xzi -+ Ax. A Landau-Ginzburg descrip-
tion for such theories with z = 2 has the effective action S = f dtddx ((a8W) 2 - r(V2p)2).
These theories, discussed early on in [93], arise in dimer models e.g. [11], representing uni-
versality classes of dimer statistical systems or as representing certain phases of systems
with antiferromagnetic interactions as well as in models of liquid crystals. It was argued in
[11] that the equal time correlation functions of a (2+1)-dim Lifshitz theory are identical
to the correlators of an appropriate Euclidean 2-dim conformal field theory. Further it was
discussed in [63] in the context of quantum critical points that finite temperature equal-time
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correlators of these theories exhibit ultra-locality in space.
Holographic duals of Lifshitz-like theories were studied in [106]. They found that the
following metric provides a geometric realization of the symmetries of Lifshitz-like theories
(with z as the dynamical exponent):
dt 2  dx? + dr2
d rz + , (5.1.1)
where Y = xi denotes a d-dimensional spatial vector. In the case d = 2, this metric is a
classical solution of the following action:
S d 4X (R - 2A) - (F(2) A *F(2) +F(3) A *F(3))- c B(2) A F(2) , (5.1.2)
where, F(2) = dA(i), F(3 ) = dB(2) and A is the 4-dimensional cosmological constant.
The tensor fields in [106] can be rewritten as one massive gauge field [165, 17]. The Chern-
Simons-like coupling is responsible for the mass. A familiar example is that of a 2-form field
strength F and a 3-form field strength H in five dimensions with L = FA*F+HA*H+FAH:
this gives the same equation of motion as L = F A *F + A2 . In the four dimensional case
studied in [106], the dual of the 3-form field strength in four dimensions is a scalar field y0.
Then
B 2 A F2 = -F 3 A A1 + bdy terms= -*dp A A = -rg89oA,. (5.1.3)
The action then reduces to
F2 A *F2 + (as + A) 2 , (5.1.4)
and p shifts under the A gauge symmetry, and we can fix it to zero, and this is just a massive
gauge field 1 . Hence, the zero-temperature Lifshitz metric
dt2  dz~2 +±dr2ds2 = + , x(5.1.5)
72z r2
is a solution of gravity in the presence of cosmological constant and a massive gauge field,
and the gauge field mass is m 2 - dz. The bulk curvature radius has been set to one here
and throughout the chapter; in these units, the cosmological constant is A 2+(d-1)z+2
The gauge field profile is A = Qr-dt (in the r coordinate with the boundary at r = 0), and
'This was also observed in [165].
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the strength of the gauge field is (for d = 2)
2 8z 2 + z -2
z(z + 2)
We note in passing that the Schr6dinger spacetime is a solution of the same action with a
different mass for the gauge field and a different cosmological constant [160, 16]. Therefore we
find the perhaps-unfamiliar situation where the same gravitational action has solutions with
very different asymptopia. Another recent example where this happens is 'chiral gravity' in
three dimensions, which has asymptotically AdS solutions as well as various squashed and
smushed and wipfed solutions [118].
Given this fact, one might expect that the Lifshitz spacetime can be embedded into the
same type IIB truncations as the Schr6dinger spacetime (see [90, 1] and especially [123]).
However, the scalar equation of motion is not satisfied by the Lifshitz background since F 2
is non-zero.
Recently, some obstacles in finding a string construction of such theories were pointed out
in [117]. They showed, with reasonable ansatze for the fluxes, that it is not possible to have a
classical solution of massive type IIA supergravity/M-theory of the form Li 4 x M (or M7 ) 2.
This was shown to be true even when the product contains warp factors. To the best of our
knowledge, solutions of 10- or 11-dimensional supergravity with Lifshitz symmetries have
not yet been constructed. However, some ways of overcoming these obstacles were outlined
in [83].
In this chapter we suggest alternative constructions, with explicit solutions of supergrav-
ities which have z = 2 Lifshitz symmetries. Lifshitz theories with dynamical exponent z = 2
are closely related to Galilean invariant CFTs (Schr6dinger invariant theories). Note that
Lifshitz theories have only non-relativistic scale invariance: these theories are not Galilean
invariant. These theories do not have a conserved particle number unlike Galilean invariant
theories. This suggests that Lifshitz invariant theories can be constructed by explicitly break-
ing Galilean invariance in Schr6dinger invariant theories. We recall that holographic descrip-
tions of Galilean invariant CFTs (with Schr6dinger symmetry) were proposed in [160, 16]:
2Note however [15], which uses intersecting D3-D7 branes to construct z = 2 Lifshitz spacetimes that
are anistropic and in addition have a nontrivial dilaton that breaks this symmetry. Note also [164, 31],
which construct Lifshitz-like solutions with a scalar having a radial profile. See also [112] which describes
anisotropic Lifshitz-like solutions with anisotropic matter.
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they can be embedded in string theory [123, 90, 1, 84, 51, 34]. In this description, the particle
number symmetry is geometrically realized as an isometry of a circle (denoted by x+). The
geometry in this description has some resemblance to AdS in lightcone coordinates, with
one of the lightcone directions compactified. In fact, AdS in light cone coordinates (with
a compact lightcone direction) has the symmetries of the Schradinger group [66, 23]. With
a view to breaking the Schrodinger symmetry to a Lifshitz one, the shift symmetry along
X+ direction can be broken in many ways. For instance, adding backreacting branes (anti-
branes) that are localized along this compact direction breaks this shift symmetry explicitly
resulting in a geometry with Lifshitz symmetries.
Our construction in this chapter describes a possibly simpler way of breaking this shift
symmetry by turning on a scalar field periodic in x+ (with period determined by the radius of
the x+ direction). A scalar field with profile 4(x+) breaks the shift symmetry (asymptotic)
along x+ direction. Such solutions of supergravity have already been studied in the literature
with a view to understanding cosmological singularities in AdS/CFT [47, 48, 14, 13]. We
will refer to these solutions as null-deformed AdS solutions for convenience. We will review
relevant aspects of these in the next section (sec. 2), but for now we describe some essential
fetref ou -pro A holorapn'hic system exhii -ig =2Lifsitz s~rmmetry. The sp-
times we deal with are solutions of 10- or 11-dim supergravity comprising deformations of
AdS x X, alongwith a scalar 4(x+), the AdS-deformed metric being
1 2W2+2 W
ds2 = 2 [-2dx+dx+dzx ++ d (') 2 2 (dx) + ± +dQ , (5.1.6)
ww
with ' = . The constant -y is -y = for AdS 5 and -y = 2 for AdS 4 , with the xi
ranging over 1, 2 and 1 for AdS 5 and AdS 4 respectively (the dQ2 is the metric for S5 or X7
respectively, with X 7 being some Sasaki-Einstein 7-manifold). We regard x- as the time
direction here, x+ being a compact direction. We will discuss this metric in greater detail
in the next section: there we will also describe a more general context that these solutions
(and others discussed later) will naturally arise from.
It can be checked that these spacetimes (5.1.6) along with the scalar 4 and appropriate 5-
form (or 4-form) field strength are solutions to the 10-dim (or 11-dim) supergravity equations.
For instance, there is no S5 or X 7 dependence and the resulting 5- or 4-dim system, with
an effective cosmological constant from the flux, solves the equations RMN = -d9MN +
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}aM4baNG, with d = 4, 3, for AdSd+1, being the 5- or 4-dim effective cosmological constant.
The spacetime (5.1.6) exhibits the following symmetries: translations in X, x- = t (time),
rotations in xi and a z = 2 scaling x -+ A2 X-, X -+ Axi, w -- Aw (x+ being compact does
not scale). Possible Galilean boosts x - i - viz-, x+ -+ x+ - (2vizi - VX-), are broken
by the g++ - (G') 2 term. If g++ = 0, this is essentially AdS in lightcone coordinates and the
system has a Schrodinger symmetry (as discussed in e.g. [66, 23, 123]): note however that
these are not Schrodinger spacetimes of the sort discussed in [160, 16, 123, 90, 1, 84, 51, 34].
Similarly, in the present case with g++ # 0, there is no special conformal symmetry either.
We discuss various aspects of this system in sec. 3 and sec. 4: this includes a discussion of
the dimensional reduction of these systems and some aspects of the dual field theory (in part
borrowing from [48]), which is the lightlike dimensional reduction, or DLCQ, along the x+-
direction of K=4 super Yang-Mills theory with a nontrivial gauge coupling gY = e"(x±). In
particular we also discuss the holographic 2-point function of operators dual to bulk scalars.
Our equal-time holographic 2-point function in particular recovers the spatial power-law
dependence obtained in [106]. It is perhaps worth mentioning that the Lifshitz field theory
here is an interacting strongly coupled dimensionally reduced limit of the N=4 SYM theory,
rather than a free Lifshitz theory.
Similarly we expect that the AdS4-deformed solutions are dual to appropriate lightlike
deformations of Chern-Simons theories arising on M2-branes stacked at appropriate super-
symmetric singularities [4], dimensionally reduced along a compact direction.
In sec. 5, we describe a solution of 5-dimensional gravity with negative cosmological
constant and a massless complex scalar, that are similar to the null solutions (5.1.6) above:
these upon dimensional reduction give rise to 2 + 1-dim Lifshitz spacetimes. This 5-dim
solution can be uplifted to 11-dimensional supergravity.
Sec. 6 closes with a Discussion, while Appendix A provides some technical details for
completeness.
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5.2 Null deformations of AdS
The following solutions are discussed in [47, 48, 14, 13] as cosmological generalizations of
AdS 5/CFT4 . The ten-dimensional Einstein frame metric, the scalar 4), and 5-form flux are
ds 2 = R (Nudx"dx" + dr2) + R 2dQ2, 4 = (xjL)
r2
F(5) = R4 (W5 + * 10w5) , (5.2.1)
with dQ2 being the volume element and W5 being the volume form of the unit five sphere
S 5 . This is a solution of the ten dimensional Type IIB supergravity equations of motion as
long as the four-dimensional metric, -,, and the scalar D, are only dependent on the four
coordinates, xA, p = 0, 1, 2, 3, and satisfy the conditions,
- 1
N,,t = 8-@8,@, 8A( j j #4 ) = 0 , (5.2.2)
where Nv is the Ricci curvature of the metric jQv: these are equations governing 4-dim
Einstein dilaton gravity.
The scalar 4 can be taken to be the dilaton with e' then being the string coupling. As
described in Appendix A, more general solutions exist where the S 5 is replaced by the base
of any Ricci-flat 6-dim space: in these cases, 1 can be taken to be some other scalar, e.g.
arising from the compactification.
Some details on these solutions that might be of relevance to the present context are
reviewed in Appendix A.
We now specialise to null solutions where gj and 4 are functions of only a lightlike
variable x+: if we further assume that j,, is conformally flat j,, = ef('±)r,, the metric and
dilaton become (setting the AdS radius R = 1) for the AdS 5 case
ds 2 = e(x+)(-2dx+dy- + dx2) + dr 2 ] + dQ2, 4 = 4)(x+) (5.2.3)
(see also [39, 119, 12] for related work). We use the variable y- for convenience, reserving
x- for (5.1.6). We will refer to the coordinate system in (5.2.3) as conformal coordinates in
what follows. The equations of motion in this case simplify drastically due to the lightlike
nature of the solutions. The scalar equation of motion is automatically satisfied and the only
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nonzero Ricci component is R++, giving R++ = (a+ 4) 2, i.e.
R++ (f')2 - / _ (=D)2 (5.2.4)
2 2
with = , f= . This is a single equation for two functions f, JD, so that this is a
fairly general class of solutions with a function-worth of parameters: choosing a generic 1
gives an ef. One has to be careful though, since an arbitrary 1 does not necessarily give
an el such that the pair is a sensible solution3 . These solutions preserve half (lightcone)
supersymmetry [47].
AdS 4 similarly admits generalizations of the solutions described above with the 11-dim
metric and a scalar of the form ds2 = ;((,,dxdx" + dr2) + R 2dX 7 , 1 = J(x). In this
case, the scalar does not have any natural interpretation in the 11-dim theory directly: it
arises instead from the 4-form flux after compactification on a 7-manifold X 7 as we discuss
in Appendix A.1. The 11-dim supergravity equations are satisfied if the conditions in (5.2.2)
hold, the R,1p now being the Ricci tensor for the 3-dim metric j. Pure 3-dim gravity has
no dynamics but the scalar drives the system giLving rise to nontrivial dynamics. Consider
now a 3-dim metric conformal to flat 3-dim spacetime: the 11-dim metric then in conformal
coordinates is
ds 2 = I [ef(X) (-2dx+dy- + dx2) + dr 2] + dQ27 , 4D = (x+) . (5.2.5)
r2
The Einstein equation becomes
1 1 1
R++ = -(f')2 _ _f _ (5.2.6)4 2 2
of a form similar to the AdS 5 case.
Such a deformation, via a j,,, could potentially lead to singularities on the Poincare
horizon r = 0. For instance in the AdS 5 case, we have R,1vap = r2 - 2(gagv -
9p,39v), Rz1, = - 9, giving the curvature invariant RABCDRABCD r-- Tav _
0(ro). Now for the null metrics in question here, NR,,31 pW" vanishes, since the lightlike
3 For instance, in some related cosmological solutions and discussion in [122], certain regulated versions
of singular solutions do not necessarily obey R++ > 0, which is essentially positivity of the energy density
along null geodesics.
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solutions admit no nonzero contraction. Thus the possible divergent r4 term at the Poincare
horizon r -* oc is in fact absent. These null solutions are thus regular, except for possible
singularities arising when el vanishes, as in the context of cosmological singularities [47, 48,
14, 13]: in that case, there were diverging tidal forces along null geodesics arising because
the spacetime was essentially undergoing a crunch with el vanishing. For our purposes here,
el and <D will be regular functions of x+, in which case we expect that these spacetimes
are regular. It is however known that Lifshitz spacetimes have diverging tidal forces [106]
(see also [32] which describes various geometric properties of the Schrodinger and Lifshitz
spacetimes). It would seem that the singularities of the Lifshitz geometry then arise from
the process of dimensional reduction of the above spacetimes (discussed in the next section).
In many cases, it is possible to find new coordinates such that boundary metric ds =
limr-o r 2ds2 (AdS 5 ) or ds = limr-o r2 ds' (AdS 4) is flat, at least as an expansion about the
r = 0 boundary, if not exactly: this was studied for AdS5 null cosmologies in [14]). These are
Penrose-Brown-Henneaux (PBH) transformations, a subset of bulk diffeomorphisms leaving
the metric invariant (in Fefferman-Graham form), and acting as a Weyl transformation on
the boundary.
The coordinate transformation w = re -f/2, x = y- - -, recasts these spacetimes
(5.2.3), (5.2.5), in the form (5.1.6), reproduced here,
1 dw 2ds2  1 2 [-2dx'dx- + dxi +y(b') 2w2 (dx+ + 2 +d S (5.2.7)
using the equation of motion (5.2.4) or (5.2.6) for these solutions, with -y = for AdS5 and
for AdS 4 . Likewise, the xi range over 1, 2 and 1 for AdS 5 and AdS 4 respectively. We
refer to this metric as written in PBH coordinates. In this lightlike case, this is an exact
PBH transformation 4. Now the boundary at w = 0 is manifestly flat 4D or 3D Minkowski
spacetime, for the AdS5 or AdS 4 cases respectively. With any infinitesimal regulator however,
the regulated boundary r = e is distinct from w = e, i.e. the holographic screens are distinct,
although in the same conformal class.
Note that these are not normalizable deformations: e.g. in the AdS5-deformed case, those
would correspond to deformations where w29++ - w4 -
4 For t-dependent solutions, an exact PBH transformation is difficult to find in general, and one instead
takes recourse to an expansion about the boundary [14].
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In the next section, we study the dimensional reduction of these systems (5.1.6) (5.2.7)
with a view to realizing spacetimes with Lifshitz symmetries [106] as a Kaluza-Klein reduction
in one lower dimension.
5.3 Dimensional reduction to Lifshitz spacetimes
In the cosmological singularities context [47, 48, 14, 13], x+ was regarded as a lightcone time
coordinate, working in the conformal coordinate system (5.2.3): this introduces nontrivial
lightcone time dependence into the system. From the dual gauge theory point of view, this
makes the gauge coupling gy2 = e*(x±) time dependent. Note that the boundary metric is
either flat (in the PBH coordinates) or conformally flat (in the conformal coordinates): thus
z+ can be regarded equally well as a lightcone time or space variable in the boundary theory.
In the bulk, although the worldsheet string is difficult to understand technically, it is natural
to study string propagation on such spacetimes by fixing lightcone gauge as T = x+, where
T is worldsheet time. In a sense, this has some parallels (and also some key differences) with
the investigations of strings in plane wave spacetimes (see e.g. [98] for discussions of global
properties and time-functions in plane wave spacetimes).
However, regarding x+ as a time coordinate might appear problematic in the PBH coordinate
system (5.1.6), (5.2.7), since g++ = 7(I')2 > 0, implying 0+ is a spacelike vector. Strictly
speaking, the x+ = const surfaces are null surfaces since their normal dx+ is null, noting
that g++ = 0, while x- = const surfaces are spacelike, given that g-~ < 0, suggesting again
that x- behaves like a time coordinate.
Now if x+ represents a compact dimension, the discussion above needs to be qualified.
Specifically the case g++ < 0 with x+ treated as the time coordinate signals the presence of
a closed timelike curve if x+ is a compact dimension. In the present context, we have g++ ~
7y(')2 > 0, and it is sensible to compactify x+ on a spacelike circle. That is, we consider x-
to be the time coordinate. In this case, these are spacetimes with no x- dependence, i.e. with
time translation invariance. The scalar field must be a periodic nonsingular function <1(x+).
A periodic 4 varying nontrivially over the compact x+-direction has ' = 0 at isolated x+_
values: this however is not problematic, since it will turn out that ' essentially disappears.
At long wavelengths compared with the size of the x+-circle, this gives an effective bulk
4-dim or 3-dim spacetime. The Kaluza-Klein compactification is natural and manifest in
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the PBH coordinates (5.1.6) (5.2.7): it can be performed in the standard way by writing
ds 2 = grnndxmdx" = G,,,dxtdx" + Gdd(xd + A.dx) 2 . Then the {g+, g+,+}-terms can be
rewritten as
I (_w2( i 2(dx+ )2 - 2dx+dx-) = (DI)2 dx+ _ x- 2 2(T I)2
Thus the effective 4D or 3D metric, for AdS 5 or AdS 4 respectively, after compactifying on
x+ naively becomes
(dx~) 2  dx2  dw2ds2 = -- + = + , (5.3.1)
'Yw 4 (v') 2  w 2  w 2
where -y and the range of xi have been defined after (5.1.6). Apart from the annoying factor
of ((V) 2 which disappears as we will see below, these are thus spacetimes which exhibit a
Lifshitz-like scaling with exponent z = 2, i.e.
x - t -+ A2t, xi -> Axi, w - Aw. (5.3.2)
The z = 2 Lifshitz scaling can also in fact be seen in the metric written in conformal
coordinates (5.2.3): taking the compact coordinate x+ to not scale, we see the scaling y- ~
w2. This is also consistent with the conformal-PBH coordinate transformation relation
y- x- + w ~ A2 -. Likewise, the presence of the conformal factor ef(x+) breaks boost
invariance.
These Lifshitz spacetimes are likely to not have any supersymmetry. However the null
solutions described previously in fact do preserve some fraction of lightcone supersymmetry.
Our belief is that the dimensional reduction along the x+-direction breaks the lightcone
supersymmetry completely.
Note that the nontrivial dependence on the x+-direction through the g++ - ((1')2 term
breaks the Galilean boost invariance, xi -> xi - vix-, x+ - X+ - 1(2vizi - VX-). If (' = 0,
then g++ = 0, boost invariance reappears, and the system has a larger Schrodinger symme-
try.
If x+ is noncompact, these systems admit a lightlike scaling symmetry x+ - Ax+, -
x, Q -+ , where the parameter Q appears in the combination Qx+ in any function
of x+, e.g. ef(x+) = ef(Qx+). This can be used to fix the parameter, say as Q = 1. The
compactification of the x+-dimension makes the system nonrelativistic, the compactifica-
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tion size becoming a physical (inverse) mass parameter. This lightlike scaling then is not
a physical symmetry anymore, since it changes the physical parameters of the compacti-
fled nonrelativistic theory. The PBH coordinate system allows a natural interpretation to
the compactification process: technically, this admits a natural Kaluza-Klein reduction by
compactification on x+.
5.3.1 Dimensional reduction, more rigorously
Consider a 5-dim metric of the form
ds2 = -N 2 (x+)K2 (sz)dt2 + N 2 (X+) (dx+ + N 2 (x+)A)2 + 2 (ds) 2  (5.3.3)
w
where N(x+) governs the metric component g++, with A being the Kaluza-Klein gauge
field, and si = Xi, w (xi - x, 2). We have identified t as x- earlier: the metric has no
t-dependence. Define vielbeins5
e = Ne = NKdt, + = (dx+ + N2 AoKdt) , = e2 = - ds' , (5.3.4)N w
where &" are vielbeins in the 5-dim metric, while e" are those of the lower dimensional metric:
these satisfy ds2 = rMNEMEN. We take the Kaluza-Klein gauge field defined by the 1-form
A = AOe 0 - ^A-0 to comprise purely a scalar potential with solely electric field strength,
defined as dA = AFojeO / e, in terms of the vielbeins eP of the lower dimensional spacetime.
The field strength is related to the gauge field as Foi = -2w(BiAo + Ao&ji). This is thus a
"'minimal" metric family that contains the AdS5 null solution we have been discussing above.
Furthermore, we obtain a null-type metric of the form we have discussed earlier if we set
gtt = -N 2 K 2 (1 - A2) = 0, i.e. A2 = 1: comparing with the earlier metric (5.1.6) (5.2.7),
we see that N = 1,, K = g. Dimensionally, we have [N] = L, [K] = M 2 , [AO] = 0,
and [eA] = 0, i.e. all vielbeins are dimensionless, consistent with the fact that the metric
is dimensionless in units where RAdS = 1 (the lhs is actually Rs2 ). With this simplified
AdS
5The metric in component form is
ds2 = -N 2 (x+)K 2 (si)(1 - A2(si))dt 2 + +2A(s')K(s) dx+dt + gi dsdsi,0N 2 (X+)+2As)Ks)xd±g~dds
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ansatz however, it is difficult to separate the gauge field parts of the system from the lower
dimensional metric per se: in other words, it is desirable to retain K(s') and Ao(s') separately
towards understanding the lower dimensional effective action better.
We define the spin connection Wab via the relations d& = -wab A Eb. We have (note e.g.
W ± = -wo+ = + = WhO)
=-W+ A E+ _-, wi AEi
=-w+, A e-o _ w+, A Ei=
waiK s A s + N'+,
K
FojO A E + N'Aoe+
2
and the spin connection becomes
1
W0+ = wo= N'EP - N'Aos+ + 4Fo E
O =wi = wa 0K K0K e
1
+ -FoE+
4
10
+ = -W+2 = Foie-4
W = - 2 . (
The curvature 2-forms are calculated using Rab = dWab + a A Wcb = Rabcdsc A Ed.
relevant Riemann tensor components are
rO t) (1 2) _ 1 WS+0+= -(NN" + N'2 )(1 - AO) 16 oi
wO K
-K
w28OK
K + -FT18' 0
[i # w] ,
1 2R+i+ 16 Oi
0 - -
The metric determinant is -g = -L, and the Ricci scalar for this metric is
= 4-4(N
2K2
+ [4(NN".
N" + (N')2 )K 2 - 12K 2 - 4W2K8K + 4wKowK
+ ( N') 2 )K 2 + W2 (aiK)2] Ao + 2w 2 K AoaiDAoiK + w2K2(aiAo)21
= -2(NN" + (N')2) [ 28|K - wDK + 3K)1
1 )A+ 8-F02 + 2(NN"l + (N')2 )Aa5.3.8)
(Numerical output corroborates this.) This higher dimensional Ricci scalar expanded in
terms of the lower dimensional modes essentially gives the lower dimensional effective action
on wavelengths long compared with the size of the compact dimension. Note that if there
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(5.3.5)
5.3.6)
The
R (5
R 3;= 1 = R'iW [i, j
mwK w2 aK 1 2
K K 8
(5.3.7)
# w],
was no nontrivial x+-dependence in this system, this would be the conventional Kaluza-
Klein reduction with the lower dimensional fields (metric, massless gauge field and scalar)
being independent of the compact dimension. The scalar g++ = 1 in this case is of a
restrictive form, which therefore reflects in its lower dimensional kinetic term being a total
derivative 8+(NN').
The form of R appearing here suggests that the lower dimensional spacetime is in fact
of the form
ds 2 -K 2(szjdt 2 + dsi2 R - 2 (22K - wOK + 3K . (5.3.9)
-VS + K\W /
Note that the N(x+), i.e. V, has disappeared from the effective metric. A closer look at the
apparent gauge field mass term in (5.3.8) shows this to be f dx+a+(NN'), which vanishes
being the integral over a compact direction of a total derivative. On the other hand, the
scalar kinetic terms do in fact contribute a mass term for the gauge field: we have the terms
1 9N(+)2_g+ t 2N2(1 - A) +... > 2N2(4l) 2A . (5.3.10)2 2 0 ~QI) 2 0
72Wih 2 - 1 mA.M AS) rr AS)With ,the mass term becomes 2 = g, i.e. mA = 4 (AdS5 ) or mA = 2 (AdS 4),
agreeing with [17].
The 5-dim metric is a solution to the Einstein equations with a scalar depending only
on the x+-direction. Then the [00]-component equation of motion gives !(-6 - !F2) -4,
which gives (B9iAo + A 0 0i) 2 = 4. admitting the solution K = , Ao = -1. These
conditions are also satisfied by a massive (m 2 = 4) vector field with profile A = A0e0
AoKdt = -d in the z = 2, d = 2 Lifshitz (bulk) background metric (Lif T2):
22dt 2 dx 2 dw 2ds = + + . (5.3.11)
As mentioned earlier, the fluxes that source LifTs are classically equivalent to a massive
vector field with profile A = - . As a further check, assuming the scalar is a function
of X+ alone, the scalar equation of motion simplifies to a+(N 2 (1 - A )$I') = 0, verifying
again the above solution. Note that time reversal invariance is broken in these solutions, by
the gauge field in the lower dimensional system, and by the metric in the higher dimensional
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one.
What we have demonstrated here is that the on-shell Lifshitz spacetime with massive
gauge field source is a solution to a 5-dim effective action corresponding to Einstein gravity
with a massive gauge field and two scalars, one the remnant of the 10-dim dilaton and the
other the Kaluza-Klein scalar corresponding to the radius of the compact dimension. The
on-shell solution relates the two scalars and further fixes the gauge field mass in terms of the
two scalars.
It is perhaps surprising that the naive dimensional reduction (5.3.1) involves <D' 1N(x±)
which however disappears in the metric (5.3.9) implied by (5.3.8): we do not have an intuitive
way to understand this. The nontrivial dependence on the x+-dimension might appear to
complicate a Wilsonian separation-of-scales argument making it harder to justify why it is
consistent for modes other than the ones here to be trivial. For instance, one could imagine
turning on a lower dimensional vector potential Aidxz: this would arise from a Kaluza-
Klein gauge field 1-form A = AOe 0 + Aie2 = es + Ai, with corresponding field strength
dA = jF,,e A e". We do not have any conclusive result here for a consistent dimensional
reduction: for instance, the 5-dim Ricci scalar has extraneous factors of N(x+) appearing
in the analogous calculation, making it harder to interpret the lower dimensional system.
However it is tempting to believe that some generalization of our "minimal" Kaluza-Klein
ansatz (containing only AO) will address these concerns and possibly also pave the way for
more general Lifshitz spacetimes6 .
The calculation for the AdS 4-deformed solution is similar, resulting in a 2 + 1-dimensional
bulk z = 2 Lifshitz theory. In sec. 6, we will find an alternative approach to uplift the Lifzd2=
background to 11-D supergravity.
5.3.2 Scalar probes and Lifshitz geometry
We would like to see how a bulk supergravity scalar sees the Lifshitz geometry at long
wavelengths.
Consider the scalar action S = f d5 x v-g gt"O,<p82tp: on restricting to modes with no
6 It appears difficult however to find more general solutions in the higher dimensional AdS 5-deformed
system within these ansatze or minor generalizations: in particular, attempts, in the cosmological context
(S. Das, KN, S. Trivedi, unpublished), to find solutions with radial dependence for the dilaton (and metric)
were not conclusive.
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x+-dependence (i.e. O+W = 0), this gives
= II d'x dx + [w (4)2 (a_()2 + W2(8go)2 + W2(aws2
-J 4 X [W4 (1 dx±(I)2 ) (aP)2 + W 2 L(ao(P)2 + W2L(awp)2
w5 41
= G J W 4 (t 2 + w2 (aP) 2 + Wa2 (ap 2] , (5.3.12)
where L is the size of the compact x+-dimension, and G4 = is the 4-dim Newton constant
arising from dimensional reduction.
Thus we see that after the rescaling x- --+ x-' = L(gI)2x, the scalar action at
wavelengths long compared to the compactification size becomes that in the 4-dim z = 2
Lifshitz background (5.3.11).
A priori, this looks slightly different from a direct dimensional reduction of the equation
of motion of the scalar, where it would seem that 1' remains. The calculation here suggests
that the Lifshitz geometry arises on scales large compared with the typical scale of variation
(i.e. the compactification size), in other words effectively setting (D' - const.
5.4 The dual field theory
The field theory dual to the AdS 5 backgrounds is the d = 4 NV=4 super Yang-Mills theory
with an appropriate lightlike deformation: taking the scalar to be the dilaton, the identifica-
tion is essentially that given in [47, 48], i.e. the N=4 SYM theory with the gauge coupling
deformed to vary along the x+-direction as gryM(x+) = ee(x+). Note that in the PBH coor-
dinates (5.1.6), (5.2.7), the boundary metric ds2 = limr_,o r2 ds2 on which the gauge theory
lives is manifestly flat space. The lightlike deformation means that no nonzero contraction
exists involving the metric and coupling alone, since only a+@ is nonvanishing with g++ = 0:
thus various physical observables (in particular the trace anomaly) are unaffected by this
deformation.
In the conformal coordinates (5.2.3), the base space on which the gauge theory lives is
conformal to flat space with metric g,, = ef(x+)rl,,. Various arguments were given in [48]
discussing the role of the lightlike conformal factor in the gauge theory. The lightlike nature
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implies that various physical observables are in fact unaffected by the conformal factor since
no nonzero contraction exists. However an important role played by the conformal factor
is in providing dressing factors for operators and their correlators: specifically, conformally
dressed operators in the conformally flat background behave like undressed operators in flat
space, as we will discuss below in the context of the holographic 2-point function. The gauge
coupling is again subject to the lightlike deformation alone as gym(x+) = ee(x+).
In lightcone gauge A_ = 0 (compatible with Lorentz gauge 8,AP = 0), the gauge kinetic
terms reduce to those for the transverse modes Ai, the field A+ being nondynamical: this
is essentially similar to multiple copies of a massless scalar. Retaining modes of the form
A eik+xAi(x-, x'), with momentum k+ along the x+-direction, and approximating the
coupling by its mean value say gyM, this gives
d 3dz+ ) [-20+A _Ai + (ajAi )2 ] d3X [-iAiOtAi + I(OjAi)2]
(5.4.1)
identifying x- - t, absorbing a k+ into the definition of Ai, with L being the size of the
compact x+-direction. This heuristic argument shows the z = 2 Lifshitz scaling symmetry in
tineI -ic t+ems In a sense, t is nont s11rpriingn since the2 - 9 = 2jfLifhit Qmmetry can be
obtained by breaking Galilean (Schrodinger) symmetries: in the present case, the coupling
varying along the compact x+-direction breaks the x+-shift symmetry. However, the field
theory is really an interacting strongly coupled field theory with Lifshitz symmetries dual to
the weakly coupled bulk Lifshitz geometry.
After the dimensional reduction along x+, the theory becomes an interacting strongly coupled
3-dim gauge theory. The 3-dimensional gauge coupling is now naively - = f dx+ 1
93 9YM(x±)
())2 approximating the 4-dim coupling by its mean value. Then the theory is effectively(gym)
3-dimensional on length scales large compared with the compact direction.
In a sense, this sort of a DLCQ of M=4 SYM with varying coupling is perhaps better
defined than ordinary DLCQ. One would imagine the coupling variation causes the lightlike
circle to "puff up", somewhat akin to momentum along the circle, so that the usual issue of
strongly coupled zero modes stemming from DLCQ is perhaps less problematic here. This
is of course not a rigorous treatment of the dimensional reduction of the M=4 SYM theory,
dual to e.g. the discussion of that of the bulk metric (5.3.3). It would be interesting to
understand this better.
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Similarly we expect that the field theory dual to the AdS 4 backgrounds is a lightlike
deformation, dimensionally reduced, of the Chern-Simons theories on M2-branes at super-
symmetric singularities [4], that have been found to be dual to AdS 4 x X 7 backgrounds,
with X 7 an appropriate Sasaki-Einstein 7-manifold. This is thus a 1 + 1-dim field theory. It
would also be interesting to explore this further.
5.4.1 The holographic 2-point function
The holographic 2-point function of operators 0 dual to massive bulk scalars y in this
deformed N=4 SYM-Lifshitz theory can be obtained by the usual rules of AdS/CFT. Doing
this calculation directly in the PBH coordinates (5.1.6), (5.2.7) is interesting. However an
exact calculation is hindered by the fact that the wave equation for a massive scalar does
not lend itself to separation of variables and solving for the exact mode functions appears
difficult: possible mode functions s(x) = eik-x +ikixi g(x+)((r) reduce the wave equation to
-2ik-g' + () (0r(r)) -ki - + r 2 (D')2 k2 = 0, (5.4.2)
the r 2(<D') 2 term being problematic. However, let us consider this equation near the boundary
r -+ 0, where this term is small and the metric asymptotes to the AdS5 metric in lightcone
coordinates. Then one finds the mode functions eik-x +ikex% ei(k-2)x/2k 2K,(wr): not
surprisingly, these are in fact the AdS5 mode functions in lightcone coordinates. As we will
see below, these also arise in the calculation in conformal coordinates (setting el = 1). This
then gives the AdS 5 2-point function in lightcone coordinates (O(x)O(x')) -I
with A = 2 + -/4 + m 2 . Note that the distance element arising from the calculation here
is the 4-dimensional distance (Ax)2 = -2(Ax+)(Az-) + Ei-12(Az)2 : this is the analytic
continuation of the Euclidean 4-dim distance of the boundary theory in pure AdS 5 . Now
in the limit of a compactified x+-dimension, with Ax+ < Ax-, Axz, this distance element
reduces to (X)2 ~Ei= 1 2(Azx) 2 , so that
1(O(x)O(z')) ~ [i A .)]1 (5.4.3)
For a massless bulk scalar, we have A = 4, recovering the equal time 2-point function of the
(2+1)-dim Lifshitz theory of [106]: it also corroborates the expectation [11] that the equal
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time correlators of this (2+1)-dim Lifshitz theory are identical to those of a 2-dim Euclidean
conformal field theory.
We will now discuss the holographic 2-point function in conformal coordinates (5.2.3)
where the conformal factor el appears explicitly: this calculation has been done in [48],
noting the fact that the scalar wave equation in the lightlike deformed background can be
solved exactly in these coordinates. We will not repeat this in detail here but will describe
some essential points. Consider a minimally coupled scalar field of mass m propagating in
the bulk 5-dim metric in (5.2.3), with action S - f d g (gt"l"8,a, + m 2 02 ), that
is dual to an operator O(x) in the boundary CFT with scaling dimension A. The wave
equation following from the above action can be solved exactly for basis mode functions
e-f(+/ ei(k~x+-W2 f ef dx±)/2keik-x+ikix*(,,)2Kuw)e-~+/ ti+2 tx)/kekx-i ,( r ), where v = v/4 + m2.
The scalar action reduces, using the equation of motion, to a term at the (regulated)
boundary r = E, given as S = - f dx gg p(7, r) 8,W(', r) r=, : using the basis modes,
this can be evaluated in momentum space giving (upto an overall v-dependent constant)
S = d2kidkdk+ p(kj, k_, w2 )p(-kj, -k_, w2) L2" , (5.4.4)
where the integrals over all four variables, ki, i = 1, 2, k_, k+ go from [-o, oo], and w2
-2kk+ + k. This can be recast in position space as
S = C dxd4 x' e3f(x+)/2e3f(x'+)/2 ' AA, (5.4.5)S C d d eAX+ [(A)2]A
where C is a constant, A 2 + v, and A = f ef(x±)dx+ is the affine parameter along null
geodesics stretched solely along x+. The 4-dimensional distance element here is (AX)2
-2(Ax+)(Ax-) + 'i-0_2(Azi)2.
The boundary coupling between the (boundary value of the) scalar W and the operator
0 is SBoundary = f d4X V- O(x)p(x) , where g, = e,, is the boundary metric and
W(X) = E-A- (x, 6), with A_ = 2 - v.
By the usual prescriptions of AdS/CFT for calculating boundary correlation functions,
equating the bulk action with the action of the boundary theory up to second order in the
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source o(x) gives
6v6'(ef d 5x O(x )(x))CFT
6 6 e-ssa[V(Y)]. (5.4.6)
o(- ) owz)
From (5.4.5), we then get
(O(X)O(X')) = Ce-f(x)/ 2e-f(x')/2 (A 1 (5.4.7)
It is important to consider correlators of conformally dressed operators as emphasised in
[48]. For instance, consider the operator O(x) above with conformal dimension A in the
SYM theory. Then a simple point to note is that the short distance limit of the correlator
above gives (0(x)O(x')) ~e-f(x+)A A by approximating Aj d = ef. Thus it
is clear that the conformally dressed operators ef(x+)A/20(x) have essentially a flat space
2-point function (ef(x+)A/20(X)ef(x+)A/20(X')) ~ A . In other words, the conformally
dressed operators in the conformally fiat background behave like undressed operators in the
flat space background. More generally, the 2-point function for dressed operators at arbitrary
points x, x', is
fx_ WA(x')A f(x)(A-1) f(x)(A-1) AA 1(e 2 0(X)e 2 0(X')) = Ce 2 e 2 AX+ [(A.)2]A (5.4.8)
In the compactified limit, we have Ax+ < Ax-, Axzi. It is then consistent to approximate
A ~ d ef. Furthermore, it is consistent to approximate ef(x+) ~ 1, essentially
smearing the x+ dependence relative to the uncompactified dimensions. This then simplifies
the 2-point function for these operators which becomes
(f(x)A()f(x)A/ r''(() ')1 1(e 2 O (z)e 2 O(z')) ~ (O(x)O(z')) ~lJ X)] ~AX24<2-,A4 .E(~)
(5.4.9)
It is worth noting that the boundary hypersurfaces are different in the conformal and PBH
coordinates: in the compactified system, they do not matter, e.g. in the 2-point function.
Effectively we have smeared the conformal factor ef -- 1. This does not mean that the
metrics can also be similarly reduced by simply setting ef -- 1: the radial coordinates mix
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x+-dependence.
5.5 Further Lifshitz-like solutions in 11-dim supergrav-
ity
Here we consider new solutions in 5-dim gravity with negative cosmological constant coupled
to a massless complex scalar, which are similar to the null solutions discussed earlier. The
2+ 1-dim Lifshitz spacetimes Lif_=2 arise by dimensional reduction of these 5-dim solutions
along one direction. These 5-dim solutions can be embedded in 11-dim supergravity.
First, we will study a solution in 5-dim with Lifshitz symmetries where the shift along x+
is not broken by the metric, but only by a complex scalar field. The metric and the profile
for the complex scalar field are:
-2dx+dx- + dx+ dw 2  2±2 2 eiex±ds2 =R + R (dx+), X = (5.5.1)
Here, we have taken the periodicity of x+ to be 27r. The normalization of the complex scalar
field determines g++ and f is an integer. The background in (5.5.1) is an extremum of the
following action
S5 = K Jdx g5 (R5 - 2A - 8,9899) (5.5.2)
where A = -6/R 2 and o denotes complex conjugate of p. Note that the onshell value
of 8,s84s is zero. This fact will be useful in finding an uplift of this solution to 11-D
supergravity. It is not hard to dimensionally reduce along the x+-direction now, as the
metric is independent of x+. We will use the following ansatz for the line element and the
complex scalar to perform the KK reduction along x+:
ds 2 = GdxAdxv + R 2 (dx+ + A) 2  + . (5.5.3)
This generalizes the metric in (5.5.1). The reduced action can be written as
4 = f d 4x (R 4 - 2A - dA2 + A (5.5.4)
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where A = -6/R 2 and m 2 = 4/R 2 . Note that this action is the action obtained by dualizing
the fluxes in [106] as mentioned earlier. Further, the equations of motion of the 5-dim action
in vielbein indices can be written as7
1 1
Rab - 1Ry7ab - A?]ab = (pabwo- + h.c) - 2)ab (aBeo". + 8& 85(08)
Rab = FacFe - F21ab - mAaAb - 22A2ab
Ra5 = (aAa6asoas ) - V =aFab m 2 Ab
R55 - R775 - A755 = 286W83 - I( cwo + (aaI F)2 + A -A.
Further, the scalar equation of motion is satisfied if and only if A2 = 1. This condition
also guarantees a,98" = 0. Note that the 5-dim equations of motion are satisfied if the
4-dim equations of motion and constraints are satisfied. The Lift22 metric and matter
content solve the above equations of motion and also satisfies the constraints. Hence, LifzT2
background can be uplifted to a solution of 11-dim supergravity if the solution in 5-dim can
be lifted to a solution of 11-dim supergravity. Note that the following eleven dimensional
metric and 4-form flux
ds1 1 = gAB d + dA B 2 ± 2
G4 = 2J A J + 2J A d1 A dX2 +V3/dp A J A (dX1 - idx2 ) + h.c. (5.5.5)
is a solution of 11-dim supergravity if g(5) and V satisfy the 5-dim equations of motion along
with the constraint dW A5 *dp = 0.8 Here X1,2 are coordinates in S' x S' and J is the
7The line element in terms of vielbeins can be written as ds2  7abe + ene, where ea = eadx",
e5 = dx+ + AMdx" = dx+ + e5dx. Further, dx" = Eaea and dx+ = e5 - Aa a= E:ea + E+e5. Note that
83w = (a+ + E5&9) o and Ba0 = (Ef + + Ea) p.
8 Using the properties of Kihler form and the constraint d~p A5 *dp = 0, the equations of motion of
11-dim supergravity (in the background (5.5.5)) can be reduced to
Ryv = -4ggy + 1(8,98v p+ h.c) , for p,y= 0, 1,2, 3
Ri = 6gj, for i, j in CP2
All other components of the Ricci tensor vanish. Note that the i, j components of Einstein's equations
are trivially satisfied. Further, the Bianchi identity for the 4-form flux is also trivially satisfied. The flux
equation is satisfied if d *5 dp = 0. Hence, the conditions for (5.5.5) to be a solution of 11-dim supergravity
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Kdhler form on CP 2. This is similar to some constructions in [61]. The CP 2 space here can
be generalized to any Kahler Einstein space.
Note that g++ does not vanish anywhere in this bulk solution. At this point, we are not
clear about the interpretation of the dual field theory. One might guess that the dual field
theory lives on M5 branes. Perhaps, it is convenient to study the type II theory on D4- or
D3-branes obtained by dimensional reduction.
5.6 Discussion
We have discussed z = 2 Lifshitz geometries obtained by dimensional reduction along a com-
pact direction of certain lightlike deformations of AdS x X solutions of 10- or 11-dimensional
supergravity. We have also described some time-dependent (cosmological) solutions, with
and without a nontrivial scalar (dilaton), and their anisotropic Lifshitz scaling.
Our discussion has been largely from the point of view of the bulk AdS-deformed theories.
The duals in many of these cases are appropriate deformations of the M=4 super Yang-Mills
theory. In particular the constructions in this chapter can be taken to suggest precise field
theories dual to AdS-Lifshitz spacetimes. In particular, the dual to the z = 2 AdS-Lifshitz
theory is simply the dimensional reduction along the x+-direction of the NV=4 SYM theory
with gauge coupling g2g = e*(x±). Similarly we expect the 1 + 1-dim duals in the AdS4-
deformed compactified cases are appropriate deformations of the Chern-Simons theories on
M2-branes at supersymmetric singularities. It would be interesting to flesh these out further.
As we have discussed towards the end of sec. 3, the null solutions we have considered are
of a particular type. Generalizing these solutions with more interesting ansatze, one might
expect to find bulk spacetime solutions describing holographic renormalization group flows
between e.g. AdS or Schr6dinger and z = 2 Lifshitz spacetimes. These would correspond to
higher dimensional analogs of e.g. similar RG flows discussed in [106]. It would be interesting
to explore this further.
A solution that interpolates between the Schr6dinger and Lifshitz background would
break translation symmetry along the x+-direction in the bulk but not asymptotically. As
mentioned earlier, breaking of the translation symmetry along the x+ direction corresponds
are the same as the conditions for extremizing the action in (5.5.2).
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to breaking the particle number symmetry in the Schr6dinger spacetime. A solution that
breaks this symmetry only in the bulk (and not asymptotically), describes a state that breaks
the particle number (and Galilean boost) symmetry spontaneously. In other words such a
solution provides a holographic description of a superfluid ground state, in the sense that a
scalar condensate spontaneously breaks a U(1) global symmetry. It would be interesting to
explore this further.
5.A The general setup for AdS 5 cosmological solutions
The solutions described in (5.2.1) are in fact part of a more general family of solutions of
Type IIB supergravity or string theory, that are deformations of AdS 5 x X 5, with X 5 being
the base of a Ricci-flat 5-dim space. This can be seen by noting that a general metric of the
form
ds 2 - Z-1/ 2 (x)jndx"dx" + Zi/ 2(x)mndz'dx" , (5.A.1)
is a solution of the equations of motion, as long as Z(x) is a harmonic function on the flat,
six dimensional tranverse space with coordinates xm, #mn is Ricci-flat, depending only on
z'", and j,, and the scalar <D are dependent only on the x, satisfying the conditions (5.2.2).
Taking the near horizon decoupling limit gives the solution in (5.2.1), the dQ2 now being
the metric on the base 5-space over which the transverse Ricci-flat space is a cone, with
imndxdx = dr2 + r2 dQ5.
To see how this is obtained, note that the 1OD IIB supergravity Einstein equations are
1 1
RMN = FMA1A 2AA 4FNA1A2A3A4 - IM aN@ , (5.A.2)
the F 2 = FABCDEFABCDE term vanishing because of the self-duality of the 5-form F. For the
above backgrounds, it is clear that this equation with components along the S5 directions
is satisfied, since the scalar does not depend on the angular coordinates of the S5: these
equations are essentially the same as those for the AdS 5 x X 5 solution. In the {p, r}-
directions, the Ricci tensor is
4 4
R IRg , Rrr = R . (5.A.3)
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The term - , in the first equation, as well as the R,,-equation, are balanced by the 5-
form contribution (which in effect provides a negative cosmological constant in 5-dimensions).
This shows that the extra contribution I?,, must balance the scalar kinetic energy for the
Einstein equations with pi, v-components to be satisfied. In effect the Einstein equation then
becomes RMN -~49MN - 18M JaN J: in fact it is easy to see that this equation is also
valid when the scalar has radial r-dependence (as discussed below in the context of AdS 4
solutions). The scalar equation follows since it satisfies the massless free-field equation in
10 dimensions (with a trivial 3-form field strength) and is independent of r and the S'
coordinates.
We expect similar solutions exist where the scalar is not the dilaton but arises from the
5-form flux through the compactification on a nontrivial 5-manifold, as in the AdS 4 x X'
case discussed below.
5.A.1 AdS 4 null and cosmological solutions
This is a straightforward generalization to AdS 4 of the cosmological solutions [47, 48, 14, 13]
described above.
We are considering M-theory backgrounds with nontrivial metric and 3-form, that are
generalizations of AdS 4 x X 7 , with X 7 being the 7-dim base space (possibly Sasaki-Einstein)
of some Ricci-flat 8-dim space (say a CY 4-fold). With no other matter content, such
backgrounds can be seen to arise by stacking M2-branes at a point on a Ricci-flat transverse
space (which is a cone over the 7-dim space X 7 ) and taking the near horizon scaling limit,
giving the AdS 4 x X 7 background. The 11-dim supergravity equation of motion for the
metric components are
RMN = GMB1 B2 B3 GN1B 2 B3  9MNGB 1 B2 B 3 B4 GB1B 2 B3 B4  (5.A.4)MN=12 144B, (5NA14)
Consider now an ansatz for a deformation of AdS 4 x X 7 of the form
1
ds 2 = 2 (54,dz'dx" + dr2 ) + 4ds2g, G4 = 6vol(M 4) + Cd@(x") A Q3 , (5.A.5)
r
with j,, being functions of V' alone, the scalar <D = <b(z', r), C being a normalization
constant, and Q3 is a harmonic 3-form on some Sasaki-Einstein 7-manifold X 7 with a non-
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trivial third Betti number (b3). With a trivial scalar 4 = const and j,, = r,,,, this is the
AdS 4 x X 7 solution (see e.g. [61] for the normalization). The condition dQ 3 = 0 ensures that
the Bianchi identity is satisfied by the 4-form flux, while the flux equation d*G 4 +IG 4AG4 = 0
is satisfied if d(*d ) = 0 and d *Q3 = 0: these last two equations are the scalar equation of
motion and the second condition for a harmonic form Q3 . Further, the Einstein equations for
the internal indices i, j, are satisfied if d1 A4 *4d1 = 0 ~ (91)2 (which is consistent with the
null solutions described in the text). For instance, this kills the scalar terms in the second
term in (5.A.4): further terms involving ( in GiBiB 2 B 3G 1B2B 3 again necessarily force one of
the Bi to be p, thus involving the contraction (a8) 2 which vanishes. A similar thing is true
for the equation with p, i-components, resulting in
1
RMN =- 3 YMN + -- BM N , M, N = p, r.2
In particular, note that this equation also holds for the case when the scalar (L has radial
r-dependence. The constant C can be used to normalize the coefficient of this scalar kinetic
term to be ! . The 4-form flux provides an effective negative cosmological constant in 4-dim.
If 4 does not depend on r, the rr-component of this equation is simply R,, = - 3 grr, and
the other equations with pI, v-components simplify to
1 154, = -8,@-,@ a(-i iva4 ) = 0, (5.A.6)2 g
the second equation being the scalar equation of motion. In other words, a solution to the
3-dim Einstein-scalar system is automatically a solution to M-theory on AdS 4. It appears
difficult to interpret the scalar 4b as the M-theory uplift of the IIA dilaton.
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Chapter 6
String theory duals of
Lifshitz-Chern-Simons gauge theories
The material in this chapter and the fifth item in the synopsis (Chapter 1) appeared in
"String theory duals of Lifshitz-Chern-Simons gauge theories" with John McGreevy [18] and
it is currently under consideration for publication in Classical and Quantum Gravity.
6.1 Introduction
Recently, Mulligan et. al. [135] studied an Abelian gauge theory in 2+1 dimensions with
z = 2 Lifshitz scaling symmetry, x -* Ax, t --+ A2 t. Parity symmetry is explicitly broken by
the presence of a Chern-Simons term in this theory. Unlike the kinetic term in Maxwell-
Chern Simons theory, the Lifshitz-type kinetic term is marginal. Hence, the Chern-Simons
term and the Lifshitz kinetic term compete in the infrared (IR). The usual Maxwell kinetic
term is a relevant operator in this non-relativistic theory and it tunes the system through
a quantum phase transition between isotropic and anisotropic quantum Hall states. The
critical point is reached by tuning the coupling to this operator to zero and the critical point
is described by z = 2 Lifshitz-Chern-Simons (LCS) theory. A non-Abelian extension of this
theory (so far without Chern-Simons term) is currently under investigation [134].
We would like to understand if this non-Abelian Lifshitz theory could be holographically
related to a gravity theory in asymptotically z = 2 Lifshitz spacetime [106]. The string theory
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embeddings of Lifshitz solutions studied in [20, 52, 67], can be helpful in this regard. Some of
these solutions can be described as deformations of DLCQ (discrete light-cone quantization)
of .N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory2 . We will argue below (in section 6.3) that the
solutions studied in [52] are holographically dual to non-Abelian LCS theories with matter
fields (which are organized into supermultiplets). In order to make a connection with the
non-Abelian LCS theory discussed in [134], these additional matter fields must be lifted.
We will now discuss an approach for finding gravity duals of LCS gauge theories without
additional matter.
To obtain a 2+1 dimensional field theory, let us consider the theory on N D3-branes
with one longitudinal direction compactified into a circle, whose coordinate we denote X3 ,
X3 = x 3 + L 3 . Following [169], impose anti-periodic boundary conditions (APBCs) for the
fermions and periodic boundary condition on the bosons. This boundary condition breaks
supersymmetry and makes the fermions massive; the bosons then get mass through loop
corrections. The masses of the bosons and fermions are of the order of inverse radius of
the circle. For energies lower than the mass of the fermions the theory is effectively 2+1
dimensional and described by pure Yang-Mills theory. Type IIB supergravity in the AdS
soliton solution is holographically dual to the confining groundstate of the theory described
here [169].
Let us now deform this 2+1 dimensional theory by introducing a 0 term that varies
linearly along X3 , 9 = kX3/L 3 . This deformation produces a Chern-Simons term in the
effective 2+1 dimensional theory:
SOtr(FAF)-= dOA AAdA+ AAAAA) =kJ (AAdA+AAA AA).
(6.1.1)
In the above equation we have integrated by parts to get the first equality, and neglected
dependence on X3 to get the second. In the string theory dual description, this deformation
corresponds to turning on k units of RR-axion flux around the circle. We would like to know
'In this chapter we deal with the z = 2 case only. [67] found Lifshitz solutions of massive type IIA and
type IIB supergravity for a general dynamical exponent z.
2The construction in [20] is a DLCQ (discrete light-cone quantization) of A = 4 SYM theory, with a
coupling that depends on the compact null direction. This non-trivial behavior of the coupling breaks the
non-relativistic conformal symmetries of DLCQ K = 4 theory to Lifshitz symmetries. Such a deformation
of M = 4 theory must result in a 2+1 dimensional non-Abelian Lifshitz theory with matter fields (in the
adjoint representation). However, for our purposes, the non-trivial behavior of the coupling complicates the
study of this effective 2+1 dimensional theory.
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how the bulk geometry gets modified when this deformation is turned on. If we assume that
the axion flux is small, then its backreaction on the metric can be neglected. However, the
circle shrinks to zero size at the tip of the soliton, and hence there must be a source for the
axion flux at the tip of the soliton. This suggests that the axion flux is sourced by D7 branes
at the tip of the soliton which in principle resolves the conical singularity induced by the
axion flux. This singularity is resolved when the number of D7 branes equals the axion flux.
The presence of D7 branes makes the IR behavior different from that of the "undeformed"
AdS soliton background. A related discussion appears in [58] as a holographic model of
fractional quantum Hall systems. Note that this construction is similar to a holographic
realization of K = 1 super Yang-Mills-Chern-Simons theory found in [126].
We can now give an alternate interpretation of the low energy effective theory described
earlier. Even though the identity of the flat-space brane system whose near-horizon limit we
want is not completely clear, we can see that addition of D7 branes corresponds to addition of
matter multiplets in the boundary theory. We also know that the matter multiplets transform
in the fundamental representation of the SU(N) gauge theory living on the D3 branes. The
strings stretching between the D3 and D7 branes are massive. The 2+1 dimensional effective
theory wc get by integrating 0ut these massive modes is 2+1 dimensional YMCS theory (see
e.g. [27], [4]).
In the large k (k > 1) limit, we can utilize ideas of geometric transition to replace the
D7 branes at the tip of the soliton by axion flux in the background of a "deformed soliton".
Such a "deformed soliton" must be regular everywhere with X3 being non-trivial in the IR.
We might expect that the S' should become trivial in the IR in the deformed geometry. But,
this need not happen if the non-compact part of the metric (deformed soliton) is multiplied
by a warp factor that has a minimum in the IR. Note that the dilaton profile could also
become singular in the IR. It appears that such a "deformed soliton" (if it exists) is dual to
KV= 0 YMCS theory.
Now, let us consider a situation where the shrinking circle is non-trivially fibered over
some four dimensional manifold. Such solutions are dual to 2+1 dimensional non-relativistic
Chern-Simons theories. If the fiber does not degenerate in the IR, the circle can carry an
axion flux even if the radius of the circle shrinks to zero size in the IR. If the geometry is
non-singular then there are no additional sources (such as D7-branes) for the axion field.
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In this chapter, we will study non-relativistic solutions with properties of the "deformed
soliton" described above. These solutions arise via a null deformation' of type IIB on AdS 5 x
S' (with one of the lightcone coordinates compactified) and hence the dual field theory is a
deformation of DLCQ of Af = 4 SYM theory. In contrast to the story in the AdS soliton,
the IR scale (holographically, this is the point at which the X3-circle shrinks) in this solution
is not determined by the compactifcation size of the shrinking circle. Rather, there is a
second mass scale in the problem, in addition to the inverse radius of the compact circle. A
precedent for this situation is the confining solution studied in [70], where the confinement
scale is determined by boundary conditions on the dilaton. The boundary condition on the
dilaton introduces an an additional mass scale, for which Gubser [70] provided a field theory
interpretation. We will use this idea to argue that the deformed K = 4 SYM theory dual to
our solution is described by non-Abelian z = 2 LCS theory at low energies (below the KK
scale 1/L 3 , and above the dynamical scale - see Fig. 6-1). The low energy effective theory
in this regime inherits the z = 2 scaling symmetry of DLCQ AF = 4 SYM theory, but it is
not Galilean invariant.
The usual problem of DLCQ is the lightcone zeromodes [89]. They generally produce an
infinitely-strongly-coupled static sector of the theory which must be solved first. Remarkably,
here these zeromodes conspire to comprise exactly the auxiliary fields in the first-order
description of the Lifshitz gauge theory [135]. These solutions seem to be dual to a pure
glue theory in a wide range of energy scales. The freedom due to broken Lorentz invariance
allows us to decouple the IR scale from the Kaluza-Klein scale.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 6.2, we will present a solution
with RR axion flux which has asymptotic z = 2 Lifshitz scaling symmetry. In section 6.3,
we will argue that the solution in section 6.2 is dual (in a window of energies) to large-N
non-Abelian LCS theory. In particular, we will show that LCS theories can be realized as
deformations of DLCQ K = 4 SYM theory. The solution of §6.2 is not geodesically complete
[43], for geodesics with sufficiently large momentum around the circle p3 ; it is nevertheless
useful for studying the physics of modes with p3 = 0. In section 6.4, we study the dependence
of the spectrum of glueballs with p3 = 0 on the Chern-Simons level as a consistency check.
In the final section 6.5, we provide two resolutions of the problems raised by [43]. One
3A null deformation is defined to be a deformation of a supergravity solution that preserves a null Killing
vector.
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Figure 6-1: The hierarchy of energy scales considered in this chapter. The highest scale is
F, which is the coefficient in the field theory action of certain protected-dimension operators
which would be irrelevant as perturbations of the K = 4 theory with the ordinary z = 1
scaling. In the bulk solution it appears via ordinary non-normalizable falloffs of the bulk
metric. The next scale from the UV is the inverse-radius of the circle; at this scale the APBCs
break supersymmetry. The scale mx is the one we control the least. It is determined by
a mass scale (called MBC below) encoded in the metric boundary conditions; in the field
theory, this is the coefficient of a certain operator whose dimension is not protected by
supersymmetry. Below mx, the physics is described by the Lifshitz-Chern-Simons gauge
theory of interest. The scale r; 1 is referred to in the paper as "the IR scale". The question
mark is the subject of §6.5.
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(in 6.5.1) is a realization of dilaton-driven confinement that follows upon perturbing the
previously-described system by a certain (dangerously-irrelevant) operator. The other (in
6.5.2) looks like a Higgs vacuum of the theory, and is a candidate for the true groundstate.
Several appendices sequester background information and technical details. In appendix 6.A,
we will briefly review dilaton-driven confinement, primarily based on [70]. The remaining
appendices give a family of confining solutions (6.B), an analysis of the supersymmetry which
would be preserved if we used periodic boundary conditions (6.C), and a detailed analysis
of the UV boundary data (6.D).
6.2 Null deformations of AdS 5 x S5
In this section we will study solutions of type IB supergravity that can be obtained as null
deformations of AdS. In order to study such solutions it is convenient to parametrize AdS
by light cone coordinates. Compactifying one of the null directions is a simple example of a
null deformation. This example does not alter the form of the metric or other supergravity
fields but changes the boundary conditions. A compact null direction can be obtained from a
compactified spatial direction by an infinite boost along the compact direction. In general, a
null deformation modifies the supergravity fields in such a way that one of the null directions
becomes spacelike.
In this chapter we will study a particular class of such deformations. The following is a
solution of the type JIB equations of motion (see (6.B.3) for conventions):
2 (2dX 3dt + d22"+ dr + X2+220 _ 2dL - L2 2  + f(d + ds , f(r) Q4 2  - - (6.2.1)
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F5 = 2L4 (1 +*)Q 5 , CO = 3
La
In the above solution, X3 is a compact direction (X3 - X3 + L 3). Translation symmetry
along X3 is broken by the RR-axion profile X(X3). Similar solutions have been studied in
the context of string embeddings of Lifshitz spacetime. In fact, the solution described above
has asymptotic Lifshitz symmetries.4 This geometry approaches Lif z= geometry in the UV
4Note that the following scaling symmetry is an asymptotic isometry of (6.2.1)
t --- t, - *, r - Ar, x3 - X 3.
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(r -+ 0). x 3 is a compact direction and hence cannot scale, as scaling will change the
compactification radius. This solution is not invariant under time reversal symmetry and
parity. The non-invariance of the solution under parity can not be seen in the geometry, but
it can be inferred from the non-trivial profile for the RR-axion, which is a pseudo-scalar.
It is not possible to take Q -* 0 in the above solution, while fixing ro and maintaining
regularity. Further, when Q = 0 and ro -+ oc, translation symmetry along x3 is restored.
Hence, we have asymptotic Lifshitz symmetries only when Q # 0.
The IR behavior of the geometry is more subtle. The x3 circle shrinks in the IR when
f (r) = 0, i.e., when
2r = r= r2 ). (6.2.2)r =r* ro 2L3
There is no conical singularity at this locus. All curvature invariants of the metric in (6.2.1)
are finite, as a consequence of g3 3 being zero. The geometry is free of curvature and conical
singularities.
The metric in (6.2.1) is geodesically incomplete if the radial coordinate is restricted to
lie between 0 and r*. In particular, it was shown that certain geodesics carrying non-zero
momentum along x3 do not lie entirely in the region r < r,. A straightforward way of
extending these geodesics past r, leads to closed timelike curves (CTCs) in this region.
Clearly, it is important to understand the implications of this hidden singularity on the
dual field theory. We discuss this issue and its resolutions in §6.5. Until then, we focus on
questions pertaining to the field theory at energies above r; 1 , where the solution (6.2.1) is
less problematic.
Geodesics carrying zero momentum along X3 direction do not cross r* and hence the
physics of the zero modes may be insensitive to this region. The fact that modes with ps = 0
do not penetrate past r = r*, suggests that for the purposes of the 2+1-dimensional physics of
interest to us in this chapter we may terminate the geometry at r = r*. This in turn suggests
that the dual field theory (at least that of operators with p3 = 0) is gapped. The energy scale
associated with the gap r; 1 (we will compute the energy gap for these modes in more detail
below) is not determined by specifying L3 alone. This is not unprecedented. In appendix 6.A,
we review confining solutions where the confinement scale is not determined by the radius of
the shrinking circle. By analyzing the boundary counterterms in appendix 6.D, we conclude
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that ro is determined by the boundary conditions on the metric (or vielbeins). The discussion
in appendix 6.A indicates that the parameter re corresponds to a mass deformation mx in
the dual field theory.
Before we proceed to analyze the dual field theory, let us make some more comments
about the solution. When x3 is non-compact, the solution with ro --+ 00 preserves N = 1
supersymmetry (please see appendix 6.C). The on-shell action associated with this solution
is non-zero when ro is finite and it is proportional to r;j. In order to regularize the action,
we need to include boundary counterterms (please see appendix 6.D).
T-duality along X produces a solution of massive type IIA supergravity. This equivalent
description clarifies some aspects of the physics (though questions regarding the regularity
of the solution are obscured). For instance, it is easier to check that the T-dualized solution
has asymptotic Lifshitz symmetries. We can also see that ro is determined by boundary
conditions on the dilaton (of massive type IIA). The T-dualized solution has a non-trivial
flux associated with the NS-NS B- field. Further, this B field has a mass (determined by
axion flux in the type JIB solution). This B field is related to the gt component of the
JIB metric by T-duality. This suggests that the fluctuations of gts (in the presence of an
axion flux) satisfies a massive wave equation. Further, we will see that this field is dual to a
dimension 6 operator of V = 4 SYM theory. The theory obtained by deforming K = 4 SYM
theory by this dimension 6 operator, is very similar to the non-commutative SYM theories
studied in [60]. The S' factor remains unaffected by these deformations. These observations
will be helpful in analyzing the dual field theory.
Let us now try to guess what the dual field theory (at low energies) could look like.
At this point, we will not try to relate the parameters of the solution to the parameters
of the field theory. We know that the solution has asymptotic Lifshitz symmetries. The
presence of a shrinking circle suggests that the fermions must satisfy anti-periodic boundary
conditions making them (and the scalars) massive. This suggests that the low energy theory
is described by a Lifshitz-symmetric pure gauge theory. We can also infer (from the profile
for RR-axion) that the dual field theory should contain a Chern-Simons term. So, it appears
that the dual field theory is a non-Abelian version of Lifshitz Chern Simons theory at low
energy. In the next section, we will present detailed arguments supporting this claim.
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6.3 Identification of the dual field theory
In this section we will argue that the field theory dual to (6.2.1) is described by a non-Abelian
LCS theory in a range of energies (above the IR scale, below the KK scale). Here is the
strategy: first we study the UV asymptotics and conclude that the QFT is a deformation
of the DLCQ of M = 4 SYM. We organize the possible deformations to the QFT action
by their scaling dimensions appropriate to the DLCQ theory, and identify the bulk fields to
which they are dual following the extensive literature on AdS/CFT for K = 4 SYM. This
analysis can be done in the theory with x3 noncompact (keeping the DLCQ scaling law in
mind). We find a gauge theory coupled to fermions and scalars. Then we compactify X3 to
lift the fermions, and deform the boundary conditions on various supergravity modes to lift
the scalars. As with any discussion of DLCQ, a tricky step in this analysis is the treatment
of the zeromodes around the X3 direction. By APBCs, the fermions have no such zeromodes.
The scalar zeromodes are lifted by the mass deformation mx. We are left with the zeromodes
of the gauge field. We show that these organize themselves into a first-order description of
the Lifshitz-Chern-Simons gauge theory.
To begin, let us note that the x3-direction becomes null as we approach the boundary.
The dual field theory lives on the conformal boundary which is dsbdy =2dX3dt + d 2 . This
is just Minkowski space in lightcone coordinates. Quantization of a field theory with x3
compact, and t treated as the time variable is DLCQ. A scale transformation under which
x -+- A requires t -* A2t to preserve the metric, and hence z = 2.
Since the solution (6.2.1) differs from (6.3.1) by non-normalizable field variations, the
field theory dual is a deformation of the DLCQ of K = 4 SYM theory. Operators that are
irrelevant to the relativistic K = 4 theory can be marginal or relevant in the deformed DLCQ
theory. In order to study the dual field theory we must include irrelevant (with respect to
z = 1 scaling) deformations of K = 4 theory. We can ignore deformations that are irrelevant
5The notion of a conformal boundary need not be well-defined for non-relativistic backgrounds (for in-
stance, Schrddinger spacetime [160, 16] is not conformally compact). Recently, a notion of anisotropic
conformal infinity was introduced in [92, 150] for non-relativistic spacetimes that are not conformally com-
pact in the conventional sense. We would like to point out that the metric in (6.2.1) is conformally compact
unlike the Schr6dinger spacetime. The conformal boundary is given by
2
ds g = lim ~dsf = 2dx3 dt +dz2
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with respect to z = 2 scaling symmetry as well; this means operators with dimension greater
than 8 according the z = 1 counting.
In light-cone YM theory, the equation of motion involving F" F is a constraint
equation (Gauss' law). Hence, in the 2+1 dimensional non-relativistic theory (with z = 2),
E' =_ F" appears as an auxiliary field with mass dimension [E'] = 1. In the non-relativistic
theory marginal operators have mass dimension 4. This suggests that we must include terms
of the form tr (F3jF3jF3 F3j) in the 3+1 dimensional theory.
Now, let us consider the case where ro -+ oc and X3 is non-compact. In this case, the
solution preserves AN = 1 supersymmetry. Hence, this solution is dual to a deformation
of AN = 4 SYM theory that preserves AN = 1 supersymmetry'. The form of the metric
suggests that this deformation breaks lightcone symmetry but preserves spatial rotation
symmetry. The axion profile means that the deformation breaks parity. The deformation
preserves the SO(6) invariance of the undeformed theory. We will now identify the operators
responsible for this deformation by studying the equations governing linear fluctuations of
the supergravity fields.
When ro -* o, the line element (after reducing over the sphere) in (6.2.1) can be written
as follows
2 2dx 3dt + dX2 + dr 2  IQ20o 2
ds5 = + 4jdxa.(631
Note that when X3 is non-compact, L3 is a length scale that makes the metric non-dimensional,
but it can be absorbed in a rescaling of the x3 coordinate. The asymptotic solution (6.3.1)
preserves four supercharges and is one studied in [52]. According to the previous discussion,
we see that it is dual to a supersymmetric Lifshitz-Chern-Simons theory. The supergravity
solution (6.3.1) implies that the extra matter which allows for supersymmetry produces a
conformal fixed point. In the following, we deform this theory by relevant operators which
lift the matter fields.
It is convenient to work with the vielbein formalism (see [75], [151] for a discussion on
the utility of this formalism in non-relativistic holographic renormalization). In terms of
6The K = 4 theory in the presence of a linear axion profile, and in particular the preservation of
supersymmetry, have been studied recently in [59].
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vielbeins, the five dimensional metric takes the following form 7
Q2 2 *0 4L 2 2ds 2 = gyndx~dx" + d 3Q2e2 or2 dt) = rabeab + eve" (6.3.2)
where
dt QeDo 412 dx
e4 = dr/r, eo = 2L 3  ,e = dx 3 + 3 dt i . (6.3.3)QeNor2 ' 2L3  Q 2e2 or2  /
Let us also define dx" = spea and dx3 =jeo+e3ey. 8 The operators we are interested in are
dual to ey and ey. We will now determine the dimensions of these operators by studying the
equation that governs linear fluctuations of ey and ey. Let us define A' = 6eydt and o- = 6e.
The equations of motion for 6e' and 6el can be written as9
d* 4 dA' = m 2 *4 A' , d* 4 do- = 0 (6.3.4)
where m 2 L 2 = 16 and * 4(eal A ... A eak) = eak+1 A ... A ea*. Note that the above equations
are true even when x3 is non-compact. We can see that A' = rA' is a solution of the above
e (A - 2 A 2- iA.Hne tei o of te oro t a al
euaution 11 Z L) - ki 01 ± - ,L, 1 -1. 111' VAZ A1 'i1 '1L1O1kJ11 %_1L U11'.- 'V iL U L. A L %L~u
to this mode is Ao = 6. The equation of motion for o suggests that ey is dual to a dimension
4 operator. Note that A' is massive due to the presence of axion flux. A similar observation
was made in [49] where the fluctuations of NS-NS field becomes massive due to the presence
of five form flux. They showed that these fluctuations correspond to a dimension 6 operator
in N = 4 SYM theory.10 The operator dual to the 2-form field is antisymmetric in Lorentz
indices. In [57], it was shown that this dimension 6 operator lives in a short supermultiplet
with tr (WaW&), where W. denotes 10D N = 1 superfield strength.
'We will use p, v denote the spacetime indices {t, xi, x2, r} and a, b to denote the vielbein indices {0, 1, 2, 4}
throughout this chapter. Note that we will not use 3 to denote any vielbein index as this denotes the label
of the compact direction. We will use the letter y to denote the fifth vielbein index.
8 Note that when we reduce along X3, ey shows up as a vector field and ey as a scalar field in the lower
dimensional theory. The non-trivial profiles for these fields are responsible for breaking Lorentz invariance
in the lower dimensional theory. Some details about this reduction can be found in appendix 6.D.
9 The following relations were used to derive (6.3.4):
Byy = (,3 + E08,) y and 0a = (E3C&3 + 2pl6,) W.
Note: In the definition of *4, ai # y.
10The authors identified this operator (anti-symmetric part) by expanding DBI and WZ action (for N D3
branes). Their analysis was restricted to the case where SO(6) invariance is not broken.
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The operator dual to e' belongs to the same short multiplet and it can be written in
terms of 1OD N! = 1 superfields as follows"
06 - d OEOtr (W. W) + h.c
where the boundary value of e'r- - has been promoted to a superfield E'. When this
operator is written in terms of the component fields, it must take the form 0'~e + Oe ,
where ~e and es denote the coefficients of non-normalizable fall-offs of s and & respectively.
Further, we know that s 0 gbdy = 9btY = 0. Using these facts we can see that the operator
that is dual to ey is of the form 0,3. Following [49, 57], we can write down this dimension
6 operator that is dual to eyt
06= itr ([F3k, F13]Fk1 + F3 k a3 XIBk XI) + terms involving fermions.
Similarly, we can show that the operator dual to ey is
04 = Tt= tr F3&Fi - IF 2 + terms involving fermions and scalars.
This operator belongs to the short multiplet tr (WaW&). Note that tr (F3 Fei) appears as
a kinetic term in the lower dimensional non-relativistic theory. Now, the only other SO(6)
invariant operator with dimension A < 8 is the operator dual to the volume form of S5 .
This operator has dimension 8 and it has been identified in [73, 57] to be
08= tr FIJFKJFILFKL + -FIJFKJFKLFIL - -(F2)22 4
+ terms involving fermions and scalars.
This operator lies in tr (W.WV) and hence its dimension is protected. It was conjectured in
[73] that moving away from the near-horizon geometry of D3 branes corresponds to deforming
the N = 4 theory by the dimension 8 operator Os. This operator is irrelevant with respect
to z = 1 scaling and its effects disappear from the dual field theory when we take the strict
near-horizon limit.
"We can write this in terms of 4D fields after reducing on a T6 .
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Equation (6.3.1) describes the IR geometry of plane-wave-deformed D3 brane geometry
[37]. Including deviations away from the IR region of a D3 brane geometry (which would
ultimately glue it to the asymptotically flat R9'1) should correspond to adding the dimension
8 operator Os [73]. When X3 is compact and therefore does not scale, terms of the form
0 s a tr (F3jF3jF3 F3j) are not suppressed in the strict low-energy limit. Such terms in Os
cannot be ignored in the low energy effective theory that is dual to (6.3.1), with compact x3.
When X3 is non-compact, the theory that is dual to (6.3.1) is therefore described by the
following action
S1 = SA_4(O = Qx 3/L 3 ) + J dtd2xdX3 [6x606 + r808 +...] (6.3.5)
where 0 s = tr ([F3j, F3j]2) +terms involving scalars and fermions, and 0 is the theta-angle of
K = 4 theory. We will not worry about the operators denoted by ... as these are irrelevant
with respect to both z = 1 and z = 2 scaling. Note that ,6 has mass dimension -2. The
non-normalizable fall-off of et suggests that the coupling is proportional to L3/Q 2 . Before
we compactify X3 let us define
Ft= F3 i= -Ei, F 3 t = Ft =E 3 , g'1 = 1L32 g 2 =g -- Ag
K6 K 6K26
The action S1 when written in terms of the new variables reads as follows
S3+ 1  J dtd2xdx tr (EiDtAi + AtDjEj) + I tr (Fij Fj) + tr (E3) +
A1tr ([Ei, Ej]2 ) + iKtr[Ei, Ej]F'j + terms involving scalars and fermions (6.3.6)
+-- dX3 A tr (A A F)L3
We can see that this action resembles a gauge theory action written in first order formalism.
Also, note that g'2 has mass dimension -1.
At last we consider the theory with compact X3. The field theory dual of (6.2.1) is a
deformation of (6.3.6). Compactifying X3 with anti-periodic boundary conditions on the
fermions makes them massive. Kaluza-Klein reduction along X3 of the last term in (6.3.6)
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induces a Chern-Simons term in the effective 2+1 dimensional theory. We can absorb the
overall factor of L3 by rescaling t.
The IR scale in the geometry ro is determined by non-trivial boundary behavior of ey
and ey (see appendix 6.D). The discussion in appendix 6.A suggests that the non-trivial
boundary conditions on ey, are induced by some excited string state. The end result is a
mass term mx for the scalars, presumably by operator mixing. The heuristic calculation in
appendix 6.A suggests that MBC - 'x which gives MBC < mx at large 't Hooft coupling.
The placement of mx in Fig. 6-1 is based on this estimate; unfortunately we do not know
the precise relationship between mx and the other scales in the problem.
We are interested in the low energy effective description for energies less than mx, La3-
We see that the modes with non-zero Kaluza-Klein momentum are massive (with mass
> L-), and can be integrated out. Hence, the low energy dynamics is described by the
dynamics of the modes with no dependence on X3. Because of the APBCs, there are no
modes of the fermion fields with this property. We will now show that the scalar zero modes
can also be integrated out with impunity for energies less than mx. To see this, let us
study the behavior of the scalar zero mode propagator when the proper radius of X3 in the
boundary theory is Lp,,,p 63 L3 . The propagator of the DLCQ theory is obtained by taking
63 -+ 0. When e3 is small but non-zero, the zero modes are dynamical and the momentum
space propagator of the zero mode is given by
D(w, k) (Ew2 _ k2 - m2
Now, for w < mx, we can integrate out the zero mode without introducing divergence in
the Feynman graphs containing zero mode propagators. However, when mx is zero, the
zero modes introduce divergences at k = 0. In other words, the scalar zero mode gets
strongly coupled with other zero modes and non-zero modes. Note that the zero modes
are problematic when we try to quantize the 3+1 dimensional theory using DLCQ. This is
because, to quantize the 3+1 dimensional theory, we need to quantize all non-zero modes.
However, only the modes with mass less than mx/63 can be decoupled from the zero mode.
Modes with mass greater than mx/63 get strongly coupled with the zero mode. However
in our case, we are interested in finding the effective description for energies less than mx.
Hence, the scalar zero modes can be decoupled without introducing divergences.
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So the only degrees of freedom for energies less than mx are the zero modes of the gauge
field. We can choose A' = A3e = 0 gauge for the non-zero (f Z 0) modes, but we cannot
choose this gauge for the zero modes of A'. Usually the zero modes associated with At (or
A3) can be studied by choosing an alternate gauge. Here, we use the first order formalism to
treat the zero modes of the gauge field. In the first order formalism, the zero modes of Ai,
At, E3 and Ei are the degrees of freedom. We will call the zero modes as Ai, At, E3 and Ei
instead of introducing new symbols. Not all of these are dynamical degrees of freedom. After
integrating out all the massive modes and after dimensional reduction, (6.3.6) simplifies to
11S J dtd2x tr(EiDeAi + AtDiEs) + tr (Fay Fi) + A'itr ([El, Eyj]2 ) + iis'tr[Ei, Ej]FJ
+ Jd 2 xdttr (E32)+ I J d2xdttr ((DjEj) 2 ) +Q tr (A A F)+irrelevant terms (6.3.7)
Note that the couplings get corrected after the massive modes are integrated out. Further,
we can see that E 3 is not dynamical and the equation of motion for E3 is E3 = 0! Hence,
we can eliminate E 3 from the action. After eliminating E3 we see that the action is same as
the action for non-Abelian LCS theory. Note that this theory enjoys z = 2 classical scaling
symmetry when x3 is compact,
[t] = -2, [xi] = -1, [Ei] = 1, [Ai] = 1, [At] = 2.
Further Galilean invariance is broken even when ro -+ oc. This is due to the presence of
dimension 6 operator. When Q f 0, it is not possible to scale A to make gi = 92. However,
this is possible when Q = 0. Note that a is a function of mx ,L3, r, and r16 i.e.
\2 (r6 2(mnx, L3)/
where M 2 is a mass scale that appears in the action after integrating out the massive modes.
Hence, M is a function of mx and L3 .
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6.4 The dependence of the gap on the CS level
We have argued that the field theory dual of (6.2.1) is a non-Abelian Lifshitz-Chern-Simons
theory. Our gravity description ceases to exist when the Chern-Simons level is turned off.
Reference [134] shows (perturbatively) that the weakly coupled theory without CS term
flows to a free theory in the IR. Though this need not be true if we start the flow at strong
coupling, this suggests that a classical supergravity description of the groundstate should
not exist when Q = 0.
When Q # 0, our gravity solution (terminated at r,) has a minimum value of the warp
factor, indicating that the mass gap has a non-trivial dependence on the Chern-Simons level.
We will now show this more explicitly by computing masses of scalar glueballs. Note that
parity P is not a good quantum number as it is explicitly broken by the CS term. The
fluctuations of dilaton, axion and g33 mix as they are dual to gauge invariant operators with
the same quantum numbers. The mixing between 6g' and the dilaton (or the other two
modes) is suppressed in the large N-limit (see [45]). These modes cannot mix with any
other fluctuation as other modes have different quantum numbers (J and C).
We can compute the 0+ glueball spectrum by solving for the linearized fluctuations of
the dilaton, axion and 933 subject to regular boundary conditions at r = r, and the UV
normalizability condition. At first glance, this might seem unreasonable as the metric is
geodesically incomplete if r is restricted to lie within r,. However, the geodesics carrying
zero momentum along x3 do not penetrate the region past r,. 12 The solution we find in the
section 6.5.2 will reveal that the calculation of this section is a good approximation in the
regime r,- < L3-
The frequency of the 2+1 dimensional theory is obtained by scaling the frequency of 3+1
dimensional theory by L3 -13 We will only consider the modes with zero spatial momentum,
since we are only interested in the masses of the glueballs. Note that the metric has no
explicit depence on x3 and only derivatives of the axion field can appear in the equations
of motion of the scalar field (dilaton, axion and g33) fluctuations. Hence, the equations of
motion for these fluctuations cannot have explicit dependence on x3. This implies that the
12This is clear from the computation in [43].
13Recall that we had scaled by a factor of L3 in the dual field theory to absorb an overall factor of L3
after dimensional reduction.
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fluctuations with zero momentum along x3 get decoupled from the non-zero modes.14 Let
us now choose the following ansatz for the fluctuations of dilaton, axion and g33
61= p(r)eit/L3 iwt/L3 3 33 iwt/L 3  (6.4.1)
Here w is the frequency in the 2 + 1 dimensional theory. We define
F= . (6.4.2)
vF 2L3
The contribution of the factors in the metric to the mass gap can only be functions of F and
r,. This will allow us to study contribution of the axion to the dependence of the mass gap
by just studying the dependence of the mass gap on Q. The equations of motion for the
linearized fluctuations (sp, X1, and h33) are
e2qoQXi = wh33  (6.4.3)
(2 4Q 2 2
-24)O (2  r2 r2  2- 2 F2so) 4Q 2e- r2 (-8r*h33 + +r r) r) r (3 so' - r o") = 0 (6.4.4)
e2oor 3 (r2 - r 2 ) 2h 33 (r) + 4 (2ra2 0 (r) - 3h' 3(r) + rh'3 (r)) = 0 . (6.4.5)
Note that the first equation was used to eliminate Xi from the other two equations of motion.
The masses of the glueballs are eigenvalues of the above equations subject to regularity
condition at r = r*. Further, the glueballs correspond to the normalizable modes of these
fluctuations and hence the modes must satisfy normalizability condition. We can see that
for fixed F and r, the mass gap will have non-trivial dependence on Q.15
The above equations can be solved numerically by shooting. Here, we integrate from the
boundary to the infrared by specifying normalizable boundary conditions for the fluctuations
and using the shooting method to satisfy the regularity condition: ||('(r*)|| = 0 where
( = [h33, P, Xi]. In order to specify the boundary condition we assume a power series
expansion around r = 0 for the fluctuations and determine the coefficients (up to four terms)
for which the modes are normalizable and the equations of motion is satisfied approximately
1 4The equation is in the variable separable form and hence the modes with non-zero momentum along X3
can be separated from the zero mode.
1 5Fixing r* is analogous to specifying the confinement scale in 3+1 dimensional YM theory. This scale is
generated from a dimensionless coupling by dimensional transmutation.
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near the boundary. We see that, Xi must fall of as r near the boundary for all modes
to be normalizable. With these boundary conditions, we integrate the system of equations
numerically and determine the values of w for which the regularity condition is satisfied.
Figure 6-2 shows a plot of ||('(r,)|| as a function of Q = we--*o/Q for F = 10 and r, = 1.
The points at which the graph touches the w-axis are points at which the regularity condition
is satisfied. We can see from the figure that for w r e*oQ{4.5, 6.5, 8.5, 10.5, ..} we get
normalizable solutions that satisfy regularity boundary condition. These are the values of
the glueball masses measured in units where r, = 1. Figure 6-3 shows the radial profile of
the solution corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue (Q ~ 4.5).
We emphasize that the identification of parameters between bulk and boundary described
above is subject to renormalization. Further, the overall normalization of the couplings is
difficult to obtain without further microscopic information. The dependence of the mass
gap in the gauge theory found above is obtained by fixing F and r,. The logic is that F
determines the coefficient r (as explained in section 6.3), while r, is analogous to AQCD in
QCD, i.e. a scale which determines the gauge coupling by dimensional transmutation. The
CS coefficient then maps directly to the axion slope.
1.0-
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Figure 6-2: A graphical approach to find the glueball masses. We have chosen r, = 1 and
F = 10.
We close this section with some comments.
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Figure 6-3: Plot of the normalizable mode of g33, x for the lowest eigenvalue. Note that the
fluctuations of the axion is proportional to h33 and hence it is not plotted here.
1. Our results suggest that turning on a Chern-Simons term in Lifshitz gauge theory
changes the sign of the beta functions computed in [134], and leads to a gapped state.
This is a counterintuitive claim. Adding a CS term to an ordinary (z = 1) gauge theory
in 2+1 dimensions, Abelian or non-Abelian, weakens the long-range gauge dynamics.
This is simplest to see in the (gaussian) Abelian Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory (with
noncompact gauge group) where the CS term produces a mass for the gauge boson
[50]. In the non-Abelian theories or in the compact U(1) gauge theory, the story is
more subtle, but the conclusion is the same [3, 148, 68]. A recent paper which relies
crucially on this effect is [129].
Recent studies of Abelian Lifshitz-Chern-Simons [135] make it clear that intuitions from
z = 1 gauge theories do not always apply to Lifshitz gauge theories. It appears that,
the long-range gauge dynamics in the model (6.3.7) is a complex interplay between the
parameters that we call as g', A' and the Chern-Simons level. The A' term is irrelevant
in the z = 1 case. Another crucial difference is that a z = 1 theory contains a E term
while it is absent in LCS theory. The perturbative dynamics of this model should be
analyzed.
2. It would be interesting to calculate on both sides of the duality proposed in this chapter
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observables which are sensitive to the Chern-Simons level Q. An interesting class of
examples is given by Wilson-'t Hooft loops. In perturbation theory around the gaussian
model, the CS coupling has an immediate effect on Wilson loops via its influence on
the gluon propagator. At strong coupling, the effect of the axion profile is more subtle.
In the bulk, the area of a fundamental string worldsheet ending on the quark trajectory
computes the expectation value of a Wilson loop [125, 149]. But a fundamental string
does not couple to the axion profile, and its action only sees the axion slope through
the (weak) metric dependence on Q. In contrast, a D-string does couple to the axion,
via the worldvolume Chern-Simons term
SD-string E XF, (6.4.6)
JD-string
where F is the worldvolume gauge field on the D-string. A D-string configuration with
p units of worldvolume flux carries F-string charge p, and therefore computes a mixed
Wilson-'t Hooft loop describing the holonomy for a (p, 1) dyon. This apparent tension
is another counterintuitive manifestation of the effects of the CS level in the Lifshitz
gauge theory.
3. We should comment on what happens to our theory when the hierarchy in Fig. 6-1 is
re-ordered. If the radius L3 is smaller than the deformation scale F, our argumentation
in section 6.3 breaks down, because it relied on supersymmetry to make the identi-
fications of the deformations. The gravity solution remains regular, however. Given
the definition (6.4.2) of F, we note that F > L31 (at weak string coupling) requires
Q > 1.
If the radius L3 is taken larger than the IR scale r, then the model describes a 3+1
dimensional field theory with explicitly broken translation invariance (by the axion
profile); the fact that the x3 circle becomes timelike for r > r, now represents a more
serious problem, and the reader is referred to §6.5.
4. Since it does not rely on the structure of the S', the null deformations of AdS5 x S5
described above have a generalization to many known AdS vacua of supergravity.
5. From the gravity solution, we see that the IR scale r, and the KK scale L3 may be made
arbitrarily different while maintaining control over the solution. Why does this solution
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allow for such a parametric separation? A simple QFT answer to this question would
be progress toward a solution of confinement, but we offer the following observations.
The reduced symmetry of the problem - P and T violation as well as Lorentz violation
- allows for new ingredients, which are apparently helpful for this purpose. On the
one hand, the P- and T-violating axion gradient along the circle provides an energetic
incentive for the radius of the circle not to shrink. On the other hand, the Lorentz-
violating couplings of the gauge fields are dual to the exotic boundary conditions on
the vielbein; these boundary conditions play an important role in determining the IR
scale.
6. Recall that tr (E2) is a relevant operator in LCS theory. At least in the Abelian case,
when the LCS theory is deformed by this operator (with a positive coefficient), it flows
to a theory with z = 1 scaling symmetry. When the coupling to this relevant operator
is negative, rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken [135]. Can such a nematic
phase be seen in the gravity dual? At present, we do not have a concrete answe, but we
give some preliminary ideas for understanding the relevant deformation in the gravity
dual. We proceed by noting that the action of the transformation t -+ t + sX3 on
DLCQ of (6.3.6) describes a deformation of (6.3.6) by tr (Er) term (with a coefficient
proportional to s). The theory obtained by compactifying X3 (after the transformation)
is no longer invariant under z = 2 scaling symmetry. The theory obtained by reducing
along X3 also contains the terms tr (E4), tr (Ej?) 2 and other terms that are irrelevant
with respect to both z = 1 and z = 2 scaling. On the gravity side, the transformation
t -+ t + sX3 generates a new solution with the metric given by
nw L2 (2dx 3dt +dzf2+ dr 2  ( + Q2e2*0 r2 )
dsew=L +2 +2 4L 2 r 4 3
A nematic phase would be encouraged when the coefficient of tr (E?) is negative. This
happens when s < 0 in which case X3 is a compact time-like direction. It seems that
this particular holographic realization of Lifshitz Chern-Simons theory does not admit
a description of the nematic phase within the gravity regime.
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6.5 Resolution of the "hidden singularity"
If the geometry (6.2.1) is extended past r = r,, the X3 circle becomes timelike [43]. The
presence of CTCs in the bulk need not be related to violation of unitarity in the UV de-
scription of the dual field theory.16 Note that the asymptotic geometry of (6.2.1) is free of
CTCs and the matter supporting this metric does not violate null energy condition (even
in the region with CTCs). Hence, the CTC region is not linked to violation of unitarity in
the UV description. Rather, the existence of the CTC region is an indication of IR insta-
bility in the state of the dual field theory. The local mass 2 of KK modes become tachyonic:
m2 (r),3 = g33p2 < 0. Further, wound strings may become tachyonic when the radius is of
order of the string length 'i; their condensation would excise the CTC region [44].
We will now present two different resolutions of this singularity and discuss their impli-
cations for the IR behavior of the dual field theory.
6.5.1 Running Dilaton
In this section we show that it is possible to resolve the singularity by imposing non-trivial
boundary conditions on the dilaton. As discussed earlier, such non-trivial boundary con-
ditions on the dilaton corresponds to deformation of the dual field theory by a dangerous
irrelevant operator (see appendix A). We will see that for one sign for the dangerous irrele-
vant coupling, the IR singularity is resolved. Note that this is the groundstate of a different
theory from that determined by the asymptotics of (6.2.1) - the dilaton boundary conditions
indicate a perturbation of the dual QFT by a (dangerously-irrelevant) operator.
The solution with a running dilaton is given by,
2  2  2Hd(r)dx3dt+di2  dr2  2  2ds =L2 + +fd (r) dx +dsQ5 ,Hd(r)= 1-
r r2ar ri
(6.5.1)
L41 Q QX3  Hd(r) Q 2e 2 1o r2
F5 = 2L(1+*)Q5, CO = ,3 I = 4 o+log (Hd(r)), fd(r) 2 42 F sin- 2
33 r 4L1 r
16 1n some examples of rotating black holes in 2+1 D[146], the presence of CTC region was attributed to
the violation of unitarity bound in the dual field theory. In these examples, either null-energy condition is
violated or the asymptotic geometry contains region with CTCs.
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where,
.F(x) = rix + r f tan r d 4 log (cos 2 X)
0 r0
The integral in F(x) can be evaluated in terms of Polylogarithms. It can be checked that
this solution approaches (6.2.1) when r1 -* oc and has the same asymptotic behavior as
(6.2.1), except for the dilaton profile. In this solution, the geometry ends at r = ri and fd(r)
remains positive throughout the geometry.
There is a curvature singularity at r = r1 which can be resolved by uplifting the solution
to 11D supergravity.The details of the uplifting procedure is discussed in appendix B In the
following, we will show that this geometry is geodesically complete. It is sufficient to focus
on the case of null geodesics. The null geodesic equation is given by ff + Ve (r) = 0 where
2 d2 2Q2 e2-coI r 2) r4 22p3E 22 2
Veff(r) r 2 Hd2 -E2 2  (sin- - -r) 2 +r 24L2 (T H(r) Hd(r)
In the above expression E, p3 and pi are the conserved quantities associated with at, a3
and 82. Note that Veff (ri) is zero and hence the maximum possible value of r for radially
ingoing geodesics is ri. Hence, no geodesic can penetrate into the region past ri. Hence,
the 11D solution obtained by uplifting the solution in (6.5.1) to '111D supergravity is regular
and provides a resolution of the "hidden singularity". There is also another solution with
running dilaton obtained reversing the sign of the dilaton gradient near the boundary i.e.,
(D= O - log Hd(r). In this case, gaa vanishes before Hd(r) vanishes and the geometry is
geodesically incomplete (or contains regions with CTCs). Hence, we did not present this
solution here.
The dual field theory interpretation of the resolution discussed in this subsection is the
following. Turning on a dangerous irrelevant deformation causes the gauge coupling to run.
The gauge coupling can become strong or weak in the IR depending on the sign of the
dangerous irrelevant deformation (dilaton gradient at the boundary). When the coupling
becomes weak in the IR, the dynamics is controlled by the CS term which leads to an IR
instability. When the gauge coupling becomes strong in the IR, the theory confines and
overrides the effect of the CS term. The confinement scale is not related to the axion flux
or Chern level in this solution. In the next section we will provide an alternate resolution of
the singularity.
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6.5.2 Excision of the CTC region
In this subsection, we provide an alternate resolution of the singularity which is similar to
the enhangon mechanism [105]. Unlike the enhangon, there is no enhancement of gauge
symmetry. Closed time-like curves can be prevented by placing localized sources at r = r,.
This will preserve the asymptotic form of the metric but modifies the region beyond r,. We
will show that the domain wall is described by smeared D3 branes located at r = r,. In
a supersymmetric theory, the location of the brane specfies the vacuum expectation value
(VEV) for some scalar field in the dual gauge theory. The moduli space of the theory
describes all possible locations of the branes. In the system described here, the location of
the branes is uniquely specified by the asymptotic boundary condition. This is natural in a
theory with broken supersymmetry - the moduli space is lifted, leaving a unique groundstate.
Unlike in the previous subsection, the solutions described here are dual to states of the
same QFT as (6.2.1), and hence represent a possible endpoint of the localized instabilities
associated with the CTC region.
Before we describe this resolution, let us remind ourselves about the gravity dual of a
spherically symmetric shell of D3 branes (smeared over S') that describes a special point in
the Coulomb branch of A = 4 SYM theory. The relevant solution of IIB supergravity is
ds 2 = L (rlydx"dx" + dr 2 + r 2ds2 5) , F = 2L 4 (1 + *)Q, for r < r*
2 2Qr22ds2 = (r7, dxldx") + L2 r 2 (dr2 + r2ds2), F = 0, for r > r* (6.5.2)
where Q is the volume form on the 5-sphere. The interior geometry (r > r*) is just flat
space1 7 and the exterior geometry (r < r*) is AdS 5 x 5 . The D3 branes are localized
around r = r, and acts as the source for Israel stress tensor (S,,). Note that the metric is
continuous at r = r* and we will now show that it also satisfies the Israel junction condition.
17The solution looks more familiar in the coordinate system where boundary is at infinity (r = L 2 p-1 ,
r_ = L 2p*-1 ). In this coordinate system, the solution is given by
ds 2 (T1,,dx~dx") + (dp2 +p 2 ds Q), for p > p*
ds2 = P* yyfL dxv + L (d p2 + p 2ds 5 ) , for p<p*
In this coordinate system the boundary is at p = o.
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The junction stress tensor is given by
K,+, + K- - Gi (K+ + K - 2Gi" = , for p, v E 0,1, 2,3 (6.5.3)pV /IV .IVL " iv
Kt + KT-- Gj' (K++ K~) = -2G"= for ij c5S (6.5.4)
where K's = Fin'rrGjun and Gju" is the induced metric at the junction. The integrated
Einstein equation tells us that the the Israel stress tensor is sourced by the D3 branes i.e.
N 3 SD3
SAB = o 6GD (6.5.5)Vol(S5) 6Giu"
The right hand side of the above equation is the stress tensor of N D3 branes smeared over
S 5 located at r, and SD3 is the world volume action of D3 branes. The worldvolume action
for Dp branes (with world volume gauge fields set to zero) is
SDp = -TDp Jp+1eP G nstein + Sw ZW
where Ggjntejn is the Dp brane metric in Einstein frame. Note that when p = 3 there is no
source term for the dilaton and the dilaton remains constant. After taking the derivative
of the worldvolume action with respect to the metric, we can see that the Israel junction
conditions in (6.5.5) are satisfied.
When one of the space directions of AdS is compactified with APBC on the fermions
around this compact direction Horowitz and Silverstein [96] argued that the above solution
is unstable and decays to an AdS soliton. Since the interior geometry is flat, perturbative
techniques can be employed to show the existence of closed string tachyons from strings
winding around the compact direction. Tachyon condensation excises the IR region leaving
behind a cigar shaped geometry reflecting the confining nature of 3D Yang-Mills theory.
We may also expect such tachyons to develop in the region surrounding a region of
CTCs. Let us make use of the intuition we get from Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory to guess
the correct IR behavior of the solution in (6.2.1). Turning on a CS interaction weakens the
gauge dynamics in the IR and can prevent confinement. Confinement in the dual gauge
theory is prevented if the D3 brane shell system is stable in the presence of a linear axion
profile. In the following, we will show that region with CTCs in (6.2.1) can be removed by
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placing a shell of D3 branes at r = r,.
The solution describing the shell of D3 branes in the presence of axion flux is
2  L 2dx3dt + d!2 + dr 2  X22 f2 Q 2  r2dsext = L 2 + fext(r)dxl +dsQ fert(r) = 2 1-
F5 = 2L 4(1 + *)Q5, CO = Q3, 14 = 4)o, for r < r* (6.5.6)
L3
L2L 2 r 2  Q2200r r4 r2ds 8 (2dx 3dt + dz2+ fint(r)dx2 ) * (dr2 + r 2ds2,) fint(r) = (
r r 12L3 H 2
QX3
F5 =0, CO= , D=41, forr<r*
La
There is no jump in axion flux and hence D7 brane sources are absent in this solution. The
jump in 5-form flux is sourced by the shell of D3 branes. Note that the metric is continuous
at r = r,. We will now show that this solution also satisfies Israel jump conditions, if r* has
the same relation to the UV variables as previously (6.2.2). The junction stress tensor is
2
K+ + K- - G3"" (K+ + K-) - L " for p, v 1, 2
Kt + K- - Gi" (K+ + K-) =L G" =7 Sjj, for i, j S5
K+K G3"" (K+ + K-) =0= S33
K K-G 3 (K+ + K-) = L 3 S
Since G3 = 0 at r = rs, we can write S33 as -(2/L)G$3"". Hence, the form of the Israel
stress tensor is same as (6.5.3) and (6.5.4). We already saw that a shell of D3 branes can
provide this stress tensor. Hence, this solution provides a consistent way of removing the
region with closed time like curves.
In the solution (6.5.6), the IR geometry is a planewave. Tidal forces become large as
r -+ 00. This sort of mild singularity is familiar from the Lifshitz solution and we regard it
as physically acceptable.
Evaluating the regulated on-shell action of the solution (6.5.6), we find that it compares
favorably to that of (6.2.1). We conclude that the solution (6.5.6) is a truer groundstate. We
cannot exclude the possibility of more favorable solution, such as a smooth solution which
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terminates at a finite value of r.
Just as the D3-brane shell solution (6.5.2) exhibits a mass gap in the spectrum of single-
trace operators, so will (6.5.6). The reason in both cases is that the 5-sphere shrinks at
r = o - the geometry for r > r, is roughly a (compact) ball. The analysis of 56.4 becomes
a good approximation when this ball is small: r, > L3. We must leave an analysis of the
spectrum in the general case for the future.
6.A Dilaton-driven confinement
Here we review a holographic model for confinement studied in [70].18 As in [169], there is
a circle with APBCs. However, the confinement scale is not determined by the UV radius
of the shrinking circle but is determined from the boundary conditions on the supergravity
fields. The contents of this section is somewhat disconnected from the rest of the paper. The
results will be helpful in section 4.
Gubser [70] found (numerically)1 9 an asymptotically AdS 5 x S' solution solution of type
IB supergravity with unusual boundary conditions for the dilaton field. The resulting non-
trivial profile for the dilaton leads to confinement. The following is the solution that was
studied in [70]
rs 1/2 _ 2 2 + d-2- dr2 2+d2ds2 L2(1 _r _ d2 + L2d S
F5 = L 4 (1 +* 5), log2 r4(6.A.1)
where F5 is the RR five-form flux of Type IIB supergravity and <D is the dilaton. Here, we
will assume that y is a compact direction with period Ly. The equations of motion and
other details about the solution can be found in appendix 6.B. This appendix also contains
a family of solutions of which the above solution is a special member distinguished by the
fact that it preserves Lorentz invariance in the UV. The dilaton becomes singular at r = ro.
There is also a curvature singularity. However, the metric is conformal to a regular metric.
18 This section contains some new results, some remarks benefitting from a decade of hindsight, and some
minor differences in the style of presentation.
19The analytical solution has appeared previously in [107].
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In fact, it is possible to resolve the singularity by "uplifting" the solution to a regular solution
of 11D supergravity (see appendix 6.B).
The fact that the geometry ends smoothly in the IR signals a mass gap in the dual
field theory20 . In particular, this indicates that the matter fields have been made massive.
Further, the presence of S' factor in the solution implies that this mass is SO(6) invariant.
In the AdS soliton case masses for all the fields are generated by the boundary conditions
on fermions. In the present case, there must be two different mass scales.
Note that we can give the scalars an SO(6)-invariant mass by adding
6
Lm = m2tr (X2 (6.A.2)
I=1
to the K = 4 SYM Lagrangian. The fermions get mass through anti-periodic boundary
condition. It was suggested that the mass term of the scalar (mx) is responsible for the
non-trivial behavior of the dilaton in the bulk. In particular, it was argued that the non-
trivial boundary condition on the dilaton is induced by a "string field" that is dual to
OK = mXtr (XIXI). Although OK is a relevant operator at weak coupling, it acquires
a large anomalous dimension at strong 't Hooft coupling and hence it is not visible in
supergravity. Rather, it is dual to an excited mode of the IIB string in AdS 5 x S5 of
mass of order v". Because of its large mass, this "string field" has a profile that decays
extremely rapidly near the UV boundary of AdS. Hence, the effect of the "string field"
on supergravity fields is felt just near the boundary. This effect appears as a non-trivial
boundary condition on the dilaton. Such a boundary condition on the dilaton can in turn
be described as a large-dimension multi-trace deformation of the QFT action[170, 28]. From
the fact that such an irrelevant operator has an important effect on the IR physics, we are
forced to call it 'dangerously irrelevant'.
It is difficult to justify the previous statements rigorously. In [70], the following heuristic
calculation was presented to justify this picture and to estimate the mass gap in terms of
mx. Our purposes in redoing this calculation here are twofold:
1. to make explicit the dependence of the IR scale ro-1 on non-normalizable deformations
near the UV boundary,
20 This solution is only relevant if fermions satisfy anti-periodic boundary conditions around y.
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2. to interpret the holographic renormalization for the dilaton field (D in this context in
terms of a boundary potential.
Assume that adding the mass term (6.A.2) for scalars to the ) = 4 Lagrangian (with
UV cut-off M 1 > mx) corresponds to turning on a source for an excited string field #K in
the bulk (with cut-off r = E1). In this calculation #K is treated as a linear perturbation
in the bulk with mass mK. Let us assume that #K interacts with the dilaton through an
interaction term (in the bulk Lagrangian) of the form W(4)#02. (The choice of this coupling
is made for convenience and should not be taken too literally.) The equations of motion can
be written as
V 2# + mK#K = 6 -- KrpVqk OqK=O 0 ==> K r P E (6.A.3)
V24) = W'(4)#2 .(6.A.4)
Note that W(b) does not affect the #K equation of motion since mK is very large. We must
further specify boundary conditions for the dilaton at the UV cutoff ei: 4(Ei) = Go and
4Dr=61= 0 and #K(61) = P
Now, let us integrate out all modes with mass greater than M 2 (with M 2 < mx, L
in the dual field theory. This corresponds to integrating along the radial direction from E1
to E2(> EI) in the bulk. Integrating the dilaton equation of motion once we get
1= [e2 dr ATT,,4\, 2  _ W / / _\4 dr (r 8-2A K
r = l/A W )# ~ W'(@oJp (6.A.5)
E2 eij T 1i T E1
1 
_ W'(O) p 4  W'(1(E 2 )) 4 (6.A.6)
2 3 2AK-4 61  2AK-4 E14
This implies that the boundary condition on 4 at r= E2 is determined by p/ei (assuming
W and A are known). Note that mx ~ p/e 1. We have to choose y < 1 for the dual
field theory to make sense. Further since AK > 1, we can see that the confinement scale
mconfine 1/ro < mx. The separation between nconfine and mx depends on the precise form
of W(G). When W' is non-zero the boundary condition on the dilaton differs from that
in the M = 4 theory. As we describe in appendix 6.D, a well-defined variational principle
requires a boundary potential for the dilaton (this serves as the counterterm).
We emphasize that pure AdS does not satisfy this non-trivial boundary condition. The
boundary potential for the dilaton represents a deformation of the M = 4 theory, and
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cannot be interpreted as a parameter specifying a state of the K = 4 theory. A more
modern perspective on the effects of such a boundary potential for the dilaton was given in
[170, 28]: W(4) encodes a deformation of the dual field theory action by a combination of
multitrace operators. From this point of view, the calculation [70] that we have just done is
a nice example of holographic Wilsonian RG described in [87, 56]. The precise relationship
between the SO(6)-invariant scalar mass and the multitrace operator encoded by W(1) is
not clear, and the dangerousness of the irrelevance of this operator remains mysterious to
us.
6.B A family of examples of dilaton-driven confine-
ment
The solution in (6.A.1) is a particular member of a more general family of solutions of Type
IIB supergravity. In this appendix we will present this family of solution. The following is
a saddle point of Type IIB SUGRA action (with BNS RR 0)
822 d 21cx disKx dy 2kx3 dr 2 2 S
ds=L 2 ( 2  + d2 + d 2  + + L2 dsS5
4(1 U 1 + r/rF5 = 2L(1 +*)Q 5 , 4 = T = -log , X= 0 (6.B.1)2 (1 - Hr 4
when
CX= 1-r8/r8 and J = 1 (6.B.2)(r-4) V6--32
That is, the above field configuration satisfies the following equations (we choose units with
87rGio = 1):
VMVM( - e24(VMX) 2
VM (e 2<VM) X = 0
1 1 1
RMN M - aND + 2e2#MXDNX + 6FMP1...P4 FNP1'P4 (6.B.3)
F5 =*F, dF 5 = 0
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N 2jF5= NTD3 = NV/ =-> L8 = 45
Let us first consider the case when y is non compact; in this case, the solution preserves
3+1 dimensional Lorentz invariance in t, X, y when U = v/5. All solutions preserve 2+1
dimensional Lorentz invariance. We studied the solution at U = V4 previously [19]; it
realizes Schr6dinger symmetry asymptotically.
All solutions with U # 0 are singular at r = r,. For any value of U (0 < U < v5),
the metric is conformal to a regular metric. Let us pick any solution from this family of
solutions. The singularity in this solution can be resolved by "uplifting" the solution to a
regular solution of 11 D supergravity. This can be done in more than one way. One way is
to T-dualize along y to get a solution of type IIA. This T-duality will modify the profile of
the dilaton, but it does not remove the singularity. The singularity in the type IIA solution
can be removed by oxidizing this type IIA solution to a regular solution of 11D supergravity.
The dilaton field becomes the "radion" associated with the 11-dimensional circle [167].
An alternate way of "uplifting" the solution was used in [19] to resolve a similar singu-
larity. Here, the S' part of the metric is written as a Hopf fiber over CIP2. Then we can
obtain a solution of type IIA supergravity by T-dualizing along the Hopf circle (say xi).
This solution of Type IIA supergravity can then be uplifted to 11D supergravity (see [19]).
The uplifted solution is
ds 1  e-2/6 L2  x d 2 1Q + dY21Z, + dy 2 JCJ + dr 2 ) + ds 2 (Cp 2) + dX] + L 2 e4T/ 3 dX2
F4 = L4 J /\ J + 2J A d X1 / dx 2  (6.B.4)
where J is the Kihler form on CP 2. The uplifted solution is regular. We can now get two
solutions of type IIA from this 11 dimensional solution - (a) by reducing along Xi and (b) by
reducing along X2. The first reduction produces a regular metric (with a smoothly shrinking
circle) and a constant dilaton, while the second system has a metric with a curvature singu-
larity and non-trivial dilaton profile. The second system is related to the type IIB solution
in (6.B.1) by T-duality. The two type-II solutions are related by S-duality.
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6.C Supersymmetry analysis
In this section we analyze the supersymmetry of the background in (6.3.1). We will assume
x3 to be non-compact in this section. In the following we will use use M, Mi, N to denote
spacetime (1OD) indices and a, b to denote vielbein indices. The conditions for a bosonic
background (with BNS RR = 0) to preserve some supersymmetry are [62]:
Dilatino (A) variation:
6A = iN Np 6 = (6.C.1)
Gravitino (V@M) variation:
60M (aM+- ab QM E+ M1M2M3M4FMMM2 M 3 M 4 e = 0 (6.C.2)
where we have combined the Majorana-Weyl fermions (e1,2) of type IIB supergravity into a
single complex Weyl spinor E = E1 + i62 (following [62]). The variables Q and P are defined
as follows
1 i 1Q= -edx, P= edx + I d$.2 ' 2 2
Note that only P 3 andQ 3 are non-zero in our case. All other components of Q and P are
zero 21. Let us define Q = QLe'o for convenience. F denote "flat space" gamma matrices
(i.e. {pa, pb} . 2 ab) and yM =eM a are curved space gamma matrices. Note that only the
non-compact part of the background in (6.3.1) is different from the undeformed AdS 5 x S'
background. Hence, we will suppress the S5 part in the rest of the analysis. We have defined
ea in section 6.2. The spin connections associated with this choice of orthonormal basis are
W 0 = 2e 0,Wy = 2e 0,Wi =e
Now, for the dilatino variation (6.C.1) to vanish, we must have -Ite = 0 = (1 0 + FY) e. 2 2 Using
this constraint and the expressions for the spin connections, we can write the gravitino
equations as follows
Beec = 0, 8(3 - - Q3 - -2E e3 =Y 0
21Supersymmetry of somewhat different null backgrounds with Q = 0, P $ 0 were studied in [47, 48, 39, 40].
22Note that 72 = (Fo + FY) 2 = 0.
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L, Fj (1 - F4)) E = 0, 0,6 - - F4e = 0
2r 2r
Note that the last two equations are the same as the equations in undeformed AdS 5 . Note
that c must satisfy (Fo + Fv) c = 0 and F4E = E. The latter condition is the constraint we get
from the last two equations (same as the undeformed case). We can see that the following
satisfies all the equations.
"ha3 Q1 L-a {1 - (1 + F4) L
C = e 4L3 (o + Fy)[ 2 + e 4L3( 2 2 )ri2
where r1 is independent of t, Xi, X3 and r. When 9 = 0, P $ 0 this result agrees with the
results of [47, 48, 39, 40]. The above analysis shows that the background in (6.3.1) preserves
1/4 of the original supersymmetry. Hence, the operators dual to the null deformations in
the bulk preserve 4 supercharges.
6.D Boundary terms
In this section, we will show that in the geometry (6.2.1), ro (and hence the IR cutoff scale
r*) is determined by non-trivial boundary conditions on ev. We will do this by finding the
boundary terms that are required to have a well-defined variational principle. As discussed
in appendix 6.A, the parameter that determines the boundary behavior of ev corresponds to
a mass-deformation in the dual field theory. Note that when x3 is compact, the one point
functions of the operators dual to ev and ey" must be finite to have a well-defined variation
principle in addition to finiteness of stress tensor and one point function of other supergravity
fields such as the dilaton and axion. In the case when X3 is non-compact, the five dimensional
stress tensor should be finite to have a well-defined variational principle. Finiteness of the
stress tensor (and other one point functions) in the non-compact case does not guarantee
the finiteness of the one point functions in the case where X3 is compact. In fact when ro is
finite, the geometry ends in the IR; while in the non-compact case the geometry does not
end in the interior and ro is just a parameter associated with the plane wave. We will be
exploiting this crucial difference in the asymptotic behavior in this section to interpret the
parameter ro as a mass deformation of the dual field theory (when X3 is compact).
When x3 is compact, it is convenient to work with the reduced theory to find the boundary
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terms. The lower dimensional boundary terms need not oxidize to a local, intrinsic boundary
term in the higher dimensional theory in general. It appears that in the case of gravity
duals of dipole theories, the higher dimensional action contains boundary terms that are
not local. In these cases, it should be possible to obtain the ten-dimenional counterterms by
performing a Melvin twist of the AdS boundary terms. The action of the Melvin twist on the
ten-dimensional Gibbons-Hawking term would produce unfamiliar extrinsic terms involving
the BNS, metric and the dilaton in addition to non-local intrinsic boundary terms. In fact
application of holographic renormalization of a ten-dimensional solution seems to be less
understood when the internal manifold is squashed.
In the present case, we will show that the lower dimensional boundary terms can be
oxidized to local boundary terms in the higher dimensional theory when ro -+ oc. When ro
is finite, the lower dimensional counterterms do not seem to uplift to a local counterterm of
the higher dimensional theory. Further, the boundary conditions on the higher dimensional
metric are complicated due to the compactness of x3. It appears that a generalization of
GH boundary term is required to include other non-trivial boundary behavior of the metric.
Note that the Gibbons-Hawking boundary term imposes Dirichlet boundary condition on all
the components of the metric. It is possible to impose other boundary conditions (without
modifying the Gibbons-Hawking term) by introducing a heavy field (proxy for "string field")
that induces the boundary condition on the metric components (as discussed in appendix
6.A). The fact that the higher dimensional counterterm needs to be modified when ro is finite
is an indication that ro is determined by some boundary condition induced by an excited
string state (or some heavy field).
We must understand the boundary conditions on ev. We will do this by fixing the
boundary terms in the reduced theory. First we present the action of the reduced theory
without the boundary terms:
S =L dx 4i- R 4 - 1g - (- 2 _ e24-se _ 1e-)
- eF2 e2 A2 (6.D.1)
where 4$ is the scalar field obtained from dimensional reduction of the type JIB dilaton, e2 ,
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is the radion field associated with X3. Some details of the reduction can be found in [52].
The dimensional reduction of (6.2.1) produces the following solution which is a saddle point
of the reduced action (6.D.1) 23:
d 2 dr2
+ + ,T2 r2 1 '
L 2 e-2"dt
A=2 (Do, e2 = f (r)
Note that the term quadratic in the vector field A depends on 41. The linearized fluctuations
of A and a satisfy the equations in (6.3.4).
To determine the requisite boundary terms, we employ the following logic. We demand
that in the limit r, --> oc, the boundary conditions and boundary terms are the natural
ones in 5d. Then we add intrinsic 4d counterterms which make the stress tensor finite with
the same boundary conditions. This will give physics consistent with the desired scheme in
Fig. 6-1.
The 5d boundary terms (when r, -+ oc) are:
S = d 4XVy (K' 3 - XEYX (6.D.3)
where ED, is the Laplacian on the boundary metric -y' (see e.g. [158]). In particular, the 5d
Gibbons-Hawking term K' imposes Neumann boundary conditions on a.
For the action in (6.D.1) to be well-defined on (6.D.2) we need to introduce the following
boundary terms
Sbd =J d3xzfX (K - e-3o tA"F, + n'BrauW1 (a, A 2) + W2 (oA 2 , @) + W 3 (a, A2D)
_ L
where the functions W1 , W 2 and W3 are defined as follows
W1 (a, A2) L -0/2 _ Le5/2A2
W 2 (u, A2 L 2 (ea/2 A2 +--
W3 (u, A2 , )
Mc ((2 QL2 2e -2r -42L3 1 (LW1 (o, A2) + Q3 L 4 e34)8L 3
23 We note that this reduction was used in [10] to embed Lifshitz black holes in string theory.
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ds 2 = ecrL2  -2o
T 4
(6.D.2)
A4)
1 (Q 2L2 e 2 1e 2 a _1)2e-/2
+2 4L 2
The first three terms of the lower dimensional boundary term come from the reduction of the
higher dimensional Gibbons-Hawking term. The higher dimensional "boundary cosmological
constant" reduces to the fourth term (e-o/ 2 ) in the lower dimensional boundary integral,
and the last term of (6.D.3) (the axion kinetic energy) reduces to W2 term in the lower
dimensional boundary action. This action without W3 makes the stress tensor finite even
when To is finite. However, this does not make the variation with respect to ey and ey finite.
This variation can be cancelled by adding W3 , with the specific coefficient
MBC = r/4 - r2 OQ/2L3 - (6.D.4)
Note that W3 cannot be lifted to an intrinsic local 5d counterterm. We interpret W3 as a
boundary term that is induced by a "string field" which is not directly visible in supergravity.
Further, when MBC or ro is infinite, the lower dimensional boundary terms can be uplifted
to the 5D boundary term in (6.D.3).
We emphasize the distinction between F - re ~ K8, which determines the coefficient in
the perturbed action of operators whose dimensions are protected by supersymmetry above
the KK scale (see Fig. 6-1), and MBC which cannot be interpreted in this way and sources
a "string field".
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Chapter 7
Lifshitz Black Hole
The material in this chapter and the sixth item in the synopsis (Chapter 1) appeared in "An
analytic Lifshitz black hole" with John McGreevy [17] and is reprinted with the permission
of Phys. Rev. D. Copyright (2009) by The American Physical Society.
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we are interested in studying the thermal aspects of a Lifshitz field theory
using holography. It was pointed out in [63] that the equal-time correlators of a free Lifshitz
theory exhibit ultra-local behavior in the infinite volume limit. One is led to wonder whether
this property should is shared by interacting Lifshitz theories, and whether the Lifshitz
scaling is sufficient to produce this behavior. We use the AdS/CFt correspondence to show
that Lifshitz field theories with gravity duals do not exhibit this behavior. Before we proceed
to discuss the holographic approach, let us present a brief review of the results in [63]. Let
us consider the following Gaussian model for a free Lifshitz theory in d space dimensions:
S[x] = Jddxdt [(atx)2 - K (V2x) 2] (7.1.1)
This action describes a fixed line parametrized by K, and the dynamical exponent is z = 2.
This theory describes the critical behavior of e.g. quantum dimer models [11]. In many ways,
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the d = 2, z = 2 version of the theory (7.1.1) is like a relativistic boson in 1+1 dimensions'.
The scaling behavior of the ground-state entanglement entropy for this class of theories was
studied recently in [97, 11]. This analysis also supports the similarity with 2d CFT, in that
a universal leading singular behavior is found.
In the free theory, the boson has logarithmic correlators
(x(x)x(0)) dwd 2k W2 - eIn x. (7.1.2)
As in the familiar d = z = 1 case, the operators of definite scaling dimension are not the
canonical bose field itself, but rather its exponentials and derivatives. In the connection
with quantum dimer models, the bose field is a height variable constructed from the dimer
configuration, and the exponentials of the bose field are order parameters for various dimer-
solid orderings [11]. At zero temperature, the logarithmic behavior of the correlator of the
bose fields implies that the two-point function of the order parameter decays as a power
law. However, the equal-time correlators at finite temperature are ultra-local in the infinite-
volume limit [63]: they vanish at any nonzero spatial separation. In [63], it was suggested
that this might be a mechanism for the kind of local criticality (scaling in frequency, but not
momentum) seen in the strange metal phase of the cuprates and in heavy fermion materials.
One is led to wonder whether this property should is shared by interacting Lifshitz theories,
and whether the Lifshitz scaling is sufficient to produce this behavior. In [63] the addition of
perturbative interactions was shown to lead to a finite correlation length; these perturbations
violate the Lifshitz scaling. Below we will show that interactions which preserve the Lifshitz
scaling need not give ultralocal behavior.
They computed the two-point function for the case when z = 2 and showed that it
exhibits power law decay. They also studied the holographic renormalization group flow for
this case and found that AdS 4 is the only other fixed point of the flow. Lifshitz vacuum
solutions were shown to be stable under perturbations of the bulk action in [2].
In this chapter we shall study a black hole solution which asymptotes to the Lifshitz
spacetime with d = 2, z = 2. In section 2, an analytical solution for a black hole that
asymptotes to the planar Lifshitz spacetime is written down. We present several actions
'Similar statements apply whenever z = d. However, constructing a rotation-invariant, local spatial
kinetic operator that scales like p2d is tricky for d # 2 k for integer k. We note in passing that the existence
of such theories seem to be suggested by the calculations of [141].
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whose equations of motion it solves; they all involve some matter sector additional to (5.1.2).
Section 3 presents an analysis of the thermodynamics of this black hole. In section 4, we solve
the wave equation for a massive scalar field in this background; surprisingly, this equation
is exactly solvable. We use this solution to calculate the two-point functions of boundary
operators in section 5.
There have been numerous works related to black holes in Lifshitz spacetime including
the author's work. [165] constructs a black hole solution in a related background with
slightly different asymptotics. Danielsson and Thorlacius [46] found numerical solutions of
black holes in global Lifshitz spacetime. Interestingly, these are solutions to precisely the
system studied by [106], with no additional fields. Related solutions were found by [29].
[15] found solutions of type JIB supergravity that are dual to Lifshitz-like theories with
spatial anisotropy and z = 3/2; these solutions have a scalar field which breaks the scaling
symmetry.
7.2 Black hole solution
We shall now study a black hole in four dimensions that asymptotically approaches the
Lifshitz spacetime in 5.1.1 with z = 2. We first observe that there is such a black hole in a
system with a strongly-coupled scalar (i.e. a scalar without kinetic terms). The action is
S1 = - d4x (R - 2A) - d4x (e F 2 + M A2 + (e-2 -1)). (7.2.1)2 4 2
A solution of this system is
1
<b-- 2 log (1 + r2 /r2), A= f /r 2 dt2H
dt2 dzai dr2
ds 2 = -f + + ,r2  (7.2.2)
with
r2
f=1 2-
rH
Note that the metric has the same simple form as in the RG flow solution (eqn (4.1)) of
[106].
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We can get the same contributions to the stress tensor as from the scalar without kinetic
terms from several more-reasonable systems. One such system is obtained by adding a
second massive gauge field B which will provide the same stress-energy as the scalar. It has
a slightly unfamiliar action:
S2 J = dx (R-2A)- dx (B dA + 2 A 2  dB 2  (1 - B2) (7.2.3)
where A, B are one-forms, and m2 = 4 and m2 = 2 . The solution looks like B =
B(r)dr, A = A(r)dt and the metric is same as (7.2.2). In the solution, the scalar functions
take the form
B(r) = grr 1 + , A(r) = Qf r-zdt
Note that B(r) isn't gauge-trivial (even though its field strength vanishes) because of the
mass term. Since B(r) asymptotes to 1, the effective gauge coupling of the field A is not
large at the boundary.
The system with a strongly-coupled scalar in (7.2.1) is not equivalent to the system
(7.2.3) with two gauge fields. For example, there are solutions of (7.2.1) where the scalar has
a profile that depends both on r and x; such configurations do not correspond to solutions
of (7.2.3).
It is not clear whether the solution written above is stable. We leave the analysis of the
stability of such solutions to small perturbations to future work. As weak evidence for this
stability, we show in the next section that these black holes are thermodynamically stable.
Another action with this Lifshitz black hole (7.2.2) as a solution is
Sx R - 2A - 2 _ _ B) 2 -m 2 _ -2"F2 - V () (724)
where V(4P) = 2e 24 - 2. In the solution, the metric and gauge field A take the same form
as in (7.2.2). The other fields are
2
H
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Note that the action (7.2.4) is not invariant under the would-be gauge transformation
B -+ B+ dA, <b - <D + A,
because of the coupling to F 2 - 4 (the sum of the gauge kinetic term and the potential
term)2 . We are not bothered by this: it means that in quantizing the model, mass terms for
the fluctuations B will be generated; however, such a mass term is already present.
We would also like to point out that in the three systems Si,2,3 described above, the stress-
energy tensor of the fields with local propagating degrees of freedom satisfy the dominant
energy condition3 , i.e. T'^,B) (- R,, - (}R + A)ggy) satisfies the following
--- - > -1 -and > -1.
TXX TYY Trr
Hence, there are no superluminal effects in the bulk. This is basically a consequence of the
fact that the squared-masses of the gauge fields are positive.
7.3 Lifshitz black hole thermodynamics
The Hawking temperature and entropy can be calculated using the near horizon geometry.
The Hawking temperature is the periodicity of the Euclidean time direction in the near
horizon metric (proportional to the surface gravity) i.e., T = -|Ir=rH, with
2 VaV b VbVa2
where v = at. Hence,
1
T= 2 (7.3.1)
27rrH
The entropy of the black hole is
Area of Horizon LxL(S = =GN"G . (7.3.2)4G N 4G4rH
2We note that this quantity does vanish on the solution of interest.
3We would like to thank Allan Adams, Alex Maloney and Omid Saremi for bringing this criterion to our
attention.
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We shall now evaluate the free energy, internal energy and pressure by calculating the
on-shell action and boundary stress tensor. In order to renormalize the action, it is essential
to add counterterms which are intrinsic invariants of the boundary.
Consider the following gravitational action:
S= Jd4xV-j - 2A - F2 - A2 _ V()
- MXj(KM+McNMeM2MvFyM) (7.3.3)
+ d I axV/7 (2co W - c2A 2 ) + - d3 x .f7 ((c3 + c4 ) A 2 + c5 A 4 )2Bm 2 am
The second line of (7.3.3) contains extrinsic boundary terms: the Gibbons-Hawking term,
and a 'Neumannizing term' which changes the boundary conditions on the gauge field. The
last line of (7.3.3) describes the intrinsic boundary counterterms 4. In the above expression,
we have set 87G = 1. We have written the analysis in terms of Si (7.2.1); the analysis can be
adapted for S2 (7.2.3) by simply replacing 1 in (7.3.3) by - log B2 . If Neumann boundary
conditions are imposed on the gauge field, then CN = 1 and ci = 0 for i > 3. Similarly,
CN = 0, if Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed on the gauge field.
The boundary stress tensor resulting from (7.3.3) is
T -= K1- (K - co + c15 + c 2  4V (n+ n ArAA -AaA AarAa
+ (c3 + c4J + 2c5A 2) AIA 1, - 1 (c3 + c44 + c5 A 2 ) A 2 7p (7.3.4)
The values of ci are determined by demanding that the action is "well-behaved". The
action is well-behaved if the variation of the action vanishes on-shell and if the residual
gauge symmetries of the metric are not broken. The values of ci which makes the action
well-defined also render finite the action and boundary stress tensor (please see appendix
4 The most general combination of counterterms, which do not vanish at the boundary, is
d /-M -(2c' + c'D + c'42) + - f 3XV/y ((cs + c'<b) (A 2 - 1) + c'(A 2 _ 1)2)
which 2 f
which has the same form as (7.3.3).
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A). Implementing this procedure, we find for the energy density, pressure and free energy
1 LL
-F = -TS = x (7.3.5)2 2r 4
Satisfying the first law of thermodynamics (in the Gibbs-Duhem form E +'P = TS) is a nice
check on the sensibility of our solution, since it is a relation between near-horizon (T, S) and
near-boundary (E, P) quantities.
Recently, [152] have described an alternative set of boundary terms for asymptotically
Lifshitz theories. They do not include the Neumannizing term, but instead include an
intrinsic but nonanalytic VAiA, term.
7.4 Scalar response
In this section, we study a probe scalar in the black hole background (7.2.2). The scalar can
be considered a proxy for the mode of the metric coupling to Tff.
7.4.1 Exact solution of scalar wave equation
Consider a scalar field # of mass m in the black hole background (7.2.2)5.
Let u 2 . Fourier expand:
H
# = S #b(u)e-ist+ik-Y
k
The wave equation takes the form:
u (-fk2 + uw 2 ) + m 2 f 1
4f 2 2  qk (U) - fu OVU) + O(u
where k2  k 2 . Near the horizon, the incoming (-) and outgoing (+) waves are
#-k (1 - u)±iw/2.
5 In the following we have set both the bulk radius of curvature and the horizon radius to one. This means
that frequencies and momenta are 'gothic' [162], i.e. measured in units of rH. Note that since z = 2, w needs
two factors of rH to make a dimensionless quantity.
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The solutions near the boundary at u = 0 are
'k ulk 4+m2
The exact solution to the wave equation is #k(u) f--iw/2 i-igm2 + 4 Gk(U) with
Gk(u)= Al 2 F1(a+, b+; c+, u)um2+4 + A 2 2 F1(a-, b_; c_, u) (7.4.1)
and
(a±, b±; c±)
- ± VM2+4 _ i-k2 W 2 +1+},--+ i +4+ + -k 2 -_ 2 +11+ m2+4;u
2 2 2 2' 2 2 2 2;1±/24;u
We emphasize that this is the exact solution to the scalar wave equation in this black hole;
such a solution is unavailable for the AdSd> 3 black hole. The difference is that the equation
here has only three regular singular points, whereas the AdS5 black hole wave equation has
four. This is because in the AdS5 black hole, the emblackening factor is f =1 -- U2 which
has two roots, whereas ours is just f = 1 - u.
The other example of a black hole with a solvable scalar wave equation is the BTZ black
hole in AdS 3 [30]6. The origin of the solvability in that case is the fact that BTZ is an
orbifold of the zero-temperature solution. This is not the origin of the solvability in our case
- this black hole is not an orbifold of the zero-temperature solution. This may be seen by
comparing curvature invariants: they are not locally diffeomorphic. More simply, if the black
hole were an orbifold, it would solve the same equations of motion as the vacuum solution.
The fact that we were forced to add an additional matter sector (such as <D or B,) to find
the black hole solution immediately shows that they are not locally diffeomorphic.
Now we ask for the linear combination of (7.4.1) which is ingoing at the horizon. In terms
of v - V4 + m 2 , y 1 - - k2 , this is the combination with
A1  17(v) F(1(1 - iW - v - 7)) F (j(1 - i -- v +))
= (-1)V FV (7.4.2)A 2  r (-(V) F (G(1 - iw + V - Y)) F ((1 - i* + V+ (
In the massless case, one of the hypergeometric functions in (7.4.1) specializes to a Meijer
6Another example, in two dimensions, is [142].
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G-function, and the solution is #k = u2f-iw/ 2 Gk (u) with
Gk (u) =
2F1 (-W-i-k 2+1 ,- fk 2 + 1 + (;3; u) +
ci2 2 2, ) /_k
20(io - v/-k2 _211),j(iw+v1-k2 _ 2+1--1)
c1G2,2 (U
In this solution, the coefficient of ci (the Meier-G function) is purely ingoing at the horizon.
7.4.2 Correlators of scalar operators
In the previous section we wrote the solution for the wave equation in this black hole for a
scalar field with an arbitrary mass. As mentioned earlier, the BTZ black hole also shares
this property of having a scalar wave equation whose solutions are hypergeometric. Hence,
one might expect that the two-point function of scalar operators in a Lifshitz-like theory to
have a form that is similar to that of 2D CFTs.
i'l I I __ -_ 1 - A - A A-4-p-The momentum space correlator for a scalar operatu of dimensiun LA =A i- dete-
mined from the ratio of the non-normalizable and normalizable parts of the solution. The
asymptotic behavior of the solution in (7.4.1) is
u2 (A1 + 0(u)) + u2 (A2 + O(u)) (7.4.3)
Hence, the retarded Green's function (two-point function) is
-# A1 _F(v _) (1 - i - v - )F (1(1 - io - v +
GretP, k) = =(-1)" (7.4.4)A2 F (-v) F (1(1 - io + V - I))F (1(1 - io + V +7)
with v and -y defined above equation (7.4.2). Note that the correlator has a form very similar
to that of a 2D CFT. It would be nice to know the precise connection between z = 2 Lifshitz-
like theories in 2 + 1 D with 2D CFTs that is responsible for this similarity. Note that the
poles of the retarded Green's function do not lie on a straight line in the complex frequency
plane, as they do for 2D CFTs.
Next, we would like to see whether the correlators exhibit ultra local behavior at finite
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temperature as observed in the free scalar Lifshitz theory [63]. We find that the Green's
function is not ultra-local - this removes the possibility that Lifshitz-symmetric interactions
require ultralocal behavior.
We will now calculate the two-point function of a scalar operator of dimension A = 4
at finite temperature. In this case, the correlator is given by the coefficient of r4 in the
asymptotic expansion of the solution near r = 0. Kachru et. al. [106] showed that the
correlator exhibits a power law decay at zero temperature.
We can evaluate this correlator by extracting the coefficient of the u2 term (note that
u oC r 2) in the asymptotic expansion of the solution of the massless scalar wave equation.
The behavior of the solution near u = 0 is
#(u, k, w) = I-- + 2i)- ( + 4W -3+20 1 + iw - 1 _ W2))
+2 (Q 1 + iW + 1_ 2_2) +27E + 2lnul + 0 (u3 ) (7.4.5)
where 7E is Euler's constant, 7 is the digamma function. The behavior of the solution in the
Euclidean black hole can be obtained by replacing w by -ilw . The choice of the negative sign
gives the solution which is ingoing at the horizon, as appropriate to the retarded correlator
[162]. Henceforth, we shall work with the solution for the Euclidean case. The correlator is
the sum of the two digamma functions. All other terms in the coefficient of U2 are contact
terms. Hence, the correlator in momentum space is
(0(o -- )O0(w, k)) oc - 4w -1 +| lW - 2+w +
0 ((-1+ + 1 2 + k w2))] (7.4.6)
After dropping the contact terms, the above expression can be written as follows
00
(0(-W, -k)0(w, k)) oc A,
n=1
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where
An (2n-3)+|wl an+ IlWI
(2n - 3)2 + 21w(2n - 3) + k2 - - a2 + 2an I W k2 - 1
We can now calculate the correlators in coordinate space by performing the Fourier transform
of the above expression7 . This is given by
D(IsI, t) [(489t - (V2)2 E n (7.4.7)
n
where, D(I4, t) is the two-point function and
Z Ff= Z kd kdwdO an+ W LO eikillcos O+iwt
n Ja2' + 2a | wu | +k2-'__ 1 _4
The short distance (r < rH) behavior of the equal time correlator is
D(IsW < rH,0) = [(4a2- (v2)2).F] C 8 (7.4.8)
As a check, we note that, the short distance behavior of this expression reproduces the
zero-temperature answer |2|-' found in [106].
The long distance (|l > rH) behavior is
D(Il rH,0) = [(4a _ (V2)2)F] e-/21I/rH (7.4.9)
The correlator is not ultra-local, unlike the thermal correlator in free scalar Lifshitz theory.
7.5 Discussion
An important defect of this work which cannot have avoided the reader's attention is the
fact that the matter content which produces the stress-energy tensor for this black hole is
unfamiliar and contrived. There is no physical reason why terms such as A 2B 2 should not
be added. In our defense, a perturbation analysis in the coefficient of such terms indicates
that a corrected solution can be constructed. It is not clear how to embed such solutions
7 We would like to thank Shamit Kachru and Mike Mulligan for sharing the Mathematica file that computes
the spatial two-point function derived in [106].
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in a UV-complete gravity theory. A numerical black hole solution of consistent truncations
of type IIB supergravity were found in [10]. However, the lower dimensional effective action
seems to be very different from those considered here.
7.A Regularizing the action and boundary stress ten-
sor
In this appendix, we will show that the on-shell action and boundary stress tensor can be
rendered finite by making the action well-behaved, i.e. the action is stationary on-shell under
an arbitrary normalizable variation of the bulk fields, and the boundary terms in the action
must not break the residual gauge symmetries of the metric.
We will first find the constraints imposed by finiteness of the free energy, internal energy
and pressure on ci.
The free energy of the boundary theory is
_T -__ Sonshell L 1 64CN - 8co+ 16c + 8C2 + 6c3 + 16c4 - 15c5
1 2  [ 32r 4
3 2 + 4ci + 8co + 6c 3 + 2c 4 - 5c5  24 + 2c3 - c5 - 8N + 8co (7.A.1)
1662 r + 8e4 (
where 3 is inverse temperature. We must set -C 5- + 24 - 8 CN + 8co + 2C3 = 0 and -ci -
8 - 2co - 3/2c3 - 1/2c3 + 5/4c5 = 0 to get rid of the divergences in the on-shell action.
Further, finiteness of the boundary stress tensor and conformal ward identities impose more
constraints on the counterterms.
The internal energy of the boundary theory is
= -LxLyf7T -LxL, 16 + 8co - 2c3 + 3c5 + 8 c 7 .A.2 )
32 + 8co + 4c1 - 6c 3 - 2c 4 + 15c5  8co - 16ci - 8c 2 + 6c 3 + 16c 4 - 45c5 + 64CN
16r2e 2 64r)
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Similarly, the expression for pressure is
1 1 64cN- 8co + 16c, + 8c2+6c 3 + 16C4 - 15c5
2 LL 2 xy= LxLy 7Txx = L Ly 32r 4
32 + 4c1 + 8c0 + 6c 3 +2c4-5c 5  24+2c3 - c5-8cN+ 8c 1  (7.A.4)
1662r 2 8e4
Note that F = -P, as expected in the grand canonical ensemble. Hence, the condition
for the divergences in pressure to cancel is same as the condition for divergences in the
on-shell action to cancel. However, finiteness of energy imposes additional constraints on
the counterterms. In the case of Schr6dinger black hole, it is not possible to get rid of the
divergence in the energy without the Neumannizing term [1].
The conformal Ward identity for conservation of the dilatation current requires zE = d7,
and in our discussion d = z = 2. The residual gauge freedom of the metric is broken if this
condition is not satisfied (see [160]). Note that making the boundary stress tensor finite does
not ensure this condition. We must set c2 = 7/2 for the conformal Ward identity to hold.
After imposing these conditions, we find
E =15 - 2c 2 6 CN (7.A.5)
16rN
In order to have a well-defined variational principle, we must ensure that 6S = 0 onshell.
We shall now determine the value of ci using this condition8 . The variation of the action is
S = EOM+ Id da-? [Tty,+((cN - 1)e-2@nvF"P + (c3 + c4 I + 2c5 A 2 ) A") 6AI,+
CNA v- 2 Fv,) - 1 (c1 + 2c 2 (b - c4 A 2 - 4cNA"nurFe-262 ) 6rj (7.A.6)
The first term vanishes onshell. Therefore, the boundary terms must also vanish onshell.
Let us assume, for convenience that Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed on the gauge
field (CN = 0). Prescribing boundary conditions is equivalent to prescribing the coefficient
of the non-normalizable mode of the solution. The allowed variations at the boundary fall
8 We have determined the value of ci for the case where Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed on the
gauge field. However, the method is general and can be used for other boundary conditions as well.
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faster than the non-normalizable part of the solution, i.e.,
7= 6 Y(l)T +"'}(2) " + .
6AA = r-2 (6Ap(l)r 2 + 6A( 2) r4 +...) (7.A.7)
6D = r 26D(l) + r 46&(2) + .. .
Substituting these expressions in (7.A.6) and using the conditions on ci for energy and
pressure to be finite9, we find
s= Jd3x (VT Ir2&71(") + 0 (r2 ) 6 Ag(i) + (c2 -i (64i + 0 (r2)) (7.A.8)
Since E and P are finite, the first term in the integrand vanishes at the boundary. Hence,
CI = c2 = 7/2 for the variation of the action to vanish on-shell. Using the values of ci found
above in (7.A.5) we get
E = = F =LxLy
2r 4
After restoring factors of 87rG,
LL 1 F 1
4=--- T = T =-TS16,rGrH 2 OT 2
We have shown that the stress tensor and on-shell action can be regularized by making the
action well-behaved, i.e. 6S must vanish on-shell and the counterterms should not break any
residual gauge symmetry.
9c0 -(17 - ci)/8, c3 -5 - ci, C4 = -2ci and c5 = -3 - ci, when CN 0-
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and outlook
We began by presenting an alternate view of strongly interacting systems. This alternate
view led to interesting phenomenological techniques that can be useful in describing quantum
critical points arising in condensed matter systems. We saw how the holographic correspon-
dence can be extended to systems with more exotic symmetries such as non-relativistic
conformal symmetries. However, the simplest embeddings of these holographic models in
string theory do not resemble any realistic systems such as cold fermions at unitarity. It
might be worth improving the existing tools in non-relativistic holography to build new phe-
nomenological models that can have closer resemblance with realistic systems. In particular,
the asymptotic behavior of the fields in a spacetime with no well-defined conformal boundary,
seems to present a lot of strange features that is not seen the original holographic descrip-
tions of relativistic CFTs. In particular, it would be nice to have a well-defined prescription
for studying holographic renormalization in such spacetimes.
Non-relativistic holography might be useful as a conceptual tool for studying RG flows in
a non-relativistic system. Currently, theorems such as "a-theorem" which constrain the RG
flow is applicable only to relativistic systems. Non-relativistic holography might be helpful
in understanding the behavior of RG flows in a non-relativistic theory. For instance, one
can check if there is an analog of the holographic c-theorem for non-relativistic domain wall
flows. Such studies might shed light on the behavior of RG flows when a finite chemical
potential is turned for some conserved current.
We also stumbled upon solutions which seems to exhibit interesting but strange features
- a translationally system at finite density which is confining. At present it is not clear if
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this is a feature of the large N limit or if it is a feature of strong interactions. Familiar ideas
in condensed matter theory seems to suggest that this cannot be described as an insulator.
However, it might be interesting to see the consequences of breaking translation invariance
in these systems.
Another interesting feature of some of the holographic models encountered in thesis is
the appearance of dangerous irrelevant couplings as boundary parameters. It is a rather
non-trivial task to understand the effects of dangerous irrelevant operators in a field theory.
Though the prescription for identifying such operators from the gravity side is not clear, it is
possible to use heuristic reasons along with familiar holographic prescriptions to identify the
effects of such operators. It would be nice to get a better understanding of such operators
using the holography.
As mentioned in the introduction, the studies on applications of AdS/CFT to condensed
matter systems have led to the "discovery" of numerous gravitational instabilities. It would
be interesting to see if similar instabilities exist in asymptotically flat (or deSitter) spacetime.
FInding such instabilities can enhance our understanding of classical gravity atleast, if not
quantum gravity.
Before the era of holography, physicists searched for new phenomena and answers to
old puzzles under one light of perturbative QFT-this was the only lamp post known till
the development of the holographic principle. We have an additional lampost now - the
holographic lamp post! We might find answers to some of the old puzzles or find new
interesting phenomena by searching under this new lamppost. Such a search can at least get
rid of the boredom of searching under one single lamppost!
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